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ABSTRACT 

Given the current drastic situation in war-tom Angola, a stwly of its people in exile is 
both timely and important. This thesis draws on thirteen in-depth intewiews to explore 
the negotiation of Angolan identity in diaspora in Toronto and, to a much lesser extent, in 
London, U.K. Only persons who self-identified as Angolan were considered for this 
research. While the sarnple size is limited, participant responses dernonstrate the extent 
to which Angolan identity is negotiated and contested in diaspora. Community politics, 
and the politics of language in particuiar, reveal a heated debate surrounding Angolan- 
ness - a debate which is intricately bound up in a recent Angolan BaKongo return 
movement fiom the Democratic Republic of Congo. French-speaking BaKongo returnees 
of Angolan descent are laying both emotional and territorial clairns to Angola. As a 
result. this group is challenging the very definition of the Angolan nation and of Angolan- 
ness. in response to this challenge, Portuguese-speaking Angolans or self-identified 
'Real' Angolans, have drawn on a nationalkt discourse which deliberately excludes these 
French-speakers, particularly those who exhibit strong ethno-nationaiist tendencies. 
Ultimately, this research reveals how negotiating Angolan-ness in diaspora is a 
continuous and unpredictable process - one which is symptomatic of our increasingly 
globalised world. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

"Peace? With those two parties there [the MPLA & UNITA]? No. There wilI never be a peace in 
Angola. Until those two guys are gonna die [Savimbi & Dos Santos], there ain't gonna be a peace .... 

Those peopk made Angola as a business counby... So basically, even hside of Angola, the [people's] 
eyes are open but they can't say nothing. We, outside of Angola, we have to build that confidence to those 

people .... 1 want Savimbi dead. 1 want Dos Santos dead. I really rnean it. 1 want thern dead those two 
people. The reason I want those two people dead is because they are the ones rnaking war in AngoIa 

They made it as a business" (Vicente June 12' 1999). 

'"ïhey are both so greedy [Savimbi & Dos Santos] ... They are not doing it for the people. If it was for the 
people, they would never kill any person there in AngoIa. Because every victirn in Angola is not in the 

military but civilians al1 the the .  So they're not doing anything for us... The country has so much money 
but they don't do anything for the people. Not if you're KiMbundu, UMbundu or BaKongon. 

(Sofia March 1999). 

"Mon dpouse est née en 1970. Elle est née dans une situation de guerre. Elle a grandit dans une situation 
de guerre. Elle s'est mariée dans une situation de guerre. Elle a commencé a avoir ses enfants dans une 

situation de guerre, quelle histoire peut- elle donner & ses enfants parce qu'elle n'a jamais connue fa paix?" 
(Tomhs June 3" 1999).' 

"Angolans like a good party and laugh. And even now, even the disaster and chaotic situation in which 
they Iive, you can't believe the energy they put into having a good the" (Lam lune 9* 1999). 

1.1 Angola's Invisibility 

1.2 million deaths have been directly attributed to Angola's intensiwg thirty year war 

(Angola Update March 1999). The officia1 estimate of in-country amputees dismembered 

by land mines is 70,000 - the world's highest (Md.)? As of April 1999, it was estimated 

that 1.6 million Angolans were intedly displaceci, half of whom had ken  dispossessed 

'"M~ spouse was bom in 1970. She was born in war. She grew up in war. She was married in 
war. She started having hm children in war. So what kind of history can she p a s  on to her children when 
ail she hes known is wa#" (June 3rd 1999) 

*Angolm Update reports that for evesy pair of Angolan legs, there is one land mine (March 1999). 



as recently as  April 1998 (Angola Update May 1 999)3. Yet Angola has fallen off the 

international community's agenda altogether. There are countless expressions of "deep 

concem", "cds" and "urgent appeals" lodged by international officials and delegates for 

both political and financial cornmitment, yet response is minimal at best (IRIN 1999; 

Angola Peace Monitor 1 999; Angola Update 1 999)4. 

Arnidst cornplaints of 'donor fatigue' and physical threats to NGO staff, the international 

community has al1 but given up and pulled out of Angola.' D i h g  prospects for peace, 

'III 1997, Angola's total population was estimated to be 1 1.6 million (Angola Update March 
1999). Reports of displacement however, an conflicting. The Carter Institute, citing the 1995 World 
Refbgee Swey, ciaimed that the number of intemally displaced persons (IDPs) exceeded 2,000,000 in 
December 1994 - long before the latest round of renewed fighting (triggered in Decernber 1998). In 
addition to those internally displaced, 75,000 sought refuge in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) 
and another 8,000 fled into Congo-Brazzaville between December 1998 and April 1999 alone. Zambia 
accommodated 1200 refirgees between June 1998 and Decernber 1998. These recent migrants join the 
hundreds of thousands who preceded them: 220,000 in the DRC, 13,000 in Congo-Brazzaville, and 
1 10,000 in Zarnbia according to December 1994 figures. (IRIN 1999: World Refugee S w e y  1995 cited by 
the Carier hithte 1995). In spite of the magnitude of displacement suggested by these numbers. they are 
likely greatly under-representing the actual scale of migration and dispossession. Many refiigees go 
uncounted, discreetly staying wiîh f3ends or kin in-country or in neighbouring countries (Robson 1999; 
Hansen IWO). According to Paul Robson of the Montreal-based NGO Alternatives, those most easily 
identified tend to be those chat are said to be most vulnerable and those living in camps. 

4niis is partly evidenced by the fact that of the 105 million dollars promised by the international 
community in 1999. only 45.15 million had been put forward by June of this year. This latter amount 
covers but 25% of anticipateci needs in Anpla. (Agence France-Presse June TL 1999). The AfnCB Policy 
information Center (APIC) based in Washington, D.C. confums the international community's apathy. in 
July 1999, it cirnilated an published by the Los Angeles Thes  (dated May 2 1 * 1999) in which it 
was "noted that per capita spending on refigees in the Balkans averages more than 1 1 times that on 
rehgea in Afnca The war which resumeà in Angola in ûecember Iast year attracts only a tiny fiadion of 
the attention given to Kosovo, though the casualties in this and other Anican conflicts are many times more 
numemus"(APIC July 1 1' 1999). 

'~ttacks on humanitarian aid workers, both domestic and international, have escalated in the psçt 

year. Two LJN planes were shot down, one in kember 1998 and the second in January 1999 (UNHCR 
1999). hvesti'gative visits to either crash sites were unsuccessfùlly negotiated and all passenges have 
been presumd d d  On the 166 of Apiü 1999, six Angolan aid workers h m  Save the Childm Fund 



coupied with the Angolan govemment's unwillingness to keep a UN military presence in- 

country, culminated in the withdrawal of the United Nations Observer Mission in Angola 

(MONUA) on the 26' of February 1999 (UNHCR June 1999): Although ''vital 

humanitarian operations" of the UN still exist in Angola - particularly the World Food 

Programme (WFP) - efforts have been greatly harnpered. The WFP's operations, like 

those of rernaining NGOs, are h t r a t e d  by the control of UNITA troops, gunmen, rebels 

and disaffected or AWOL combatants.' Underfùnded and restrîcted from accessing those 

in greatest need, the humanitarian aid agencies have vimially ground to a halt. It now 

appears as though the world will stand by as Angolans bear their fourth wave of wa? in 

were ambushed and killed (IRIN June 1 4" 1 999). Likewise, on the 1 4'h of .lune 1 999, IRiN reported that 
the vehicle of a Portuguese aid agency was ambushed. Two humanitarian workers were killed and two 
others were uijured (Ibid.). 

6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ' s  effectiveness is hotly contested. It has been particularly criticized for its inability or 
unwillingnes~ to enforce the demobilisation of troops and UNITA'S (National Union for the Total 
Independence of Angola) disannament in particular - conditions which had been agreed to by al1 parties, 
signatories of the 1994 Lusaka peace accord. In direct contravention to the accord, not onty did LJNITA 
fail to dism. but they incrrased their military capability. They did so with MOMJA's knowledge and 
some say, blessing. UN Secretary-ûeneral Kofi h a n  has called for a firllscale review of MONUA. 

'This development has f o d  World Food Rogrsmme to reson to air travel to deliver desperately 
needed humanitarian supplies, particular food and medical supplies. Over the course of six rnonths, the 
WFP reported that its rcliance on air delivery increased h m  20% to 80090%. Air transport is risky, 
exorbitantly costly and also vulnerable to muent  airport closures. 

iheflrst wwor (196 1 to 1975) was a war of independence. Even pnor to Portugal's sudden 
withdrawal h m  Angola (in 1975), t h  nationalkt groups, the FNLA, the MPLA and UNITA began to 
vie for power. In 1975, independence was declareci by the Marxist, Soviet-backed MPLA and a single- 
party governent was forrned, gaining widespread diplomatic recognition. Cold war politics began to play 
heavily into the conflict, as the US. and China backed the Maoist, but anti-Marxist, UNITA-FNLA. The 
second war (1975 to 199 l), the war of the bush (Guerro do mato) involvtd particularly brutal sieges of 
isolateci t o m  such as Cuito Cuanavele where thousands were killed in 1987-88. The 1988 New York 
agreement resulted in a peace treaty which ultimaîely collapsed the foltowing year. A new round of intense 
fighting resumed up until the 199 1 Bicesse Accords. niese accords were the most pmmising yet, and 
Angolans nnally sensed some relief and were clearly hophi for the hitum. The Accords ushered in 



less than three decades. 

Despite the severity and tragic nature of these events, media and academic coverage of 

the country has been minimal. If, and when, literature does surface, it tends to have one 

of five foci: (1) Some deal with national-level politics, specifically, the might and strategy 

of the war's figureheads - UNITA'S Jonas Savimbi in particular (e.g. The Economist 

March 13' 1999): (2) Others engage in causal analyses of the war (e.g. Turner 1998). (3) 

There is considerably more literature with a political economic leaning focus on the 

financing of the war through the sale - both legal and illegal -- of Angola's vast 

quantities of diamonds and oil (eg. Afnca Confidentid May 1999; Jeune Afrique 1998; 

Globe and Mail March 1'1999; Global Witness December 1998); (4) Still other writings 

report on the country's worsening humanitarian situation (eg. Angola Peace Monitor; 

Globe and Mai1 July 27' 1999, March 26' 1999; World News Interpress Service June 

Angola's fint dernonatic elections in Oaober 1992. The MPLA won a nanow victory over Savimbïs 
üNlTA party in a preliminary run-off election. Reje*ing the vote, Savimbi opted for a third round of war. 
The third wcn (late 1992 to late 1994) was the Guerra das cidades (the war of the cities). Again, the war, 
fought in the central highiands, mched a new intensity with up ta 182,000 people dying in a s i x  month 
period in 1993. War continued unabated up until the Lusaka Rotocol of Novanba 1994. Angolans 
however, were pessimistic, referring to this uneasy pst-1994 phase as "not w u  and not peace" (Robson 
1999). Between 1994 and 1998, localised fighting continued as did breaches of the cease-fin. By 
Dcnmbr 1998, a full-scalefowth wm was inevitable. As both sides are wealthy - the MPLA controls 
vast oil reserves whereas UNITA has access to Angola's diamond mines - and better armeci tban ever - 
UNITA having recently acquired air powa - this founh war promises to be psrt*culirly brutal. Angolan 
newcomecs to Canada are now speaking of a nation of hdmbable  suffehg and hopeiessness (Global 
Witness December 1998). 



17' 1999): (5) Finally, a iiandfid of texts, particularly in history and anthropology, have 

provided descriptive and/or ethnographie accounts of Angola's colonial experience, 

various ethnic groups or the role of the Catholic church (Hilton 1985; Thornton 1998 & 

1983; Soret 1959; MacgafTey 1995; Schubert 1997). With the exception of Art Hansen 

(1990) and Julia Powles (1995)1°, there has been to my knowledge, little recent academic 

attention to the lived experiences of every day Angolans - experiences inevitably and 

profoundly shaped by war and exile". Anthropology, 1 believe, is particularly well-suited 

to such a timely exploration. Its cornmitment to the lives and livelihoods of everyday 

' ~ n ~ o l a  contains some of the richest deposits of gas, diarnoncis and minerals in Africa (Global 
Witness D e m b e r  1998; IRLN 1999; Angola Update). Experts now believe that deepwater oi1 reserves 
off Angola's coast an the world's largest untapped reserves. Oil provides 90% of the govement's 
revenue. Ln 1999 alone, it is expected that the MPLA-led goverment will raise up to USSl.5 billion £?om 
the mortgage of fitture oil production and fiom signature bonuses derived h m  the allocation of off-shore 
drillhg licemes to BP Amoco, Elf Aquitaine and W o n  (IRM May 1 1' 1999). üN1TA for its part, is 
alrnost entirely h d e d  by its control, production and sale of diamonds. Estimates of amounts raised h m  
sales range fiom $500 million to $3 billion per year (Angola Update June 1 999). Amounts raked by both 
parties are then uscd to buy weapons. Human Rights Watch daims that "Bulgaria has supplied both the 
Angolan govenunent and, in breach of ON sanctions, the rebel UNITA movement. The report noted that 
UNITA delegations travelled to Buip'a in 1998 and in January 1999, 'purportedly for 'sightseeing' 
purposes but in al1 pmbability to arrange a m  deals'" (Human Rights Watch cited by IRiN June 8' 1999). 

''~0th Hansen and Powles mearched the lives and livelihoods of Angolans exiled in Zarnbia's 
North-Western province. 

"This absence may be cowived to k in keeping with anthropology's traditionai avoidance of 
the lived details of socio-political conflict and violence. nie discipline has in faa, a long tradition of 
interest in waq the cold war, terror and tmrism (Green 1995), peasant war (Wolf 1969 in Sluka 199230) 
and especially 'primitive waty(Malinawski 194 1 in Sluka 199230). It is partly as a result of this history 
that conflict has come to be viewed as one of many fonns of human interaction. Yet conflict and =ourse 
to violence in partiCcular, are still largely viewed as abemrti*onal to n o d  and stable fonns of sociaI 
organization or then again, they are 'rationalized away' with nference to familiar (albcit Important) 
historicai, political and economic mors, social stressors or so called 'mot auses'. A p w i n g  number of 
anthropologists however, such as FeIdman (1994), SIuka (1992 & 1990), Nordstrom (1995 & 1992), 
Martin (1 992) and Robben ( 1995) are challenging this esdition. in particular, they are advocating an 
approach with a view to expose the fuU nonsensicai detail of contesteâ mences of violence. 



people can make a valuable contribution to understanding the workings of conflict and 

resistance and perhaps even strategies for peace. in other words, anthropology can lend 

itself to explorations of codict from the bottom up, contrary to international relations' or 

politicai economy approaches, which have tended to devote themselves to the 

exclusionary arenas of rnacro politics and international trade. 

Inevitably, the brutality and great hardship that have shaped the last three decades of 

Angolan life, the international community's dwindling c~mmitment,~~ and acadernic 

disinterest have al1 conaibuted to the invisibility of Angola's 1 1.6 million people. Yet 

Angolans persevere with gnat energy, both in-country and abroad. in part it is this 

perseverance, as demonstrated by Angolans abroad, which is the focus of this thesis. 

Those who have physically escaped the conflict remain inexorably bound to and 

identified by it. It is this process of negotiating one's identity, particularly one's 

Angolan-ness as defhed by exile, that constitutes the focus of this research. Specifically, 

how is this negotiation afEected by and contested in relation to others who equally identiq 

themselves, or a part of themselves, as Angolan? 

13 Research Objectives 

One of this thesis' objectives is to draw attention to the Angolan conflict through an 

'%s suggested by one research prtiiipant, one could ais0 speculste that the woild will continue 
to express disinterest in Angola, so long as access to iîs abundance of diamonds and oit continues 
unimpeâed, 



exploration of the expenences of those who have fled the country to settie abroad, 

particularly in Canada. The primary objective, however, is to examine, within a broader 

discussion of diaspora, how Angolan identity is negotiated in exile. Diaspora, a 

tmnsnational phenornenon, provides a space in which notions of Angolan-ness cm be 

refodated and contested. In this thesis, this process is explored through the use of 

Angolan interview responses. These reveal how Angolans in Canada draw on a view of 

their past and homeland as a means to actively reinforce and perpetuate social 

consciousness and ideds. Moreover, the articulation of these views are particularly 

important in the diaspora as they actively link members to a homeland lost, thereby 

reinforcing an imagined bond. This bond is then used to legitimate, and shape 

identification with, and claims to, the homeland. 

I argue that ~ngolans" living in Ontario (Canada) are a diaspora, aibeit, perhaps, 

unintentionally. Angolans choose to not formally define themselves as a diaspora - even 

'community' is used with reservation - and yet they meet the standard check-list aiteria 

advanced by a number of diaspora theorists (Safran 1991; Cohen 1997). For example, 

they have a history of dispersal, and share myths and memones as well as a cornmitment 

to an ideaiized homeland. Most desire to r e m  to Angola, and there is clearly a sense of 

collective identity or consciousness as Angolaas (Cohen 1997; Safran 199 1). This 

L%ughout ihU thesis, 'Angolans' will refer to dl persans who self-identify as such - 
Urespective of actuai citizenship and / or length of residcnce in Angola 



consciousness exists in spite of tensions and different understandings as to what 

constitutes 'authentic' Angolan-ness." They also maintain hansnational ties with others 

exiled in countries other than Canada, particularly the U.S.A., Germany, France and 

Portugal, who self-identiw as Angolan. 

Of particular significance to diasporas, and equaily centrai to this research, are the 

workings of "a rnultitiered minority"(T(ll61 1 996: 1 8), which endeavours to maintain 

and M e r  develop diasporic group consciousness and identity. This minority, according 

to T616lyan (1 W6), is a "distinguishing diasporan feature consist[ing] of the committed, 

the activists, and sometimes a handful of radical activists or militants ... constitut[ing] the 

'leadership elites' or, in another parlance, an 'interest group,' whose members staff and 

fund organizations have specificaily diasporan concems". in other words, these 'elites' 

attempt to harness the resources, energies and emotions of fellow Angolans in an attempt 

to negotiate a public place for their particular interest group in a landscape which is, by its 

transnational nature, shifting, mobile and disjunctured (Appadufai 1996). These leaders 

are therefore responsible for shaping the na- of the group itself, in large part by 

determinhg its membership. They delineate the group's boundaries and both define and 

legitimate just who their fellow Angolaas are or should be. However, in the experiences 

'Clhis consciousness is cvidenced by the web of infonnal (regional and transnational) networks 
which bind dl who self-identify as Angolam. Although, d i f f ' g  conceptualisan'ons of Angolan-ness 
make ir difficult for people to work together in forma1 associations @articularly those officially recogriised 
by various levels ofhost govmiwnt), the flemiility and unpredictabüity of the infornial network 
accommodates tensions more miIy. 



of Angolans in Canada, there is not one 'multitiered minonty ' but several, ail of whic h 

are vying to promote competing visions of Angolan-ness. It is this contestation which 

provides this transnational community its shifting and fluid characteristic. 

1.3 Site & Scope of Research 

My primary research site is Toronto, Ontario and its sunoundhg areas. Of the thirteen 

persons interviewed, nine now reside in Toronto. Two participants live in Ottawa, but 

have had important links to the Angolan comrnunity in Toronto. Another individual is a 

resident of a smaller city on the outskirts of Toronto. The thirteenth individual does not 

reside in Canada at d l ,  but rather in Portugal. A cousin of one of the aforementioned 

participants, she volunteered to be interviewed. Her contribution proved invaluable, 

providing additional insight into both the Canadian case and the workings of Angolan 

transnational networks. 

In addition to this Canadian geographic site, a second site, based in the United Kingdom, 

has uifonned this shidy, albeit to a much lesser degree." Having spent a better part of 

1994 and 1995 living and studying in England, 1 was afforded the opportunity to meet 

~aKongo'~ asylurn-seekers originating fiom Angola They had taken up temporary 

" ~ h i s  tessrch is discusscd in greater d*ai*l in Chapter Five. 

I "nie KiKongoiperking BaKongo constitute Angola's thiiri largest e h i c  group in Angola (af'ker 
the OviMbundu and the Mbuadu nsptctively). They are lprgely concentrated in the country's Northern 
provinces of Uige, Zab  and Cabinda. They also popuiaîe Congo and make up the Iargest ethnic group in 



residence, as many asylum claims were pending, in London's East End. What drew me to 

their group was both the degree to which they claimed and aspired to be highiy organised 

and their underlying (trans)nationalist cause. On the one hand, a formai association 

offered a support network for those BaKongo asylum-seekers recently arrived in London. 

At the same tirne, a second formal organisation, more political in essence, advocated 

BaKongo self-determination. Its ultimate airn, fuelled by a highly idealised rnythico- 

history, was the restoration of the Kingdom of Kongo to its perceived glorious pre- 

colonial existence. Temtondiy, this daim extended beyond Angola's contemporary 

northern border to include parts of the Dernocratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Congo and 

Gabon, where BaKongo still reside today. in spite of the transnational character of this 

movement for BaKongo self4etenination, membership appeared to be restricted to 

those BaKongo who make a temtorial and ancestral clah to ~ngoia." 

Although my research is multi-sited, this project is not intended to be a comparative 

study. Rather, the emphasis of my research is on the experiences of Angolans living in 

Canada. UK- related information will be referenced in broader discussions of identity 

the Dernomtic Republic ofCongo (United States Library of Congres Febniary 1989). 

"This restricted membership could be attributed to the fact that the BaKongo share a unique 
history of persccution specific to Angola. At one level, the Angolan BaKongo have been harshly npressed 
for their practice of Tocoism, an Angolan religion bom in cesponse to Pottugues~miposed Catholicism. 
Also, the BaKongo were amongst the tint to Uistigate an anticoloriiai movement m Angola. This too was 
bnitally repressed. 1 suspect that this histocy of dual pcnecution (and ideaiized maityidom) has fostered a 
specifically Angolan BaKongo identity - even thougb the label 'Angolui' is said to k fiercely rejected by 
the members of this London based BaKongo p u p .  



formation in exile. The primary reason for this restriction is the limited depth and scope 

of my U.K. research. Although the number of intewiews, conversations and meetings 

conducted is comparable to that set in Ontario (thirteen in Canada and fourteen in the 

U.K.), my interactions with BaKongo in the U.K. were not as substantial as in Canada. A 

M e r  limitation to my U.K. research was that only Angolan BaKongo men were 

contacted18 - men who were actively engaged in leadership positions within both the 

association and the movernent.19 As a result, 1 had access to few dissenting opinions, 

which could have potentially been expressed by non-BriKongo Angolans, by BaKongo 

from either the DRC or the Congo, or by less vocal members, particularly women. Ail 

things considered, attempting any comprehensive cornparison of the two field sites would 

be largely speculative at this point. 

A second cautionary note relates to the scope of this research. Having surveyed a small 

nurnber of Angolans in Canada and in England, 1 do not wish to suggest that either 

sarnple represents a microcosrn of views of Angolans, particularly with regards to politics 

and the ongoing armed conflict. Rather, 1 am drawing on i n t e ~ e w  responses to 

'%O womm were interviewed, primarily for lack of oppomuiity and time. Non-BaKongo 
Angolan women residing in Canada oftcn berated BaKongo men for exchding 'the? women h m  
politicai amas. 

'g~embership in both the Association and the Movement for BaiCongo Self-Determination was 
said @y those intem*ewed) to overlap substantiaity. This is something which could not be venfied for 
lack of access at the t h e  of  research. Member names and numbcrs were oniy vaguely hinted at. [t is Iikely 
that this secrecy and seemingly vague accounting were due to the sensitive nature of pending asylum cases 
and the political and semi-clandestine nature of activities. 



understand the contested nature of visions of belonging both in the exiled community and 

in the homeland - responses spun and fütered through a complex web of class, race, 

gender, sexual orientation, and ethnicity. 

1.4 'But Why Angola?" & Self-Reflections 

Given the general lack of interest in Angola, research participants in Canada were 

inevitably curious and sometimes apprehensive as to why I had chosen it as =y field of 

study. Responses such as "Finaily!" or "I'd be happy to help you in your research" were 

usually followed up by "But why Angola?". 

My interest in Angola as a site of research was primarily fostered through my work in 

Meheba Refbgee Settlement in Zambia's North West province. A one-year work 

contract with CARE International (1994-1995) afiTorded me the oppominity to work in 

Meheba with Angolan youth. Established in 1971, the settlement was, in 1994, home to 

approximately 30,000 asylum-seekers, the majority (70 to 75%) of whom were Angolan 

(J. Lebert 1996)?O The experience simultaneously heightened my disillusionment with 

the 'business of doing' development / humanitarian work and peaked my interest in 

refùgee issues. 1, therefore, ddecied to pursw refbgee studies in the United Kingdom. It 

was in England that my professor, Dr. EfQ Voutira, encouraged me to M e r  develop my 

%ha midenîs had originated h m  Zaire, S o d i a ,  Burundi, Uganda and Rwanda. In 1994, 
Meheba was the continent's largest qricultuial seükement, extending over 700 km2. 



interest in Angola. In particular, she facilitated my meeting with an acquaintance of hers 

who came to be one of the London-based BaKongo Angolans leaders described above. In 

Canada, my focus has shifted to Angolans residing in Ontario. 

Another element of the 'But why Angola?' question is the element of apprehension. 

Initial contact was occasionally cool, for what I perceive to be two reasons. The first of 

these is, as expected, a wariness of intrusive solicitation and/or a general suspicion of my 

motives. Subsequent face to face meetings, however, quickly warmed relations and 

opened the way for mutual respect and fiiendship. A second, more important, reason for 

initial participant reluctance relates to the sensitive nature of the topic, particulariy as it 

relates to immigration status2' and the curent weakened state of cornmunity relations. 

While people were initially hesitant to speak to either of these issues, with tirne most 

came to express their opinions and fbtrations quite openly and even passionately - 

especially with regards to matters of community relations. However the concem for some 

was that my writing would portray them as a disorganised and incapacitated group - an 

accusation which had been levelled at Toronto Angolans by officiais of the Angolan 

consulate in Ottawa. 1 have no intention of cnticizing the group's work. 1 do not have 

the capacity to assess their 'effectiveness', nor do 1 intend to compare the group to other 

%is ucpressed concem nflects the degree of sensitivity and insecurïty ~nounding 
immigration-related issues. With the exception of my discussion of Angolan immigration trends in Chapter 
Three, ail othet refecence to immigration in this thesis stniy r e f l c e ~ ~  the opinions of Angolan memh 
partkipants, unless othennise indicated. 



diasporas." 1 am deeply appreciative to al1 who tnisted me with such highly personal 

and sensitive information. 1 only hope that my exploration of competing understandings 

of Angolan-ness is as accurate as possible, and perhaps idealistically, that it will lend 

itself to greater community dialogue. 

As for my interest in identity issues, these stem partly fiom my own strong sense of home 

and belonging - familiar ties which have had to be redefined by the challenges of both 

my personal experiences of growth and traveLu In this coatext, tnivel refers to both 

physical and metaphysicd tnwel whereby experiences of multilocality have informed my 

own conceptualisations of the world (Clifford 1997). However, with regards to the 

expenences of Angolans in exile, this is where the parallels end. As an economically and 

educationally privileged white woman 1 do not pretend to compietely understand the 

experiences of asylum seekers. I have not had direct experiences of war, persecution or 

exile, nor do 1 want to suggest that my work speaks either on behalf of asylum-seekers, or 

%t part, ductance to discuss divisions in the comrnunity stems fiom Angola's history of fonign 
intervention. Portugal, South Afica, Cuba, the Soviet Union, and the United States among others, have al1 
interfered in Angola, pitting one group against another for theit own profit and motives, al1 wiih disastrous 
consequences. This may be the case with competing interest groups in exile. As Laura, an Angolan in 
Canada, articulated with regards to tht BaKongos' movement for self4etennination: "tt doesn't take Long 
before sorneone h m  the C.I.A. decides that it's a good idea and gives them some money and support them 
for a while" (June 9' 1999). 

U~ strongiy seIfl<latifl as a French-Canadian h m  a hcophone, agricuiturai community in 
South Western Ontario. Yet my own province territorially equates French Conadian with Quebec. 
Whereas, in Quekc, I am judged 'inauthenticaily' Fmch C d i a n  both for my accent (aiways assumed to 
be A d a n )  and the degree to which 1 have k e n  'Angticipd'. in Tomnto I now shuggle to maintah my 
own regionally specific disIect and culture. 



for any one singular truth. Clearly, this thesis is my own product. However much 1 work 

to be objective, my personal expenences and views have ultirnately informed its shape 

and content. 1 can, therefore, only offer empathy, sensitivity and a genuine cornmitment 

to those who are exiled fiom Aagola. 1 M e r  acknowledge the highly personal and 

emotive nature of identity issues particularly when shaped by histones of flight and exile. 

It is not my intention to trivialise these issues, but d e r ,  to grant them and their narrators 

their most deserved and respectful appreciation. 

So as to protect al1 research panicipant~,?~ pseudonyrns are consistently used throughout 

the papep. Further still, due to the to the sensitive nature of the information gathered, 

24 1 have however, retained the actual names of al1 Canadian-based organisations and associations. 
The m o n  for this is that given the intimate size of the Angolan community in Canada, al1 Angolans are 
f'amiliar with the organisations and the politics discussed here. In other words, thece are no secrets. With 
regards to the UK group, Angolans in Canada are aiready weIl aware of the existence of such movements. 
In fact, groups such as the one in England, desire publicity. However, given the controvmial nature of the 
UK group's activities, I have opted to nfer to it as simply 'Self-Movement' or 'the Movement for 
BaKongo Self-Determination' and not by i fs  r d  title so as not to risk jeopardising pending immigration 
and asylum clairns in the UK 

'IAnonymity is intended to protect al1 participants fmm antagonistic nsponses to expressions of 
opinion. Perhaps more importantly, 1 am intent on ensuring the s e c h y  of thosc participants whose 
families in Angola may be at Nk of govemment reprisais. Although my own contact with the Angolan 
Embassy in Ottawa was amicable, albeit formal and brief, 1 have not includeâ, nor will 1 circulate 
information which may even be conceived as a risk to any parties involved. On one particular occasion, a 
goverment oflicial in Canada asked if 1 had been in contact with a particular Angolan over the corne of 
my m h .  Having tntd to minimize the extent of my contact with the person in question, he 
inunediately procacdcd to assure me that aii accusations of abuses und pcrsecutions allegedly exemted by 
the MPLA-government had been drurnmed up. He was in facf assuring me bat  anti-government sentiment 
was unfounded but also, that Angolans who held such views, where known to the Embassy. Yet 
participants thernselves only take such threatts half seriously. Rather than fear, participants express 
hostiility towads the Ottawa-based Embassy. In particular, they ment the MPLA Embassy for having 
atiempted to collect data on how they came to Canada, their whembouts and those of their h i l y  
mernben in Angola, and other personal details thought to reveai political leanings - information believed 
to compromise family members back home in Angola Participants a h  tend to take pride in "telling the 



especially in light of the heightened codict in Angola, the sharing of information 

between various groups and potentiai factions within the 'community' in Canada and the 

U.K. is restricted and / or has ken  conducted with the utmost discretion. Ln the fa11 of 

1999 a summary of project findings will be distnbuted for comment. It is my hope that 

this summary will lend itself to constructive community debate. Likewise, a copy of the 

fmal pmduct will be made available at participants' request. 

1.5 Methodology 

In Canada al1 persons who claimed to be Angolan were considered for this research. 

Contact was made with participants through word of mouth. In the beginning, two 

unacquainted Canadian missionaries who had had long personal histories of involvement 

in Angola and ongoing contacts with Angolans in-country and in Canada provided me 

with contact names and background idormation. As 1 began to meet with Angolans my 

list of contacts grew longer. 1 then approached thirteen people who togethet represented 

as great a variety of Angolan backgrounds as possible. Happily, ail thirteen agreed to 

participate in the research." Ultimately, the number of men slightiy outnumbered the 

number of women (6 and 7, respectively). AU three major ethnic groups: OviMbundu (2 

Embassy how it is" and "giving them a piece of (bu) mindw (Vicente June 12' 1999). ûne Angoian in 
particular confided that the Angolan community in Tomnto is one which is renowned for king particularly 
troublesome, rebellious and vocal. 

%e number thirtecn is completely random. Lack of tirne did not allow for a pater number of 
participants. 



persons), Mbundu (6 peaons), and BaKongo (4 persons), as well as one White 

Portuguese Angolan were represented. Al1 are, to some degree, attached to or fiom 

Angola's urban centres, Huambo, Benguela and Luanda. Ages and professional 

backgrounds also ranged greatly." Moreover, ail phases of Angolan immigration to 

Canada were represented: Two individuals first arrived over twenty years ago and the 

rnost ment participant has been in Canada for less than a year, his asylum claim still 

pending. 

Al1 research in the U.K. was derived fiom both unsûuctured conversations and formal 

interviews, both of which were facilitated in group settings. 1 also had an oppomuiity to 

engage in participant observation as an invited guest to a meeting of the Movement for 

BaKongo Self-Determination. In Ontario, a preliminary telephone conversation was 

followed up by a onesniine and, on two occasions, a two-person interview or series of 

interviews. However, most 'interviews' were less tban forma1 and consisted of Iengthy, 

informai conversations over coffee or a meal.'' The average length of these informal 

interviews was 3 % hours. The longest senes of meetings with one person added up to 10 

"~n Canada, the Angolans' professional backgrounds varieci greatly; h m  sacid and commwiity 
worker, to pastor, travel agent, aune, student and diplomat. Thne prrsons were either unemployed or 
underemployed. Ages ranged h m  22 to 55 years. 

2 8 ~ o s t  conversations retained this inforrnaiity in spite of the use o f  both consent foms and a 
ncording device (used in al1 but two meetings). No recording device was used in the üK sefting and 
aithough there had been verbal consent granted at the time of intervi*~, written consent f o m  were later 
forwarded by mail h m  Canada 



hours. Due to the ~fl~fructured nature of the interviews, what emerged were very ofien 

rich, yet largely unstruchued, discussions. 

With the exception of the one govemment official interviewed, d l  Canadian-based 

participants considered themselves to be, at one time or another, in exile. This does not 

mean that al1 Angolans interviewed came to Canada as refugees. On the con-, most 

Angolans corne to Canada as landed inmigrants after h a h g  first resided, and 1 or 

claimed, asylum in another country - usuaily in Europe. Therefore, for the purposes of 

this study, exile is not defined by any strict legal status. Rather, it is an experience which 

is self-ascnbed by participants to descnbe a prolonged period of their lives, usudly 

including the present. It is also important to note that al1 but one p e r ~ o n ~ ~  expressed a 

strong, sometimes overwhelming desire to retum to their home country - 'if only' the 

war would end. In other words, although participants' legal status differ fiom refugee, 

landed immigrant or Canadian citizen, the majority wants to r e m  'home', having 

perceived themselves at one point or other to have lived, or to be living, a life of exile. 

Three languages were used throughout my fieldwork: French, English and Portuguese. 

This provided me with windows of opportunities which may not have existed otherwise. 

 aura has lived outside of Angola for over twenty yean now. She IeA the country with her four- 
year old daughter and togethet, they have since resided in a number of European countries prior to coming 
to Canada. Today, they have no close farnily left in Angola This lack of fàmily ties to Angola and the 
intensifying war, makes retum an unattractive prospect for L a m  Her daughter however, expresses a 
desire to retum and to ktta aquaint henelf with wbat sht refea ta as h a  country. 



In England, the BaKongo who were most cornfortable in KiKongo, Portuguese and 

French were, I sensed, relieved not to have to converse in English. Likewise, in Canada, 

three participants chose to converse in French as their language of ease and preference. 

Portuguese was used in two sets of conversations: one with a translater, the second 

without. Al1 in d l ,  language proved to be an important building block of trust in this 

particular research context - a context influenced by language politics. 

1.6 Organisation of ThesW 

My research is almost entirely qualitative. The notable exception is Chapter Two, where 

I map out the recent dispersal of Angolans around the globe and in Canada in particular. 

In this chapter 1 provide details as to the various phases and patterns of Angolan 

immigration and settlement to Canada, and then 1 contrat this information with Angoian 

asylum patterns in both Afkica and Europe, where the attraction has ken greatest. 1 also 

briefly explore what detemiines the uftimate choice of destination - if and when, there is 

fke choice. 

Chapter Three sets these issues of Angolan identity and belonging within a broader 

theoretical discussion of globalkation, tnuisnationalism and diaspora. The practical and 

scholariy significance of both these broader, transecting themes to this study are also 

considered. 



The fourth chapter outlines the developments and textured workings of the Angolan 

network in Toronto. The dynamics of both fomal and idormal a~sociations~~, as 

articulated by participants, is discussed - including those which traoscend international 

boundaries. Subsequent to this initiai social mapping, 1 tease out the key interest groups 

(OC leadership elites) and begin to discuss how Angolan-ness is construed. 

Chapter Five focuses on one of the most contentious issues surrounding Angolan 

legitimacy. It is a determinant of Angolan-ness which is intricately bound to a recent 

BaKongo retum movement to Angola fiom Zaire." Mer having instigated one of 

Angola's fmt nationalist revolts in March of 196 1,400,000 BaKongo Angolaos were 

pursueci into Zaire by the Portuguese. Their children, raised and schooled in French in 

Zaire, were brought up on a proud diet of Angolan nationdism by their parents and felt 

themselves to be, above al1 else, AngoInn. The letum of these children to Angola 

beginning in the mid to late '70s, and their claims to what they perceive to be their 

ancestral land, are particultu thomy issues both in Angola and in the diaspora. 

Specifically, I focus on how the question of 'Real' vs. 'Non-Red' Angolan expresses 

3?orrnal associations refer to those community gmups which are officially ncognised by one tier 
or other of the C d i a n  govemmmt. Thcy have official titles such as the Angolan Cornmunity of Ontario 
(ACO). They also tend to have an elected board of directors or administrators and have some h d s  
(ocwsiondiy, governent granis) at theu disposal. Informal associations on the other hand, conskt of 
bmadly based networks of social relations which are largely wipdictable and unbounded. 

"~hmughout this thesis, Zak and die D m i m t i c  Republic of Congo or DRC are used 
interchangeably. 



itself. In so doing, I aiso touch upon the constructions of the Angolan nation and the 

significance of the London-based BaKongo Movement for SeKDetermination. I argue 

that this latter movement - one which is both diasporic and ethno-nationalist - may be 

conceived as existing in direct response to contestations of Angolan authenticity. 

Chapter Six sums up the main points of this thesis. Ultimately, 1 reflect on the 

significance of both the dynamics of the Angolan cornmunity in exile in Canada, and on 

its workings in the transnational lanâscape. 1 stipulate that the effects of this BaKongo 

retum movement to Angola are now being played out within a second, larger diasporic 

r e m  movement based in countries such as Canada. Paradoxically, al1 rnembers of this 

larger diaspora couid themselves be labelled 'inauthentic' upon their desired return to 

Angola. indeed, if and when there is peace in Angola, and a number of Angolans retum 

to their home country fiom al1 corners of the globe, a new set of competing visions of 

Angolan-ness, as shaped by various transnational experiences, will need to be 

accommodated. In other words, a new Angolan state will then need to be 're-imagined'. 

Reconciliation will depend on meeting this challenge. 



CHAPTER T7NO 

The International Migration of Angolans 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter descnbes the dispersal of Angolans around the globe. in particular, 1 focus 

on the successive waves of Angolans to Canada and the demographic characteristics and 

motivations for flight, which distinguished each phase. The overall goal of this chapter is 

to provide a context in which to examine the negotiation of Angolan identity in exile. 

23. Angolans in Canada 

Mais, on te dit les papiers qui sont disponibles aujourd'hui sont pour a l b  au Canada. Ou tu le prends ou 
tu ne le prends pas. Tu as l'argent? Oui, j'ai L'argent. Et tu donnes. Et puis, on te prépare pour le voyage 

et tu t'envolsi (Tomth June 3" 1999). 

J. So why [did you choose to corne to] Canada? 

S. Oh god. That's a good question. I knew that in the beginning, that it is the best piace to go to start your 
life. It is an immigrant country. You cm develop yourself. They are a very humane people. It is very 

cold. Canada is also a country that welcomes everyone. It's not like in New York or in America where 
there's so much criminality (Sofia Match 16' 1999). 

When asked why Angolans chose Canada as a place of asylum and residence, most 

participants refened to the country's intemational reputadon for hurnaait~anism, 

particularly with regard to immigration and specifically in cornparison to Europe's 

 ut they tell you the documents that are availabk today are for Canada Eitha you take them or 
you don't. You got the rnoney? Ycs, I've got the money. h d  you hand the money over. And then you 
get yoursel f ready and you'n OR' (June 3* '11 999). 



policies. A second mison pertains to opportunities for professional and educational 

advancement. For others, however, the element of choice aever existed. in these cases, 

Canada had been chosen for them either by sponsors, or more fkquently, by those who 

smuggled them out of Angola. In real terms, however, few Angolans actually make it to 

Canada's doorstep. According to Citizenship and Immigration Canada, a total of 412 

persons bom in Angola imrnigrated to Canada between 199 1 and 1998 (Citizenship and 

immigration Canada 1999). Of these 4 1 2 persons, 254 settied in Ontario, most in the 

Greater Toronto Area (G.T.A.).? Several resewch participants also noted that Angolans, 

particuiarly young Angolans, have been arriving in greater nurnbers since the beginning 

of 1999. Canadian immigration statistics are not yet available to prove or disprove this 

observation. However, the resumption of full scale war in Angola in December 1998 

could potentiaily have increased the number of asyiurn claimants and Angolan 

immigrants to Canada. 

This recent 1999 increase zisi.de, the number of Angolans landing in Ontario peaked in 

1989 with 83 persons. A similar trend is reported for Canada as a whole, with a steady 

annual decline over the last ten years. The North South Institute (1998) indicates that 

between 1994 and 1996 the average total of Angolan immigrants to Canada was 19, down 

fiom 42 in 1986 (a 7.63% &op). Although the average number of Afiicans immigrating 

Z~ontred is ako 8 prefened destination ofhgolans, dthough Iess so than Tomnto accordhg to 
research participants. 



to Canada per year increased by 10.87% between 1986 and 1996, the number of Angolans 

represented dropped by 7.63%. While Angolans constituted an average of 0.8 1% of ail 

Afncans immigrating to Canada in 1986, they averaged but 0.13% between 1994 and 

1996. 

Conûary to what one might expect, most Angolans who do corne to Canada do so not as 

refugees, but as Independent applicants.) Between 199 1 and 1998 an average of 5 1% of 

al1 Angolans immigrating to Canada were Independent applicants @id.)! During this 

same penod, Refugee and Family classes each averaged 19% of total Angolan 

immigration to Canada5 

My research seems to confum the prevaience of the Independent class applicants. From 

3~ndependent applicants seek to apply to Canada as UWorkers basd on skills, entrepreneurs, 
investon, selfmiployed, fmily business applications (or as] retire[eslm (Segal 1990). They are people 
who demonsûate both financiai independence and usually, marketable skills. They are not oponsored by 
h i i y  members who themseives are immigrants to Canada - which would constitute a Family class 
application. Asylum-seckers and refuge appliçsnts on the other hand, daim to be persecuted "owing to a 
well-founded fear of king persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion" (Convention Relating to the Staîus of Rcfiigees 195 1). 

4~owcver, this average is sornewhat skewed by the large number of Independent immigrants who 
arrived in 1 99 1 and 1992. In 1 99 1- 1 992,84 and 3 8 (respectiveiy) applied as Independents. By 1993 
however, the number was only 5 as compared to 10 Refugee Class applicants and eight Farnily Class 
applicants for the sarne year. 

'~orn~ared to the U.S.A., Canada neeives more Angolan asylum applicants but its rate ofofficial 
statu recognition is Iesset. According to the UNHCR, Canada reccived 88 new Angolan applications for 
asylwn and reîùgee status determination in 1998. It granted officia1 status at a rate of 50.8%. Its neighbour 
to the South, the U.S.A, received but 23 asylurn applications but accorded a fivowable decision in 75% of 
cases. 



what I have gathered fiom participants, the mnjority of Angolans have not corne directly 

fiom Angola, but rather had proceeded to Canada only after having resided or having 

been granted asylum in a European country. For many, Canada and the United States act 

as a third, fourth, fifth and even sixth country of cesidence. However, Angolans in 

Canada Say that 1999 has been characterised by a change in Angolan immigration trends, 

with more young, single males arriving directiy fiom Angola to claim asylum. This is 

thought to be due to the intensifjhg war. As of yet, however, there is M e  statistical 

information available to confüm this observation. 

Research participants identified three distinct phases of AngoIan immigration to Canada? 

An overview of these phases hints at the heterogeneous nature of the Angolan 

community. Further still, such description contextudises the debate regarding the 

authenticity of Angolan-ness as played out in exile.' 

The first of these phases is comprised of Pormguese descendants bom in Angola. With 

the war of independence in the mid-to-late 19709, many were forced to flee quite 

qu et ails pertaining to the phases of Angolan immigration appear to be far more accurately 
sketched by the Angolans themselves than by any set of Statisîics pmvidcd by Citizenship and Immigration 
Canaâa (C.i.C.). Although C.LC. pmvides the breakdown of application by classes (and by gender as 
well), it provides linle other âetail pertaining to immigrant gmup dynamics, piuticuiarly ethnic or racial 
backgrounds, for example. in fkt, most C.I.C. data tends to simply lump al1 statistics pertaining to Angola 
as simply A f i i m  or sometimes, South Afican. 

''Ilme pheses represent but pual  tendencies. Tbere is s o w  overlap as w o n s  h m  a great 
variety of backgrounds bave been immigrating h m  Angola over the years. 



suddenly, leaving most of theù assets behind." Many apparently went to Portugal first, 

where, according to Laura, a highly European-educated Mbundu Angolan participant, the 

Portuguese Angolans ''were not tenderly received" upon their rem to the metropole and 

so they came to Canada (February 22" 1999). Most still strongly identiQ with Angola 

and are said to have worked to preserve certain Portuguese-influenced aspects of Angolan 

culture. Laura, for one, applauded their "successful culniral preservation" and refened to 

them as an "Angolan goup in diaspora". However, like many Afncan Angolans, she was 

quick to chastise them for what she termed their "colonial mind set". Believing 

themselves to have left Angola in a pristine and idyllic state, Portuguese Angolans 

ailegedly blame Afncan Angolans for the current state of the nation. in the eyes of many 

Pomiguese - and not only Angolan Portuguese but European Portuguese as well- 

colonial nile afforded Angola peace and prosperity. Its rejection is felt to have led to the 

country's downfall. 

A second phase of Angolan immigration, which began in the '80s and continues to this 

day, is one which is said, by some Angolans, to be made up of a 'controversial group' or 

one for which it is "difficult to make an opinion" (Laura February 22"* 1999). As briefly 

touched upon in the preceding chapter, the members of this group are the descendants of 

'In 1975, a series of coups culminatecl in the transition to civilian nile in Portugal - the fint such 
government since the 1920s. Having simdtaneously fought three pro-independence guenlla movements in 
Guinea Bissau (then Portuguese Guinea), Angola and Mozambique for more thon a decade and, under 
increasing public pressure h m  its urprndhg middle class, Portugai quite suddenly divested itself of ail its 
colonies in 1975. 



BaKongo Angolans who fled into Zaire in the 1960s following a Portuguese crack-down 

on instigaton at the beginning of what was to become a full-fledged nationalist I an& 

colonial rnovement. Raised and educated in Zaire, they continue to identify themselves 

as Angolans. However, with regards to the immigration, this controversy or tension plays 

itself out in two inter-related respects. The fmt of these is in terms of citizenship of 

origin and the second refers to language. These French-speaking ~ngo lans~  are accused 

of immigrating to Western countries under false pretenses, as Angolan and not as 

Zairean." Specifically, sorne are said to never have set foot in Angola and yet declare 

themselves to be Angolan in order to legitirnate asylurn claims and irnmigrate more 

easily." ln Canada they are said to use their fluency in French to secure entrance to the 

country. French is aiso said to be a language which most 'Real' Angolans do not acquire 

so easily. Furthemore, many are said to speak little if any, Portuguese. 

therefore considered by some Angoians within the larger community ta 

They are 

be oppomuiists 

9'~nnch-speaking Angolans' is used hercin to refer to those BaKongo raised in Zaie and bom of 
Angolan parents. t chose this term 'Angolan' primarily because it is how these BaKongo here in Canada 
view themselves -at least, in my expenence. 1 will also avoid referring to hem as simply BaKongo for 
two reasons. The first is to avoid an ethnicity trap which is al1 too often used to explain away conflict and 
tension with ethnic difference. The second is that many BaKongo in Angola today never left Angola and 
have never had any connection whatsoever with what is now the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). 

''ln the DRC howeva, these BaKongo of Angolan descent are accused of k i n g  non-authentic 
Zaireans. They are, in the eyes of Zaireans, Angolan. 

%Jp until1991 there were more landings in Ontario h m  Angola than hm, what was then, the 
Republic of Zaire. However, as of 1992, far greater numben were accepted h m  ZPve than f b m  Angola 
If this accusation is still made today with regards to those arriveci in the 1990s, CIC nurnbcrs, at Ieast, 
could not substantiate those claims. Further still, as one non-BaKongo rrsearch pdcipant pointed out, so 
long as these persons claimcd Angolan citizenship thmugh ail the pmper, consti~ionally-recognued 
(Angolan) channeis whether or not they have actuaily lived in Angola is of little importance. n i y  are, if 
only Iegally, Angohn. 



and huds  -- albeit clearly not by d l .  This issue of French-speabg Angolans is also said 

by one participant who once ''worked in immigration" in Canada, to be currently under 

investigation by the immigration & Refbgee Board of Canada (IRB) (Lam June 9" 

1999). Of M e r  irritation to some cornmunity members is the perception that these 

same French-speaking Angolans reject the Angolan community once they have been 

granted Canadian residency. They are accused of abandonhg their Angolan claim and 

declhng themselves to be onginally of French nationality. However, al1 French- 

speaking persons I have met clearly consider themselves to be, above all else, Angolan 

and quite vehementiy at that - with the possible exception of one person who may 

consider hirnself BaKongo f a  and then Angolan. Finaily, the members of this 

particular phase are quietiy refened to in derogatory terms such as 'retomados' 

('returnees') or Zaireans, or, simply as 'those BaKongo'. 

Clearly, however, I am not in a position to judge the validity of these immigration issues, 

particularly as 1 am not privy to the makeup of individual claims. Rather, this thomy 

issue is considered to be a manifestation of deeper contestations of Angolan-ness - 

contestations which are central to this research. 

Finally, the latest and third phase of immigration is primarily composed of urbanized and 

reiatively Westernized young men. They are thought to be more aware both of 

immigration procedures and of those corntries that are immigrant-fiiendiy - such as 
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Canada. They also tend to be in pursuit of educational and professional oppomuiities. 

However, whether or not they tend to apply as hdependents or as Refugees is unclear. 

23 Angolans in Exile in Neighbouring African and European Countries 

No doubt, Canada is inaccessible - due to distance, cost of travel and immigration 

restrictions - and even inconceivable to most Angolans. This is articulated by Sofia, who 

expresses the risks and one of the rewards involved in coming to Canada. 

They corne by themselves. It's crazy sometimes. You can't imagine. It's like 
649. You lose it or you gain it. It's like, oh my God ... when you study [Canada] 
you just leam that it's like the North Pole. It's far away. It's far away. You just 
want to be far away fiom the place where you are coming from (Sofia March 20' 
1999). 

By and large however, the vast majonty of Angolans are either intemally displacedl2 or 

seek refuge primarily in neighbouring countries such as Zambia, the DRC, Namibia and 

South ~ f r i c a ' ~  Not only are distance and money factors in detemiining the country of 

exile, but the fiequency with which asylum and refigee status are granted is also of 

significance. Refugee and asylurn seekers in Zarnbia and South Africa, for example, have 

69.2% and 63.4% success rate respectively as compared to 7.9% in Gemany, 24.9% in 

'Ihe integrated Regionai informuion Network for Southem Afnca (Rihi) reported 1.6 million 
tntemally Displaced Persons (IDPs) in April 1999 (IRiN 1999). 

I31n Decernber 1998, the UNHCR noted the following countnes as primary counhies of asylum 
for Angolan Convention-recognkd refiigees: Zambia (1 49,800); the DRC (1 3 7,000); Nami'bia (2,500); 
South AMca (2,500); Brad (inchding asy lm-seekers, lJ00); Ukraine (270); Botswana (1 50); Gabon 
(120); Congo (100); Swaziland (90) and Zimbabwe (90) (UNHCR Apnl1999). Sec Table 1 m 
Appendices. 



the Netherlands and 40.6% in the UKt4 (UNHCR ApRl 1999). 

Nonetheless, for many, Europe remains a preferred destination. A total of 42,300 asylum 

applications1* were lodged by Angolans in 19 European counûies d d n g  1990 - 1 998.16 

France1', Germany, Switzerland and the United Kingdom have consistently had the 

highest number of applications. However, numbers in these coutries have drastically 

declined." The UK, for exarnple, had a peak number of applicants in 1991 with 5,780. 

This dropped to 195 in 1997 and 150 in 1998. By 1998, Netherlands was receiving more 

applications (608) than France and Gemany combined. This drop coincides with an 

equally drastic decrease in the recognition of Angolan nationals as Convention refugees. 

Al1 19 European countries combined granted status to 64 Angolans in 1998, down from 

265 in 1 990. The bullr of these were in Belgiurn, which recognized 36 refugees. 

"AU Eumpean figures include both Refbgee stanis and Humanitarian Status. Refer to Tables 2 to 
6 in Appendices. 

"These are ~sylum c l a h  only. 'Ihe number of Angolans who corne to Europe as Independent 
applicants is not includcd. 

'%a Tables 1 to 6 in Appendices for a listing of cuuntries and respective figures of applications 
lodged, fkquency of Convention mgnition, üequency of humanitarian status granteci, the total 
recognition rate and M e r  details pertaining to status detemination. 

"~mce was once a preferred country ofasylum for the BaKongo, as many seeking asylum speak 
French, no English and occasionally, little Portuguese upon departun. However, unfavourable 
employment conditions in addition to ongoing amicable commacial relations with the government of 
Angola is saki, by the UK-based BaKongo, to have tapered the flow of BaKongo to that country. 

18 Portugal figures on this Iist but as it tends to atûact Angolans as independent immigrants and 
not as refùgee or asylum-seekers, its numbem are nlatively insignifiant as cornparrd to those of the other 
19 countries. 



A growing trend, however, has been for coumies to grant 'Humanitarian status', which 

holds thern to less responsibility. Those granted such statw live in conditions of 

temporary asylum and insecurity. In other words, their socaiied 'protection' can be 

revoked at any moment with a forced r e m .  They are allowed to stay in-country, but 

their rights are fewer than if they if they had been granted full refugee status. For 

example, those granted humanitarian status cannot bring over farnily members. Also, 

movement within Europe tends to be restricted. in 1998, the UK processed 160 asylurn 

claims. 5 were granted refùgee statu, 60 were rejected outright, 35 were 'othenvise 

closed' and another 60 were judged to be 'humanitarian cases'. Britain was second only 

to the Netherlands with regards to the number of 'humanitanan status cases'. The Dutch 

granted humanitarian status 13 1 times out of 542 total decisiond9 

ln spite of these restrictions in Europe, Angolans in Britain were said to number at least 

10,000 in that country in 1995. The majority live in Greater London (Minority Rights 

Group 1995 :4). It is also said by the BaKongo, that up to 90% of ai l  Angolans in Britain 

belong to the BaKongo ethnic group although they comprise only 15% of Angola's total 

population (United States Library of Congress 1989)." In 1995, Minority Rights Groups 

(19954) contended that the introduction of the 1993 British Asylum and Immigration 

lg~our were granted full nfiigee status, 23 1 were 'othenvise closed' and 176 were rejected. 

'?lis 90% figure cannot be mily verified seeing as the Home Ofiice classitia Angolan asylum 
&ers accurdiig to their c i t h h i p  and not 8ccotding to theu ethnic group. 



(Appeals) Act made for the rejection of virtuaily al1 Angolan applications for asylum. 

Statistics provided by the UNHCR lend themselves to such a clairn, but only up until 

1994 and 1995 when recognition rates2' fell to theu lowest levels (0.8 and 0.9 % 

respectively). However, rates achially jumped to 9.6% in 1996 and 6 1.5% in 1997, 

dropping slightly in 1998 to 43.3%. When the number of Refugee status and 

Humanitarian status cases are divided by the number of total decisions the UK's 40.6% 

detennination rate figures below Canada's by 10% (50.8%) (UNHCR April 1999)." 

Except for Portugal, the migration of Angolans to the West is a recent phenornenon. 

Angola's officiai Portuguese language and its comrnunist past are said to have isolated it 

fiom its neighbouring countries and from the West. From the mid-70s up until the early 

1990s international relations wen almost exclusively with members of the former Soviet 

bloc. Until Angola's opening up to the West and the adoption of Western-style 

democratic institutions and markets, immigration to countries of Western Europe was 

relatively rare. Today, other barriers remain. The cost of travel, access to transportation 

*'~eqnition rates en assessed by dividing the number of Convention and Humanitarian 
recognitions by the nurnber of applications. 

a~owever, in spite of the utility of ststistics, they need to be considenxi with caution for 
sometimes they foreclose more than they reveal. For emple,  the BaKongo in the UK complained of 
having to live in insecwity, or as "ûee prisoners" as one person stated Among other things, many were 
said to have waited up to eight years for theu detennination procedure (and that of theu family's) to be 
fialised. In Canada, the process is much spcadier. Although this extends far beyond the scope of this 
paper, it would be worthwhile to consider the degree to which lengthy procedures or Humm*~m status 
determination lend themselves to feelings of -ety or becurity in the commuoity. Further still, how 
doa  insecurity in exile affect community organisation and even, the degree to which a community or 
diaspora is politicized? 



over an interminable distance, linguistic ciifferences and immigration restrictions al1 

continue to make immigration to the West, particdarly to Canada, relatively rare. 

However small the numbers of Angolans in Canada, their experiences are no less 

significant than those of Iarger immigrant groups. If anything, the srnall size of the group 

facilitates both networking and the communication of ideas and ideals. Their size also 

makes them al1 the more aware of the tensions which both bind and divide them. 

Although the group's size made initial contact challenging, once facilitated, the cornplex, 

tense yet intimate wcb of relations soon revealed itself. Chapter Four attempts to map 

the outline of this web as played out in Canada. First, however, Chapter Three sets out a 

theoretical backdrop for the discussion of Angofan-ness which is to follow - an Angolan 

identity which is largely shaped by the transnational landscape. 



CHAPTER THREE 

Theorising Trananationaiism, Diasporas and Identity 

3.1 An Introduction to Transnationalisrn and Diasporas 

"On parle de plus en plus de cette globalisation et avec cette globalisation qui s'amorce, on ne s'aura plus 
qui est qui donc il faut se préparer & affronter, A faire face à cette situation, 

parce que la machine est gigantesque et c'est en marche. 
Personne ne va l ' d t e f '  (JoHo July 16" 1999).' 

Transnationalism, dong with the broader phenomenon of globalisation, challenges long- 

standing, state-centric views of the world. It refers to social, econornic and industrial 

relations and the communication of ideas facilitated across nation-state borders. This 

movement is propelled rnost significantly by an increasingiy interdependent world 

economy, the rapid development of information technology, including the practice of 

"media imperialism"(T618lyan 1991 :5), the increased ease and frequency of travel and the 

growing significance of international migration. Specificaily, transnationalism reflects 

the broadening of networks and relations across territorialized borders, the multiplicity of 

national solidarities and, more importantly, the increased loyalty to a temtorially 

dispersed people. It is a process by which people extend, shape and sustain multi-sited 

social relations that "link together their societies of origin and settlement" (Basch et al. 

''There's more and more talk of this giobdisation and with this giobdisation we will no longer 
know who is who and so we have to prepare to face it because the [globaiisation] machine is enormous and 
it's in motion. No one will stop it now." (logo Iuly 16h 1999). 



The recent explosion of literature dedicated to transnational phenornena has resulted in 

an entire vocabulary. "Immigrant, expatriate, refugee, guest-worker, exiled community, 

overseas commmity, ethnic community" are ail interrelated examples of tmnsnationalism 

(T816lyan 1991 :5). Diasporas, however, are the "communities of the transnational 

moment" par excellence (Ibid.). This is primarily due to the extent to which they are 

consciously mobilized, intemationally engaged and ofien recognised by nation-states 

(specifically home and host coutries). indeed, the economic and political influence of 

diasporas in both national and international arenas is increashgly behg acknowledged by 

academics and govemments alike. This newfound importance is reflected in the attempts 

of transnational groups to vie for, or to aspire to, diaspora status. AngoIans in Toronto 

for example, do not conceive of themselves as a diaspora. They do, however, aspire to be 

more 'infiuential' as a collective - much iike the Nigerians or the Ghanaians whom they 

consider to be Afncan diaspora prototypes. 

Angolans interviewed generally regarded diasporas as expatriate groups working together 

to influence home and host country govemments. This view informs the popular 

understanding of diaspora - one which reflects the conceptualization of diaspora in 

political science. It is a view which privileges the üiadic relationship, be it confiichial or 

cooperative, that exists between members of the diaspora, the host country and the 

homeland (Scheffer 1986; Safian 1991). in other words, diasporas are defined by their 
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''transnational activity" and the degree to which this activity influences international 

political realms (Scheffer 1986:8). 

However, Angolans in Canada have linle influence in their relationships with either 

Canada or Angola. Many have al1 but given up on influencing govemments. Eva, a 

nineteen year old Angolan currently attending a Canadian university, believes that she 

surns up the feelings of her CO-nationals when she says that the war in Angola has taken 

on a life of its own, independent of the people's will: "We need to be redistic. There's 

not much you cm do" (June 14' 1999). Yet an energetic minority still aspires to make its 

voice and those of their compatriots heard. Teresa for example says: "We can't just stay 

away from Angola and not say anything!" (March 20" 1999). Overail, however, the 

impact of this minonty is minimal. 

in spite of a lack of either member solidarity or political or economic influence, 1 contend 

that Angolans are indeed a diaspora, and that this diaspora status is neither determined by 

degrees of group solidarity or power. The diaspora, which cannot be typified by any 

single collective or model, is a transnational phenornena, one which requires its members 

to adopt "multiple states of being" (Boyarin 1994). In other words, they must contend 

with multiple identities and commit to multiple sites. Contrary to the conceptualization 

of diaspora in political science, anthropology, by Wtue of its cornmitment to and 

appreciation for, fluid social dynamics, better accounts for the Angolan process of 
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identity negotiation. 

At the same time, identity negotiation also requires a link or commitment to the 

homeland. This commitment is often expressed in a desire, more 'metaphysical' than 

corporeal, to return (Malkki 1 992). T6161yan (1 996: 1 5) explains how r e m  is "not 

necessady [a] physical retum but rather a re-twn, a repeated tuming to the concept and 1 

or the reaiity of the homeland and other diaspora kin through memory, written and 

visual texts, travel, gifts and assistance, et cetera" (Tlllolyan 1996: 15). Moreover, such a 

commitment may manifest itself in philanthropie, discursive, symbolic or representational 

forms or in the simple desire to influence developments in, or indirectiy pertaining to, the 

homeland (Tbid.). Certainiy not al1 diasporas have the capability, the resources or the 

opportunities to infîuence the goings-on in their home countries. Furthemore, extreme, 

drawn-out and violent home country conditions often make it dificult for a small 

diaspora to intervene in any way. 

3.2 The Importance of Studying Diasporas 

By virtue of their flexibility across international boudaries, diasporas are uniquely 

positioned to play a pivotal role in the modem world. It is this very flexibility, propelled 

and maintained by loyalties and relations in multiple sites, which poses a significant 

challenge to the concepts of both the nation-state and temtoriality (Basch et al 1994; Ong 

& Nonhi 1997; Safran 199 1 ; Cohen 1997). Whereas nation-states are instrumental in 
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rooting people and their identities to a single territory, history and political loyalty, 

diasporas are social units of an affective nature, with multiple attachments across 

arbitrarily drawn borders. Effectively, diasporas blur national boundaries - boundaries 

which have long been 'naturalised' or taken for granted as sirnply peripheral, both 

analytically and politically. Boundaries, after dl, were thought to serve a single purpose: 

to delineate "mutually exclusive units of 'world order'" (Smith 19865 in Malkki 

1 992:3 1) and so ward off anarchy. 

In addition to detemtorialising the nation, diasporas challenge sedentary 

conceptualisations of the world. They highlight the fact that "people are chronically 

mobile and routinely displaced" (Maikki 1992:24). And yet history "has always been 

written fiom the sedentary point of view and in the narne of unitary State apparatus" 

(Deleuze and Guattari 1 987:23). Further still, discourses of capitalist culhue have 

oarrowed our view of modem society, equating stability with prosperity (Benmayor & 

Skotnes 1994:4). 

Consequently, transnationalism has brought about '~articular theoretical shifts", which 

have "given [rnigratory] phenornena pa t e r  analytic visibility than perhaps ever before" 

(Maikki l992:W). Scholars have long written about migratory movements. However, 

transnationalism, and diasporas in particular, have Uispired a focus on ''boundaries and 

borderlande (Ibid.), "travelling cultures" (ClifTord 1997) and on shifting identities. In 
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the absence of temtoriaily bounded roots, members of diasporas invent and re-invent 

notions of home and identity "through memories of, and daims on, places that they cm or 

will no longer corporeaily inhabit" (Malkki l992:24). In other words, diasporas, which 

irnply simultaneous attachrnents to multiple sites, provide a transnational space for the 

negotiation of identity. The expenences of Angolans in Canada demonstrate, however, 

that this negotiation is often highly contested. 

3 3  Diaspora 'Check-lists' 

In spite of the acknowledged analytical importance of diasporas, they remain conceptually 

unsettiing. An accurate definition of the phenornenon remains largely disputed 

(Safrao, 199 1 ; Clifford, 1994 & 1997; Cohen 1997; Scheffer 1986). Both Cohen and 

Safran bemoan the increasingly loose application of the term 'diaspora'. in order to 

nmedy this problem they have each devised check-lists. Diasporas must then fit a set 

number of characteristics prior to being awarded the diaspora titie? These requirements 

include but are not limited to: a history of dispersal; myths and memories of, and 

cornmitment to an idealized homeland; alienation in the host country; desire for rem; 

and a collective identity or consciousness (the latter of which is primarily defined by 

one's ethnicity) (Safran 199 1 ; Cohen 1997; Clifford 1997). Cohen (1 997: 1 80-1 87) 

I h i s  is not to niggest, that diasporas are shply Pmibuted positive characteristics by dl. L. 
Basch et al. (1 99427 1) for example, speak of conîraâicting views with reference to the Haitian diaspora, 
Whereas Haiti's national leaders grant high statu to transmigcanîs, die Haitian Kreyol equivdent, 
'dyaspora' is a pejorative term signifying 'inauthentic opportwiists'. 



argues that a strict definition of diaspora also requires empathy or solidarity with co- 

ethnic members in other countries of settlement as well as possibilities of an e ~ c h h g  

life in the host country provided it tolerates pl~ralisrn.~ However, in spite of the supposed 

rigour of Cohen's check-list definition, it is so broad as to accommodate expatriate, 

trading and coloniPng communities without differentiating these f?om groups forcibly 

expelled fiom their home country. 

The profile of the Angolan population presented here meets the major diaspora 'check- 

list' requirements provided they are applied with some tlexibility. For example, with 

regards to the required 'collective identity or consciousness', an Angolan identity clearly 

exists. However, there is littie 'collective' agreement as to its definition and limitations. 

In fact, Angolan-ness is one of the greatest sources of tension arnongst self-identified 

Angolans in Canada. I maintain that this tension shodd be expected of heterogeneous 

groups who are crying to negotiate their identity in a transnational landscape. 

This raises several questions: How does a group quali@ enough? Who determines when 

and if a group qualifies and what purpose does this serve? Clearly, such an approach 

does Iittle to avoid the dif£iculties inherent in categorizhg such fluid, highly variable and 

multi-sited sets of nlations. ,4150, virtuaiiy al1 diasporas, even those considered to be 

'1s this 'possibility of an enriching life' no< muhislly exclusive to 'alidon in the host country'? 
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prototypes (such as Jews and Armeaians) caunot possibly fit al1 definitional requirements 

at al1 times. Depending on the circumstances, groups or even factions of the same group 

may move in and out of diaspora status. According to Boyarin, even the Jewish 

experience demonstrates "multiple expenences of rediasporization, which do not 

necessarily succeed each other in historicai memory but echo back and forth" ( J. Boyarin 

in personal communication with J.ClifTord in JClifford f 997:248 my emphasis). For 

example, some of the longer-term Angolan residents in Canada recail days of grcater 

cooperation and mutual respect. Laura, for example, says, "if one day this [Angolan] 

community existed it was long, long, long ago when no one now remembea how it 

worked" (June 9' 1999). Indeed, changing group demographics and dynamics have 

fostered division and so undermined collective visions of both Angolan-ness and home. 

If one is to operate with a check-list definition, it rnay be surmised that Angolans have 

lost, if only temporarily, their diasporic 'edge', having better met diaspora requirements 

in years past. Today, however contentious the issue of Angolan-ness and group 

membership, Angolans operate and defme themselves within a broader transnational 

context.. The great majority aspire to retum to Angola one day and most maintain links 

with the Iarger diaspora, which appears to have its strongest bases in Germany, France, 

Portugai and in the U.S.A.. 

Check-list appmaches reveal themselves to be too static and 1inea.r to account for either 

temporal or geographic variations. They also do not consider the heterogeneity of the 
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Unmigrant experience (Clifford 1 997:248). Thus, recognizing their analytical usefùiness, 

I avoid check-list approaches. Rather, I believe the fluid understanding of diaspora to be 

most appropriate in my study of the Angolan experience in exile. A fluid approach is one 

which emphasizes a process of active negotiation for, and engagement with, the creation 

of a transnational space for collective consciousness and action. in a similar fashion, 

Clifford (1 997:25 1) regards a diaspora as a group which successfùily "articulates, or 

bends together, both roots and routes, to construct what Gilroy (1987) descriks as 

altemate public spheres, forms of cornmunity consciousness and solidarity that maintain 

identifications outside the national timd space in order to live inside, with a difference". 

In other words, diasporas are undemood to consist of a group of people who consciously 

share memories of home and ûavel and use these to renegotiate a transnational place or 

identity for themselves. This place making, which requires a negotiation of ideas and 

identity, is ultimately a key element of diasporas. 

3.4 Negotiating (National) Identity 

While diasporas are characterised by their fluidity across territorial borders, they provide 

a delineated space for the negotiation of identities - identities which are, in and of 

themselves, constnicted, fluid and shifting (Anderson 1983; Hall 1990; Barth 1969). As 

Hd (1990:220) maintah, "identity [is] a production which is never complete, aiways in 

process, and always constituted within, not outside, representation." Diasporas provide a 

distinct and 'supplementary space' (Bhabha 1990), defineci and maintained by both the 
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group's identity and its practice of membership and exclusion. This membership shares a 

common, yet shifting, understanding of the past, of homeland, of travel and of exile. As 

Barth (1 969: 15) explains with reference to ethnic groups -- which, incidentally, "are not 

merely or necessarily based on the occupation of exclusive temtories" - group 

membership and identity "are maintained, not by a once-and-for-al1 recruitment but by 

continual expression and validation". In other words, a group's identity is constantiy 

negotiated. What binds the Angolan diaspora together, therefore, is the repeated 

expression and vaiidation of 'social memory' (Cornerton 199 1 ; Malkki 1992; 1 995). 

Angolans draw on a common imagined past as a means to actively reinforce and 

perpetuate social consciousness and ideals -- ideals which simuttaneously influence the 

diaspora's identity and the Angolan 'national consciousness' (Malkki 1 995: 1 ). Although 

the Angolan diaspora, and diasporas generally, operate transnationally, they nonetheless 

articulate their being with reference to an idealised nation or nationdism. Ultimately, 

diaspora consciousness and the politics of identity in exile simultaneously operate 

outside, yet across or with reference to, the nation. 

3.5 Positioning the Research 

Angolan diaspora solidarities and loyalties are, at least in the recent Canadian context, in 

a process of refomulation (or perhaps 'rediasporization') in response to huo crucial 

developments. The first of these relates to heightened tensions in the home country, 

resulting h m  Angola's plunge ïnto its darkest and most violent pend of war to date. 
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The second important development is the recent, chaaging composition of the group. In 

light of these developments, group tensions have been exacerbated to the point that 

formai association is rninimised in a conscious effort to avoid open confrontation." 

However, informal ga the~gs ,  in the form of social events, are sanctioned and generally 

well received and well-attended. 'Diaspora consciousness', if defined as 'liv(ing) loss and 

hope as a definhg tension' (Clifford 1997:257), remains dive and well, in spite of the 

curent resistance to fornial, politicai and collective action. 

Frarned and informed by the transnational landscape, Angolan identity is hotly contested 

in Canada. The most important determinant of belonging and Angolan-ness in exile is 

the recent Angolan BaKongo return rnovement fiom the Democratic Republic of Congo. 

By laying both emotional and territorial c lah  to Angola, retunüng French-speakers have 

clearly chailenged Angolan national identity. in order to assert 'Real' Angolan-ness in the 

face of this challenge, the discourse of Angolan nationhood adopted by self-ascribed 

'Real' Angolans, is deliberately exclusionary of the retumees. It is a national discourse 

which deliberately emphasizes ciifference with the French-speakers. 'Real' Angolans 

imagine their nation and people as: Portuguese-speaking and culnirally distinct h m  its 

b i s  fer need to avoid 'open conhnîation' and so minimise formai association, is no< unlike 
Sorenson's observations of the Ethiopian community Living in Canada (1 99 1 ; 1 992). 



neighbours (particularly the DRC), profoundly moral, peace-loving' and festive, and 

unassurning and sedentary or stable. Repeatedly, a civic nationalism is accentuated by 

those who consider themselves to be 'Real' Angolans - a nationalism which is deeply 

embedded in both the past and in aspirations for post-war Angola. Reference to ethno- 

nationalism on the other hand, is not only discouraged but suspect. Reflecting on 

Angola's 30 year war, one informant conceived of ethnicity as both constnicted and 

irrelevant in real tems: ''There is something in Angola where some want to create an 

ethnic wu. Sometimes you hear that what is going on is an ethnic war. It's not ... not by 

any means" (Lam June gth 1999). Yei ethno-nationalist discourse is used by both a 

minority of French-speaking Angolans and by warring parties in Angola. The first group 

defhes itself in primarily ethnic tems in direct response to the 'Real' Angolans' nationai 

discourse which simultaneously excludes and criminalizes them. On the other hand, 

ethnicity is considered to be a tool of the state, used to summarily identify opposing 

political groups. Given the fact that al1 Angolans spoken to consider the war to have taken 

on a life of its own - that is, independent of its people, staged and controlled by the 

seffish interests of a handfiil of politicai elite -- organised ideologicai nationalism 

professed by UMTA and the MPLA is largely considered to be suspect. 

Through a discussion of interview responses, this thesis sheds light on the complexities of 

'In spite of the war, al1 non-French-sptaking Angolm intervieweci considered theu peen to be 
peaa-lovhg. The war, is spoken of as something which is occurri.ng independent, yet at the expense of 
Angolans. 



just how Angolans construct, remember and Iay daim to their homeland and nation 

(Maikki 1992), "salvag[ing] from their cornmon loss and distance their identity and unity 

as 'a people' (Basch et al 1994:269). in so doing, this thesis addresses perceptions of 

Angolan national(ism) and the debate surroundhg 'authentic' Angolan-ness as h e d  

within a broader experience of diaspora and transnationalism. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

The Angolan Diaspora in Toronto: 

Associations & Networks 

4.1 Introduction 

The Angolan communityl is relatively new to Canada. Since its inception with the arriva1 

of Portuguese Angolans in the 1970s, the diaspora and its membership have changed 

dramatically. Changing Angolan immigrant demographics, the importation of highly 

varied understandings of Angolan-ness and the politics of war have al1 made for a 

growing, occasionaily tenuous, ebb and fiow dynamic of social relations. Personal 

anafhments to, and investments in, rememberings of home have heightened these 

tensions to the point that fewer and fewer Angolans desire to be actively involved in 

formal associations of any kind. While a half dozen associations have been created in 

Toronto aione, ody two are in existence today. To avoid open confrontation, most 

Angolans in Canada have tumed away fiom fomally recognised community associations, 

opting instead for informal networks of like-minded fnends and acquaintances. ActiMties 

 o or the purposa of  thk m h ,  'community' is broadly d e f d  as consisting of both formal, 
organiseci associations and informal networks, each of  which have an attachrnent or cornmitment to 
Angola For Angolans in Canada and for the purposes of this thesis, a 'fonnally recognised' association 
refers to those groups which have a title, -Me, reg& meetings as well as an official committee or 
assembly of elected individu&. Also, 'formdy recognised' associations may refer to those which have 
ben granted official status by either one of the municipal, provincial or f era l  tiers of the Canadian 
govenuaent. To the bcst of my knowledge, only the Angolan Community of Ontario and the Angolan 
Canadian League have been granted such status in Toronto. These two latter groups thentry qualiQ to 
receive mal1 amounts of funding h m  various governmental and non-governmental sources. 



celebrating Angolan-ness, senlement assistance as well as projects intended to benefit 

Angolans in the warring home country are largely cmïed out through these informal 

networks. For the most part, the activities are said to be open to al1 Angolans and 

networks may in fact be quite large at times - occasionally reaching beyond and across 

formal associations. They also extend beyond Canada's bordea to include Angolans in 

other countries such as Portugal or Gemany. 

This chapter seeks to uncover the dynarnics of Angokm networks, as articulated by 

participants currently living in Canada. The developments and maintenance of both 

formal and informai associations are detailed, providing insight into key interest groups 

and ultimately, cornpethg visions of Angolan-ness. 

4.2 Nostalgia for the Colonial Homeland 

in the 1970s, the Portuguese Angolans, having fied nationalist armed insurrections, were 

the fust significant number of Angolans to settie in Canada. Poorly received by rnany of 

the 'native' Portquese both in Portugal and in Canada, and nostalgie for their lost 

colonial homeland, a number of Portuguese Angolans sought to create a space for 

themselves. In the 19709, n f t y  or so e x - a c a n  colonialists of Portuguese descent met in 

Toronto's Portuguese neighbourhood. The result was the formation of Bondeuo2 - a 

2~ondeiro is the naw ola trre native to Angola. 
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community organisation for persons of Portuguese descent from Afnca's then ex- 

Portuguese colonies. One research participant, Anabela, would have been no more than 

eighteen or so at the tirne. She remembers Bondeiro as consisting of about one hundred 

members of which the majority (80%) were Angolan. Activities were largely restricted to 

social events such as dances, get-togethers and dimers. Shortly thereafter, Bondeiro's 

memben dispersed as they became more settled in Canada. This led to the organisation's 

collapse in less than three years. It wouid be ten years before Angolans would 

successfully establish a second formal association. 

4.3 The Angolan Community of Ontario (ACO) & Sanzala Nova 

h the 1980s, many of the newly arrived French-speaking Angolans, al1 of whom had 

landed either as individuais or as nuclear family units, began to network and meet with 

one another on a regular basis. in 1989, a small group decided to create an official 

Angolan body in Canada - the Angolan Community of Ontario (ACO). Its mandate was 

to lend assistance to Angolan newcomers and to promote Angolan culture. York 

University's Glendon Coilege, a French language post-secondary institution, offered an 

ideal meeting location, as many French-speaking Angolans either were, or aspired to be, 

students at the school. Having discovered that many Portuguese Angolans had preceded 

them to Canada, an invitation was extended to the latter to join the newly-fomed group. 

According to SOHO, one of its founding members and a Cansnian post-secondary graduate, 

the Portuguese Angolans came out in droves demonstmting a p t  deal of enthusiasm 
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and nostalgiaO3 Before long, however, this enthusiasm began to wane and a number of 

incidents, power struggles and issues came to the forefiont, threatening this initial unity. 

The most significant of these early incidents involved an African Angolan MPLA 

supporter who aspired to make AC0 a partner agency to Luanda's government. In 

particular, he wanted AC0 to facilitate the repatriation of Angolans nom Canada to 

Angola. It is said that this project was supported by a minority of Portuguese Angolans, 

primarily those who believed that a working relationship with the current government 

could facilitate the reclamation of their lost property in Angola. Yet AC0 refused to 

condone any fom of organised repatriation as conditions of return could not be ensured.' 

The individual in question and his supporters then set out to create their own 

organisation, S d a  Nova (New Village). The split and the inter-group hostility which 

ensued was, according to JoHo, the cornmunity's fmt significant set-back.' M e r  Sanzala 

Nova's leader unexpectedly retumed to Angola, the organisation became exclusively 

Pomiguese Angolan. Despite this exclusivity, the majority of Portuguese Angolans 

remained loyal to AC0 as they had dune throughout the dispute. 

%h [les portugais angolais] sont venus en masse... Iis montraient qu'ils avaient encore la 
nostalgie du pays" (July 1 6h 1999). 

4 ~ o u s  ne sommes pas 18 pour repitner la angolais surtout comme nous ne savions pas s'ils 
s o n t  bien accueillis ou non" (Job comrnenting on ACO's mle regardhg the repatriation of Angolans 
from Canada to Angolq July 14 1999). 

s ~ o r s ,  ça c'&ait le premier dérapage de la communauté" (July le 1999). 



Ultimately, Sanzala Nova did littie, if anything, to facilitate either repatriation or the 

reappropriation of material goods. Yet its prùnary focus rernained on the home country - 

and on fiindraising in particular. One project involved the shipment of 2,000 kilos of 

clothes to Angola; another raised funds for an Angolan to receive medical treatment 

outside of Angola. However, JoHo, one of ACO's founding members, claims that Sanzala 

Nova failed to gain official status fiom the Canadian or municipal govemment On the 

other hand, Anabela, a Portuguese Angolan, says that Sanzala Nova had equal status to 

ACO, since it had been receiwig funds simultaneously (Anabela June 1 1" 1999). 

Funding aside, Sanzala Nova's incumbent leaders eventually lefi for Portugal and 

Angola6 in the rnid-1990s, ushering the collapse of the organisation. ACO, on the other 

hand, rernained, but not without its share of problems - problems which are not unrelated 

to the aforementioned issues of hd ing  and official status. 

4.4 The Politics of Language 

J. Et les réunions, elles &aient facilitées en quelle langue? 

I. En portugais, mais Le statut dit que s'il y a quelqu'un qui a du mal à s'exprimer 
en portugais, il a droit de parler la langue dans laquelle il se sent plus ii l'aise. 
C'est A dire que le statut prCvoyait trois langues; anglais, français et portugais 
(JoHo July 16' 1999): 

61t I believed that the leader who nmed to Angola has stamd up a second Sanzala Nova in- 
country. 

'"And (ACO's) meetings, they were conducted in wbich Ianguage?" "In Pomigush but the 
statute says that if someone hm difficulty expmsing h i i l f  in Portuguese, he has the nght to speak the 
language which is most cornConable for him. in other words, the statute had three Ianguages in mind; 



The issue of language is a particularly contentious one both for AC0 and the Angolan 

diaspora in general. Joao explains that AC0 was started up by a group of Angolans - 
himself included - al1 of whom werr French-speakers. Aithough meetings were 

conducted in Portuguese, its statute recognised - and continues to recognise - three 

languages: English, French and Portuguese. This provision is intended to accommodate 

both Toronto's working language and those Angoians who spoke French most 

comfortably. Yet Joao admits that dthough ACO's first language is Portquese, the 

'languages of contact' ("langues de contact'? are French and English. He stresses, 

however, that AC0 is for al1 races, al1 languages and al1 political stipes - dl Angolans. 

Mais ceux qui ne pariaient pas fiançais étaient les bienvenus parce que nous 
étions quand même conscients de la situation angolaise. Parce qu'imaginez la 
Communauté [ACO] est ouverte pour tout le monde - sans restrictions. Peu 
importe si vous êtes MPLA ou de I'UMTA, la Communaut6, c'est pour tous les 
angolais.' 

On a more practical Ievel, Joao argues that the French-language component of AC03 

statute has facilitated both the attainrnent of official recognition fkom the Canadian and 

municipal govemments, and subsequently the acquisition of h d s .  ACO's laaguage 

policy has served it particuiarly well in Toronto, where French, one of Canada's official 

English, French and Portuguese* (JoHo, July L6h 1999). 

 u ut those who donPt speak French, they were welcome because we w m  conscious of the 
Angolan situation. Because, think about it, the Community [ACO] io open to evqone - without 

It doan't ma!kr if you are MPLA or h m  UNiTA, the CommmityP is for ail Angolaw." 
(Jaào July le 1999) 



languages, is rarely spoken or understood. In fact, Jo8o attributes the group's success (or 

perhaps, survival) to its official recognition and use of French. 

Nous avons réussit à oeuvrer ici grâce à notre connaissance de la langue officielle 
[avec référence au f'rançais]. Puisqu'ici h Toronto, la francophonie est 
chancelante. on accepte avec facilite une communauté nouvelle francophone pour 
donner un certain plan du côte francophonie. C'est pourquoi nous avons eu avec 
facilité, notre lettre patente. [J. Est-ce que cela a aide avec les subventions aussi?] 
Oui, dans d'autres ministéres, pas municipales. City Hall, c'est anglais. Et puis 
là, français comme anglais, ça ne fait pas de probléme ... mais au niveau fbdhl,  il 
y a une section francophone. D'ailleurs, il y a un Brreau des affaires 
hcophones sur Bay et Wellesley ... (Jo8o July 16' 1999). 

Joao goes on to point out that its official French language statu has helped AC0 gain use 

of a cal1 messaging service at a large French community centre in the downtown area. 

As he says: "le français c'est quand même a~antagew".'~ 

Many Angolans, however, are not so quick to see French as such an asset to the 

community. Language, in this case reveals deeper debates surroundhg Angolan-ness. 

Anabela, a Portuguese Angolan, recdls her last AC0 meeting. 

" ~ e  (ACO) have succecded to accomplish things th& to our knowledge of the official 
language (with refcrence to French). Because here in Toronto the francophone culture is shaky, a new 
francophone community is particuiarly easily accepted so as to give an edge to that fiancophone culture. 
That's why we got our patent so easily. ('And did that help with finidhg too?' 1 ask). Yes, with certain 
ministrites, but not municipal ones. City Hall, that's English. So there, French or English, it dctesn't really 
matter,.. but at the feded levei, there's a fiancophone &on And on top of that, there's a Francophone 
Affairs B m u  at Bay & Wellesley. (JoBo July 16' 1999) 

'o''~rench has its advantagesn ( M y  16' 1999). 



So I get there, the meeting starts and it's al1 in French. Sometimes 1 cm be patient 
but that &y 1 woke up on the wrong side of the bed or something. So I asked if 
the official language of Angola had changed lately and that 1 wasn't made aware... 
because the last time I checked it was Pomiguese and in Toronto, the official 
language is English. So why is this meeting king conducted in French? The 
person who started to respond - to this day I don't understand - it didn't make 
sense. It had something to do with some fhds - 1 don't know ... 1 said "Listen. 
This meeting is king conducted for the so-called Angolans in the name of the so- 
called Angola but you know wbo are the beneficiaries of this meeting? It's the 
people fiom Zaire. And that' s unfortunate because they are not from Angola. 
They were never fiom Angola They do not have any ties to Angola. Why should 
they be the ones who benefit in this case and the name of Angola being used?' 
(Anabela June 1 1 ' 1999) 

Anabela's telling is clearly emotional. It also hints at the lack of communication which 

exists in the community. It seems as though Anabela is not the only one to be confused 

or simply unaware of the linguistic component of ACO's statute. No other person, other 

than JoHo, a founding rnember of ACO, even mentioned the statute, much less the 

rationale behind it. It is equally obvious that the issue of language is one which is loaded. 

As Anabela argues, language authenticates one's Angolan-ness. Angolans are for her, and 

for many, Portuguese-speakers first and foremost. Clearly, Anabela believes French- 

speaking Angolans - although she would contest the label 'Angolad - have hijacked 

both the Angolan diaspora's formai institutions and Angolan identity itself 

buta, an Mbundu fiom Luanda, has a different account of ACO's development, one 

which is equally rooted in language and accusations of identity appropriation. In 

particultu, she speaks of tensions between Fmch-speaking BaKongo who have retumed 



fiom years of exile in Zairel' and f i c a n  Angolans fiom Luanda who are considered to 

have 'given in' or deliberately sought to liken themselves to the Portuguese. This latter 

group is occasionally referred to as 'assimilados', a detogatory term intended to convey a 

purported desire to be more white. 

The organisation, the Angolan community [referring to AC01 that exists today 
has a very interesting story behind. It was begun like almost ten years ago and 
really brought together a number of individuals that have legitimate concems and, 
good aspirations to do some good. And there were Angolans from different race 
groups, ethnies that really were doing some good work together. Then came the 
BaKongo. Those guys ... began questioning the legitimacy of the Whites to be 
there. Questioning the Mbundus calhg  them sel1 outs to the Whites 
(assimilados). Discussing that the meetings could not be in Pomiguese but in 
French or Lingala. And everyone was quite upset. So, a group that was working 
pretty well, in few meetings they destroyed it completely. This was around 1992. 
They destroyed. They divided. They put one against the other. And then, when 
everyone was so pissed off, they came and took over the organisation and this was 
like in '93. And since then, they have reigned. ( L a m  June 9Ih 1999, my 
emphasis) 

Sofia, an Angolan-trained teacher by profession, appears to be more sympathetic to the 

territorial claims of French-speaking Angolans. However, she urges them to make a 

greater effort to be 'more Angolan'. She tells them that if they can't communicate in 

"The plethora of names ~ssigned to this phcular gmup of French-speaking Angolans is perhaps 
indicative of the lack of consemus with regards to their identity. They may k referred to as 'retournados' 
(Portuguese for returnces - although considered to be a demgetive tenn by most), Angolan Zainans or 
Zairean Angolans, BaKongo, Zairren BaKongo, shply Z a i m  or then again, Langa Langas which is 
slang for a music group popular in Zaire in the 1970s and 1980s. At the time, these French-speakers found 
Angolans in Luanda listming to a music cailcd Shungura (music prduced in Tamania, Nigeria and 
Kenya). in tum therefore, those labelled 'Langa Langa' r e f d  to Angolaas h m  Luanda as 'Shunguras' 
end worst yet, d led thern 'assimilaâos' - or 'wmabe Poiluguese'. A n a  dl, these French-spcakhg 
BaKongo cons idd themselves to have initiated Angola's arrned struggle for independence and so, 
considered themselves to be proudly Afncan. 



Portuguese they should leam to, at the very least, speak their Angolan ancestral Bantu 

language (BaiCongo) as opposed to Lingala, which is native to the Democratic Republic 

of Congo. Addressing the French-speakers in absentia, she advises, 

At least speak your language! 1 mean BaKongo and not Lingala And their 
children. Their kids don't speak English, just French. They go to French schools 
here in Toronto. 1 can't talk to your kids! 1 never heard one word in Pomguese. 
1s French an Afncan language? They will have problems in Angola because of 
that ... because of their French accents (Sofia May 3 ln 1999 ).12 

She goes on, reminding the French-speakers that al1 Angolans are "buying time" io go 

back to Angola and so they had best be prepared. "1s Canada your country?" Sofia asks. 

'Wo. Just a place that's helping you that's al1 but you're not fiom here!" (Sofia May 3 lst 

1999). 

For the most part, French-speaking research participants expressed the desire to r e m  to 

Angola permanently. Nonetheless, they viewed the acquisition of the French language 

and culture in an entirely positive light. What was clearly stressed were the benefits of 

multilinguism. In particdar, it was thought that the acquisition of several languages 

enhanced both cross-culturai communication skills and work opportunities. However, 

121 am not aware of French-spcal<ing Angolans sending their children to French language schook. 
Those I interviewcd informed me that theu childm had been attendmg English languagc schools in 
Toronto. I was Jso under the impression that fluent howledge of English was considered to be an 
essential component of their children's eduation. Aiso, the fa& bat Sofia questions the place and 
authenticity of the French Ianguage in A f k a  - and yet does not question ha own fust Ianguage, 
Portuguae - suggests the unait to which Portugal's five hundred years of wlonialism bave becorne 
intemalized and naturaiized in Angola. 



language was clearly secondaq to, or at least considered a component of, a greater 

knowledge of and appreciation for, one's history. Tom&, an Evangelical rninister 

educated in Europe, makes this clear: 

Mes enfants parlent portugais. A l'eglise aussi. Ils parlent Le Erançais et I'anglais. 
A l'école c'est anglais. Mais A la maison c'est le français. Donc ils sont trilingues 
- ils grandissent comme ça - et le lingala aussi. Et ils savent, aujourd'hui que 
nous sommes d'une part, de l'Angola. Et ils vont choisir. Ce qu'est le plus 
important c'est que mes enfants connaissent l'histoire de mon pays ... Mon grand- 
père a passe cette histoire A mon père - et c'cst l'histoire de mon graîîd-père qui 
m'a motivé (h retourner en Angola). Et si je vois mon petit fils ce sera la même 
chose. Chacun fait son choix mais chacun doit connaître son histoire (Tomds 
June 3rd 1999). l 3  

Further still, French-speakers believed that the identity of Angola as a nation had k e n  

usurped by five centuries of colonialism and decades of war and neo-coloniaiism. For 

this ve~y teason, Joao repeatedly r e f d  to Angolans as: a "bizarre people", a lost and 

confused people, a people without identity easily 'taken in', and playing into the hands of 

those who continue to pillage the country. 

C'est pourquoi que je vous disais que I'angolais est bizarre. On ne sait pas ce 
qu'on veut... L'angolais, c'est un être Cûange - &range mais je pense que c'est dû 
ii notre passé spirituel. C'est il dire que nous ne savons pas ce que nous voulons. 
Nous ne sommes même pas capable d'etablir notre histoire et nous continuons a 

""M~  childnn speak Portuguese. At Church too. nKy speak French and Engîish. They go to an 
English school and speak French at home. So, they're trilingual - they've been growing up that way - and 
Lingala too. And they know today, that we are, in part, Angolan. But it is for them to choose. What is 
most important is for my children to know the history of my country,.. My grandfatha passed on this 
history to my fa* - and it's this history of  my grandfather's that motivated me (to p back to Angola). 
And if 1 see my grandson one &y, it wiii be the same thing. Every individual makes his choia, but 
everyone must know his history" (Tomils Iwie 3rd 1999). 



nous confondre dans ces disputes de ceux qui profitent de l'Angola. Pourtant, on 
est là. (Joao July 16th 1 999).14 

This is not to say, however, that Angolans fdl into two clear camps with regards to either 

language or authenticity 1 rnember~hip.'~ Some non French-speaking Angolans were 

sympathetic to those who returned from Zalle to Angola. Joaquim, a young newcomer to 

Canada, Angolan-educated and urbanised and an active AC0 member, advocated for a 

greater degree of communication between d l  Angolans in exile. In his opinion, a person 

bom in Zaire of Angolan parents, who retained or adopted Angolan citizenship, was 

legally Angolan, and should be treated as such. Most importantly, he sought to convey to 

Angolans in Canada that they all now s h e d  a common experience of exile. 

Consequentiy, al1 risked facing similar fonns of persecution, linguistic or otherwise upon 

their return to Angola (Joaquim July 21' 1999). in other words, he believed that ail 

Angolans in Canada couid be judged 'inauthentic' upon their r e m ,  and so argued for 

greater mutuai respect. Other Portuguese-speaking Angolans who claimed never to have 

lived in Zaire were occasionally deemed guilty either for theh association with French- 

14That's why 1 told you that the Angolan is bizam. We don? know what we want.. The 
Angolan is a strange king - strange but I think it's because of our spiritual past. In other words, we don't 
know what we want. We are not capable of agreeing upon i common history and we continue to get 
muddled up in these games orchestrated by those who profit from Angola. Nonetheless, we are there." 
(Joiio July 16th 1999). 

"1t is also interesthg to note that Moneeal's Angolan comrnunity - la ComunautC angolaise de 
Montréai (CAM) - is judged by Tomntonîan Angolans to be working comparatively smoothiy. Oficials 
at ûttawa's Embassy equaily praiseâ Montreai's o r p h t i o n  and work. It is said that Montreai's gmup 
makeup is similar to that of Toronto's. However, because ACM's official Canadian or Québécois 
language is French, tensions are said ta have been relativety avoiâed. 



speaking Angolans or for their knowledge of French or LingalaWt6 Occasionally, when 

certain narnes and community figures came up in conversations some participants would 

quickly inte rject: "He's not even Angolan! !" Even among French-speaking Angolans, 

there was much disagreement over this issue of authenticity, as judged or performed 

through language. Whereas some advocated an open dialogue and working relationship 

with ail Angolans, others were said to isolate themselves and to seek out BaKongo ethnic 

identification. Those who chose to isolate themselves as BaKmgo have never been 

tolerated by AC03 active membership. 

All in dl ,  Torontonian Angolans believed the issue of authenticity to be the greatest 

hindrance to forma1 community organisation and solidarity." Most also said that this 

tension prevented them fiom being a diaspora. Furthemore, AC0 is now believed to 

embody, or to have provided a forum for, the exacerbation of this tension. Consequentiy, 

active membership has declined fiom well over a hundred mernbers in the early 1990s to 

I6vicente complained of such accusations. Having p w n  up on the outskins of Luanda he daims 
never to have set foot in Zallr until 1994 on his way to Congo where he visited with his bmther who was 
working there at the tirne. His father on the oiha han& owned hows in Zake and had lived there for an 
indefinite period of time. He admitteci that he had leamed Lingala h m  his father but had never himself 
lived in Zaire. 

'7~ithin this larget problem of authenticity, al1 ucpressed ôustration over the membero' or the 
elected leaden' Iack of cornmitment to the greater community. Most also complained of electeâ figures 
who allegedly used AC0 as a means to network - h t h  with officiais in Ottawa and with Angolano in the 
home country - and to bwst their personal power. AC0 has had three presidents and elected cornmittees 
since its inception. The first president was a young entrepreneur, the second was considend to be a 'soba' 
(a traditionai chiefor big man) and the cumnt leader is young and controversial for both hi0 bnuque 
leaderobip style and lack of experience. Al1 leaders have ban trilingual (French, English and Pothiguese) 
having had some c o ~ ~ o n  or other to aire and al1 have bom men. 



a mere fifieen or twenty in 1999. This is something which doesn't seem to put off one of 

ACO's most active mernbers in the le&: "1 don't care if the cornmunity has fifieen or 

twenty members. i know that they are cornmitted and that we'll stick together no matter 

what"(Vicente June 1 2h 1999). A young man in his late twenties, Vicente obtained his 

secondary schooling in Angola and expects to relocate within Canada in the next couple 

of months to pursue a college education. 

4.5 Forma1 Community Associations & the Angolan 'Nature' 

Ultimately, when asked about community formation, most Angolans in Toronto today 

recall their experiences of AC0 with a sense of fatigue and hseation. Many articulate a 

preference for viewing developments fiom a safe distance, unwilling to risk personal 

involvement. '' Community has become, in many respects, synonymous with suspicion. 

This suspicion is explained by the participants, in two ways, the first of which is the 

Angolan 'nature'. Angolans view themselves - and are stereotyped by neighbouruig 

co~ntries'~ - as a quiet, unassuming, contented people. Angolans themselves contend 

that this has been a quality exaggerated by the experiences of having been controlled by 

"~icente comrnented about those Angolans that stepped back and the &dom with which they 
ùpenly criticized ACO, thereby deterring newcomers to Canada 6om contacting or participating in the 
organisation. 

I91rly experience in Zambia confirmed this view of  Angolans. Zambians and Zaireans who 
woriced and Iived in Mcheba Refiigee Settlemmt hought of Angolans as a quiet people, fmers for the 
most part, who tended to do as they were toid by camp administrators. Consequently, this view, 
intemaliscd by staff and Angolan refbgces alike, affumed the notion that refiigees were dependent, child- 
Iike and consequently, in need of care. An important but tangentid item, his  issue extends beyond the 
sape of this paper. 



both five centuries of coloniaiism and years of cornmunisrn and ~arfare. '~ Of late, 

however, a second explanation for this scepticism has emerged in Toronto. Embittered 

by theY experience with AC0 and espousing a view of the 'Real' Angolan as one which 

is naturally undesiring of formal organisation, many Angolans have corne to associate 

formal comrnunity organisations with 'Non-Real' Ango lans. In other words, those who 

desire both formal association and officially recognised leaders are those BaKongo 

Angolans who are French-speaking. Laura elaborates and sums up this scepticism: 

Not even in Portugal, where there are so many Angolans, they have tried to go 
through the exercise of community. You have to really know the Angolans. It's 
not a people that like comrnunity, and ... they, the Angolans don? even want to 
talk about community. No one wants that, and I think that's in the Angolan 
nature. It's a people that don't like much to be labelled in some ways .... The ones 
pushing for the commuaity are those guys [referring to BaKongo French-speaking 
Angolans] ... so, every time, there's an idea about community, people wouid look 
at you like 'why do you need a comrnunity?'. Like 'what is your agenda?' 1 think 
it also cornes with the heritage fiom the cold war tirnes. The communist system 
was so strong that you had to associate with community groups and people have 
really gone away fiom that. [J. Do you mean you always have to be sceptical of 
who you are talking to ... ?] Exactly. And anytirne anyone wanted you to be part of 
a sûucnired group, they had a hidden agenda so you would really be scared. And 1 
think that subconsciously, people still react to that (Laura June 3d 1999). 

Indeed, 'Real' Portuguese-speaking Angolans want to avoid formality, opting instead for 

an informal network of communication and association. 

'?lis same explanation is often times used to make sense of the war. 'Ihm decades of amed 
conflict, is thought to have gone unabated with litîie organiseci tesistance h m  the counûy's citizens. 
AWough thae same citimis bear the brunt of the war, Angolm in Canada oflen klieve their fellow 
compaûiots to Iack both the ducation - hcluding the -ence of democraiic and civil society - and of 
late, the hope, to stand up for themseh. 



And to tell you the truth, 1 even think that the exercise of trying to build a 
community, it can backfire in tems that every time they come together, only the 
differences emerge. That makes it a lot more difficult to work together next time 
and it will really aiienate people. So if there's an initiative, you call people here 
and there and try to do sometreling, not bring them as a community but ... This is 
what 1 think (Laura June 3" 1999). 

Consequently, there is a great deal of ambiguity as to what to call themselves. The term 

'community' is used, but only with reservation. It avoids confusion with the Angolan 

Communiiy of Ontario (ACO), while aiso avoiding conflict and suspicion. Yet al1 

Angolans acknowledge that people come together infomially, either to M e r  develop or 

preserve Angolan culture, to assist fellow Angolans - in Canada or the home country - or 

simply for parties and social  occasion^.^' Orchestratcd by a hancübi of self-selected and 

committed individuais, this less structured or less officia1 web of coming together, is, in 

fact, a more inclusive cornmunity than ACO. This is evidenced by the fact that the 

informal network often stretches to involve individuals representing a varîety of Angolan 

perspectives and backgrounds, including many of the current members of ACO. 

4.6 The Angolan Canadian League (ACL) & Informrl Networks 

The Angolan Canadian League, the on1 y other O fficiall y recognised Toronto-based 

Angolan association, refiects this uneasy relationship Angolans have with a forma1 and 

bounded conceptualisation of community. For Teresa, its founder and aa ongoing AC0  

2'~ltho~gh this tendency is said to have waned somewhat since the ment declins of ACO. 
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rnember, the creation of the ACL was a necessary evil. Since her arriva1 to Canada in 

1992, she had organised a number of activities and social events for Angolans in Toronto, 

from field trips to Christmas parties and dinnes, and often times at her own expense and 

while attendhg night schooLu However, it was only in 1995 when she was promised 

financial support from the provincial Lottery Corporation - fùnds intended for the 

delivery of a container of goods for m e t  kids in Luanda -- that she was obliged to seek 

officiai recognition fiom the municipal goverment. One requirement was that she create 

a titie for her coordinating efforts. Hence, the Angolan Canadian League. Today, 

however, she continues to plan Angolan activities and events but rarely, if ever, uses the 

title ACL. She does so begrudgingly and for legal or financial purposes only. She 

maintains that the use of the ACL title, or any official community title which purports to 

represent Angolans in Toronto or Ontario, nsks conflict. 

T. Never Say the League is doing it [an activity]. Or it's better to Say the name of 
the person than the organisation because then, more people will likely corne to 
your event. 

J. So why bother calling it anything at dl?  

T. 1 don't know. This is the name. I just wanted something to be legal. 

J. But say if I'm an non-govemmental organisation or was wanting to invest my 
money in your group to support your work? 

22~lthough Teresa has the equivalcnt of a univcnity de-, her Angolan professional 
a d t a t i o n  was not recogn*sed by the Canadian govemment Hence, upon her arriva1 in Canada, she 
went back to semndaiy sdiool in order to obtain the requVed credits so as to pursue a college degm She 
will be initiahg the latter degree over the course of the next year (1999 -2000). 



T. That 1 would give to the League because it's legai. But not in my name, in the 
League's name... Like at the Christmas party' when 1 get the toys, 1 put the 
League's name because I'm not registered. So 1 put the League's name. But for 
hem [those fiom ACO], they' re thinking it's too much credit for the League and 1 
don't want that. So, ok. Here, 1 just give hem [the toys] and that's it (Teresa 
March 20' 1999). 

Laura, farniliar with Teresa's work, speaks of how her subtle use of the ACL allows her 

to reach across factions and to sidestep tensions with greater ease. Cornparhg Teresa's 

work to that of ACO's, she says, 

Now, if you tell me what work they [ACO] have done. Never. Not an annual 
meeting. Not a financial report. Nothing. Nothing. N ~ t h i n g . ~  Al1 the initiative 
taken by Angolans living here was [Teresa]. She's a good cornrnunity mobilizer 
because she cm reach across ethnic groups and class and whatever ...24 I see 
someone with a lot of energy and willingness to do things Teresa. Yes, she's the 
person who will initiate things (Laura June 9" 1999). 

However, as Teresa and her family have become more settled in Canada, she would like, 

on a penonal level, to focus her energies on her family and career, with a view to 

improve her skills in anticipation of her and her family's rehun to Angola. She wishes to 

focus the ACL exclusively on those people she considers to be most desperate - 

Angolans, particularly children, bearing the brunt of a fourth wave of war in the home 

country. This shifi in focus to the home country wouid aiso avoid a confkontation with 

U ~ ~ ~ ' s  executive rnembers are quick to disape with these types of statements. It is said that 
meetings are regularly held every two months and that Assemblies are held every six months. At one thev 
AC0 had a soccer team and it has held a seriw of workshops încluding a job finding seminar. 

24~ndad many of the Angoians 1 met had k c n  r e f e d  to m by Taesa - Angolans who 
represented a broaâ, and often conbadicting spectnrm of  opinion and background. 



ACO, which itself claims to attend to the needs of Angolans in the Canadian context. 

Consequently, Teresa is wanting both AC0 and memben of the informa1 community to 

take on some of the routine events she has organised over the years. These include the 

Angolan Christmas party, the annual summer picnic, a traditional dance group, the soccer 

team and various ad hoc get-togethers and parties. Aithough she expresses doubts about 

ACO's ability to successfully organise such events, she believes that the network, as led 

by a handful of committed Uidividuals, will manage and perhaps even flourish. 

So, 1'11 leave al1 this for now. Maybe, once in a while, 1'11 do it. To do al1 this 
sW, 1 spend my own money. If 1 have to do it, 1 would d e r  do it in Angola 
because these people need it more. And 1 think there will always be someone who 
says, 'O.K. Why don't we do a picnic? 1 already told people, that if they find 
someone who wants to do it, send them to me and 1 will give them ail the 
information. (Teresa March 20'h 1999) 

And so, while individuals such as Teresa may experience fatigue and may want to retire 

or shift focus, they continue to want to give of themselves to Angola and Angolans in 

some forrn or other. 

My husband cornplains a lot. He says, 'You wmt to be everybody's mom', but ... 
it's not being everybody's mom. I want them [Angolans] tu be closer together and 
do other stuff and forget about other things [such as immigration concerns]. But 
we have to have people that have initiative, people that have time .... 1 just want ... 
because we are so far away from our country. I'm a very traditional person and 1 
like for other people to know my culture (Teresa March 20' 1999). 

Aithough Teresa is well kwwn among Torontonian Angolans for her efforts, she is 



ciearly not the sole person to work and develop the growing Angolan network. She 

attests to that fact. 

Once the Spring is coming ... it's like everyone cornes out. You see people 
[Angolans] al1 over. We do so many things together. Although we have ou. 
differences. But there are people that are very strong on community issues so they 
stick together and they make a dserence (Teresa March 16' 1999). 

4.7 Issues that Bind 

Specific issues and interests have tended to be more successful at bringing Angolans 

together than others. Three issues appear to be most successful: (1) immigration, 

pariicularly the threat of deportation; (2) grief, when there is either a death in the diaspora 

or a gross violation camied out in the home country; (3) and sports and recreation, 

especially parties, dances and soccer matches. The latter of these continues to bring 

people together on a fairly regular basis, across backgrounds and opinion. One person 

hints as to why light hearted events have become the focal point for Angolans in Toronto, 

"We still have good parties. We still organise nice things but just for fun, not for serious 

things because they wodd just destroy you" (Lam June 9' 1999). In 1994, basketball 

became the focus of the Angolan comrnunity's attention when Toronto hosted the WorId 

Charnpionship and the Angolan national team.= 

Like in 1 994 ... when the= was the Basketbdl World Cup. Oh my god. The= 

*MO& recailed the event with grcat nostalgia However, as one partiCcipant pointed out, even this 
great event did not escape scandai. Mony r a i d  h m  ticket sales disappeared. lntmded to benefit the 
needy in Angola, it was never recovered. 



was everybody here ... We organised so many things ... parties ... so many people 
came fiom the U.S.A., Ottawa and Montreal ... al1 over. It was great. It was great 
to see everyone together. (Teresa March 16' 1999) 

All spoke of immigration as being of primary concem to the diaspora and to newcomers 

in particular. 

Immigration is a big issue within the community. Let's say that one Angolan is in 
jail to be deported and there is s need for $3000.00 ia be collected to release this 
person. Yes, the community will corne together if someone takes the lead and 
organises a meeting. And we will Say 'Oh yeah, it's a brother or a sister, we 
should help. O.K. 1 will give $10.' It works because in some ways everyone says 
'I was there once or aimost there. 1 can be there.' So there is this cornmitment. 
There is this infornial network. People helping each other. There is this informal 
network of people helping each other. Yes. Now this never cornes &om the 
Community (ACO). Never fiom the president of the Community (ACO). You 
know what 1 mean (Lam June 9" 1999). 

Another penon echoed the importance of the idormai network of Angolans in matten 

pertaining to immigration, 'Vit wasn't for the group, working together, acting here, 

acting there, he would have been deported back to Angolay' (Anabela June 1 1" 1999). 

Grief or outrage also tends to bind Torontonian Angolans together. The death of a fellow 

Angolan often results in a coordinated effort to offer assistance and cornfort to grieving 

farnily and fiiends. However, prior to the decline of ACO, grief and anger over the war 

occasionally spilled over in the form of protests. Over the course of various 

conversations, these times of solidatity were recalled with nostalgia. In particular, the 

events of 1992-93 are representative of issues which simultaneously divide and unite the 



diaspora. Angolans fiom al1 backgrounds and politicai inclinations were targets of 

violence in the early 1990s. Yet the BaKongo were particularly singled out. In fact, 

Minority Rights Group (1 995:4) reported that violence specifically targeting (French- 

~peakllig)~~ BaKongo had intensified in the 1990s. Many of these French-speaking 

BaKongo, having retumed fiom Zain$ settled together in Luanda fomiiag ghettos of 

potentiai opponents to the govemment, or so it was believed by the MPLA government. 

The ghettos also s h e d  Luanda's already overburdened inIiastr~chw.~' One French- 

speaker in Toronto blames both the government and his fellow BaKongo for this 

ghettoization - the former for not having attempted to better integrate with local 

Angolans especially by failing to learn Portuguese. The latter he blames for refushg to 

offer settlernent assistance to returnees, particularly opportunities for gainful 

ernp~oyrnent'~ and language leaming. Ultimately, the govemment believed it to be in its 

best interest to target the BaKongo for Luanda's problems, thereby divorcing itself from 

26~inority Rights Group did not distinguish between French-speaking and non-French-rpeaking 
Angolan BaKongo. Yet al1 Angolan participants, French and Portuguese speakers alike, were quick to 
point out that the BaKongo who had never Iived in Zaire were not targeted in this campaign and are 
generally not as delibenitcly dixriminated against. 

27~ronically, the Angolan BaKongo who had been living in fi3 had been imtited by the MPLA 
communist government to rehim to Angola - in the late '70s under Agostinho Neto's direction. One of the 
reasons behind the invitation was to foster govemment support in the North of the country sa as to better 
secure the border with US.-backed Zaire, 

*'~uanda, which is said to have been planned to accommodate less than half a million people, is 
today overwhelmed by an estimateci 4 miIlion inhabitants - equalling more than a third of al1 Angolans - 
displaced by fighting in the high piains and countryside (Globe and Mail Much 2 8  1999). 

"~evenl participants commentai on how the wmmunist rrgirne was not flexiile enough to 
accommodate the influx of p o n s  ont0 the job market, Mmy others cornplaineci that those rehuning h m  
Zaire were blatantiy disctiminatcd against and refiisecl any opportunity to betîer their living conditions. 



responsibility for the city's A series of propaganda carnpaigns ensued - 
campaigns engineered to incite hatred and contempt for the recently returned BaKongo. 

Al1 Angolans interviewed in Toronto were in agreement that the govemment had taken 

steps to incite resentment against the French-speakers. The state-controlled media 

portrayed the French-speaking BaKongo as the source of the city's problems and, above 

al1 else, as cannibals?' 

Following the election campaign of 1992, UNITA, having Iost to the MPLA, denounced 

the election result and renewed its offensive. In response, the government began a crack 

down on potential UMTA supporters. In October 1992, it distributed arms to MPLA 

supporters based in Luanda (Minority Rights Group 1995:6). House to house searches 

were conducted, in which members of the OviMbundu ethnic group, from which UNITA 

draws most of its support, representatives of OviMbundu church congregations, and the 

French-speaking BaKongo were singied out and summarily executed.12 Severai thousand 

"one partkipant suggested that the retuming BaKongo were thought to bc partkularly 
threatening for having been amongst the few Angolans to have completed their education without 
interruption. In Angola on the other hami, Torontonian Angolans estimate that up to 90% of Angolans are 
illiterate - due dîrectly to the war or indirectly to the divestment of fun& from educational progranunes to 
arms acquisition. Onicial tallies are vague. In 1995, Minority Rights Group (1995:5), reported that 12% 
of AngoIaris received secondsry school education and that around 90% received '%orne primary 
education". 

31~articipants reported that "gged film fmtage had ban used to provide 'evidence' of the French- 
speakers unacceptable behavîour. For example, partly cannibaiid or desecratd corpses were shown 
widely on television broadcasts - acts attniôuted to the retumees h m  Zaire. 

"~imilrr incidents were reported in Benguela and Lubango to the South of Luanda (Minority 
Rights Group I995:6). 



people are said to have been killed (Ibid.). By January 1993, the focus tumed to the 

French-speaking BaKongo. Singled out by their French accent, their inability to speak 

Pomiguese altogether, or by their Zairean-style dress, armed civilians beat and raped 

several hundred, reportedly killing dozens (Ibid.). The London-based BaKongo have 

labelled this January incident 'the Massacre'. They dso daim that those murdered were 

denied proper buriais. Rather, one shallow communal grave served as a temporary burial 

site. M e r  six weeks, the bodies were exhurned and bumed. 

in Toronto, al1 Angolans were outraged as news of these developments - particularly the 

faIl 1992 killings -- spread throughout the diaspora through both forma1 and informai 

networks. Tàis anger culminated in a protest staged on Angola's independence Day, 

November 1 lh 1992, before Toronto's Queen's Park, the seat of provincial govemment. 

AI1 Angolans in attendance that day recall this pro test with nostalgia: 

We organised a protest in Queen's Park for hours. There was no discrimination. 
Some people came late because of work but they showed up. That was the spirit 
of Angolans coming together, but today that spirit is gone (Vicente June 12" 
1999). 

Today, the lessening of this spirit of solidarity is much regretted by aU participants 

hte~ewed.  However, the diaspora still considers itself to be pafticularly critical of the 

govemment's activities or lack of respomible action. In fact, most Angolans in Toronto 

express pide at having given the Ottawa-based Angolan Embassy "a piece of their 



mlnd" (Vicente June l2thl999). Generally, they proudly date that as a group and as 

individu&, they are renowed for being particularly rebellious and vocal. 

Our AC0 community, shce it was built, it is known as a rebellious community - 
the most rebellious of al1 communities outside of Angola. It's known by the 
Anpian govemment. And when they came here. when they opened the Embassy 
(in 1996), we thought - 'We'll give them a piece of our minds' and I'm one of 
the most hated guys in the Embassy (Vicente June 12' 1999). 

That's why people at the Embassy know me, because 1 iell them as it is! ... Their 
staff, especially iike the secretaries, they're not even Angolan! They're Brazilian, 
Ethiopi an... There isn't one person fiom the Angolan community because then we 
would know what is really going on in there (Teresa May 3 1" 1999)." 

Occasionally, Angolans protest and openiy criticise Angolan officiais and their 

govemrnent's policies. Angolans clearly want the Ottawa-based embassy to know they 

exist and that they will "tell them as it is!". By and large, however, Angolans quietly 

nurture their ties with the home country. Engaged in an Angolan return, the diaspora 

repeatedly visits the homeland '2hrough memo ry... ûavel, gifts and assistance, et cetera" 

(T6lUlyan 1996: 15). al1 of which serve to reinforce Angolan-ness. 

4.8 Torontonian Angolans & the Transnationalism Community 

Transnationalism, broadly defined as consisting of muiti-sited social relations or 

attachments that "link together societies of ongin and settiement" (Basch et al. 19943, 

"1t was made clear to me thmughout the course of my interview at îhe Angolan Embassy in 
Ottawa, tiîat oficials wece indeed awam ofjust who was most v d  in the Toronto-based Angolm 
community - individuah such as Tensa, for exampie. The nationality of the Embassy's Mhowever ,  
could be verified. 



applies to Toronto Angolans. The knowledge that many Angolans enter Canada as 

Independent applicants, havhg fust been granted asylum in (primarily) countries of 

Europe, is partly testament to this fact. Indeed, many research participants speak of 

having moved around looking for optimum conditions, or for conditions which most 

closely resemble mernories of Angola. 

I went to Portugal fint. 1 was getting paid very good but something wasn't good 
so 1 went to Spain where it was the same. So then 1 went to France and by the 
tirne 1 got there, my two brothers were there aiready. The one who's now in 
Australia, and the one that doesn't work in the government. 1 lived with them in 
Paris for one year and then, 1 moved to Strasbourg. .. But then 1 came to Canada 
for the education (Vicente June 1 2h 1999). 

1 left in 198 1 [for work] and here 1 am. When 1 returned, they wanted to jail me so 
1 fled forever.. 1 went to France fust. 1 went to Spain accidentally. 1 went to Spain 
to visit on my way to Canada, but ended up staying four years. I had packed 
everything and said 'ok. I'm travelling to Canada' (Lam June 9' 1999) 

Je suis venu au Canada en 1989 ... Quand j'étais en Angola, j'ai eu I'occasion de 
visiter l'Europe, à deux reprises. Au Portugal d'abord et en Belgique et de retour 
en Angola. Une autre fois, encore au Portugal, en Italie, en Hollande, Bruxelles, 
et à Paris. De retour en Angola, j'ai eu des probkmes (JoHo July lhh 1999). 

It's going to be twenty years [that I've been in Canada] next month. 1 never 
adjusted. I'm here out of convenience because my parents are here and king the 
only child ... 1 never ailowed myself to adjust to Canada (Anabela June 1 1" 1999). 

The 1970s were good in the case of Angola. And taik to anyone who was there 
and they will say that that was such a nice period. 1 have nm amss fiiends in 
Europe, we had k e n  together in school [in Angola] and then they had gone from 
Switzerland, Sweden, Brazil. One of the things you fhd sometimes with 
Angolans, Angolans that had left the country in the second haif of the 709, were 
people that were a lot in search. They would try several countries in the h o p  to 
get back what they had le&.. [One fiend said to me] the more she looked around, 
the more she couldn't believe that we were so happy to be living in such a country 



(Laura Juw 9' 1999). 

Further still, Angolans continue to nourish their Angolan ties fostered both in the home 

country and in various counûies abroad, especially in Europe. Family, in particular, tends 

to be one of the main reasons people maintain strong ties transnationally. Many have 

family members scattered around the world; others left their family in ~ngola." In spite 

of the heavy costs involved, most maintain contact with members, and visits, particularly 

to Europe, are relatively frequent. Eva, a twenty-two year old, flies to Portugal annually 

to meet with Angolans her own age and to party. She also spoke of plans currently 

underway to coordinate a mass retun to Luanda for New Year's Eve 2000. It's expected 

that Angolans fiom around the globe will fly home for the event. Others spare no expense 

and travel to Angola fairly regulariy - usually annudly or every two years - in spite of 

the danger. They tend to go to set up businesses or to visit with family and fkiends. 

Others, however, have deliberately opted to stay away fiom Angola. Laura was 

particularly concemed for her daughter's memories of Angola. Having left Angola when 

she was only four years old, most of her daughter's memories of Angola consisted of 

ideaüzed longings passed down to her h m  family and fellow nationals in exile. Laura is 

M~amily membea weren't always leR behind knowingly. One individual fled the country 
immediaiely upon his ~lease h m  prison. He was told chat his wife and chilclren were in Canada Upon 
his mival in Toronto, immigration officiais assisteci him in loçating her. She had indeed tnvelled safely to 
Canada but with al1 but one child. Although, this child was with his aunt in Cabinda - an enclave of 
Angola - at the time of his mother's flight, she hadn't had the ability, the means, nor the t h e  to retrieve 
him. T&y9 his whereabouts are unknown. 



atiaid that if her daughter were to witness the actual decrepit state of her idealised 

country, she will want to reject her Angolan identity altogether. 

I wanted to send my daughter to visit [Angola] and my sister was saying to me 
'Look. You tell her stories and she has ideals. Don't send this child to Aogola 
because what she will see will upset her so much that maybe she will erase 
completely her identity as an Angolan and there is a need to preserve that. At this 
point, that's by keeping her away Eorn Angola (Laura June 9" 1999) 

Al1 who spoke of the desire for return equally expressed some degree of reservation. 

Reports from those who had recently ûavelled to the country, were harrowing. Luanda, 

which had rnanaged to live nlatively sheltered from the war for the fm two decades, has 

literally collapsed in the 1990s. Today, war is inescapable in Angola 

4.9 Conclusion 

Whether it be through informal or formal associations, al1 Angolans express a 

cornmitment to their home country and to Angolans abroad. in effect, al1 re- tu .  

repeatedly, if only in the metaphysical sense, and most Angolans aspire to do so in the 

physical sense as well. Yet the fact that people identiQ themselves as Angolan in often 

contmdictory foms - some prefening formal channels such as AC0 and others berating 

such formal associations as both unnecessary and not authentically Angolan -- suggests a 

deeper, tense negotistion of Angolan-ness in diaspora. in other words, there is an 

important debate sunounding the authenticity of membership: just who is considered to 

be a 'Real' Angolan and who is not. UItimateiy, the consequences of this debate are far- 



reaching. Men, and if, peace is achieved in Angola, the hundreds of thousands of 

retumees who are expected to descend on the country, having spent most of their lives 

abroad, will need to engage in a similas process of identity negotiation. The following 

chapter, Chapter Five, further explores this issue of national Angolan membership. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

The Angolan Diaspora in Toronto: 

Constructions & Idioms of  (National) Betonging 

5.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter maps out the complex and tense, yet intimate, web of Angolan 

relations in Toronto. These relations, both forma1 and informal, are shaped by views of 

Angolan-ness, reconstituted and contested in diaspora. These views are equally infonned 

by visions of the Angolan nation itself. Although Angolan identity negotiation operates 

within a transnational space, thereby challenging fixed notions of the nation-state and 

temtoriaiity, Angolan-ness is nonetheless articulated through the nation and not 

independently of i t  In fact, it is the process of articulating the 'Angolan being' thmugh 

the nation that results in the emergence of what Bhabha (cited in Clifford 1997:264) calls 

'iiew imaginings and the politics of community". in other words, diasporas and 

"contemporary diasponc practices cmnot be reduced to epiphenomena of the nation-state 

or of global capitalism9'(Op cci:244), nor are they necessarily anti-nationalistic. 

Diasporas remain, to some extent, inexorsbly "defined and constrained by structures of 

[the nation-state even though] they also exceed and criticize them ..." (Ibid.). The process 

of identity formation in diaspora therefore requires reference to the nation. 

Although the nation-state may be conceived of as static, the nation itself is, above al i  else, 



an imagined "system of culturai significance" (Bhabha 1990). Moreover, nationalism 

%as to be understood by aligning it, not with self-consciously held political ideologies, 

but with the large cultutal systems that preceded it, out of which - as well as against 

which - it came into being" (Anderson 1 983 : 1 9). For this reason, Malkki (1 992) prefers 

"the national order of things" to the loaded and ovemed concept of nationalism - so as 

to make clear its cultural significance on both local and transnational levels. Of course, 

Angolan nationalism - this "national [Angolan] order of thuigs" - is now contested by 

the rehiming French-speaking BaKongo. 

in this chapter, I explore the challenge that the French-speaking retumees pose to both 

Angolan-ness and Angolan nationalism. I first discuss the hotly debated temtorial and 

metaphysical clairns to Angola posited by the French-speakers. Following my 

exploration of their experience of exile, 1 will address the issue of religious identification. 

in particular, I examine the Tocoist religion. Born in response to Portuguese-imposed 

Catholicisrn, Tocoism is practised exclusively in Angola, and its adherents are 

predorninantly BaKongo. 1 then hun specifically to the debate surroundhg Angolan 

authenticity, which M e r  reveds elements of Angolan nationaiist discourse. In 

particuiar, the French-speakers are consûued by the 'Real' Angolans to have undemilned 

what the latter group remembers to have k e n  an ideal nation. Informed by i n t e ~ e w  

responses and conversations with Angolans both in Canada and the UK, 1 then turn to a 

discussion of the BaKongo ethno-natiodist movement for selfkietermination and 



discuss both Angolan reactions to it and its implications for Angolan nationalism. 

5.2 Exile & Marginality 

There is no doubt that abandoring one's home and livelihood takes a psychological toi1 

on forced migrants (Ager 1993; Muecke 1992). Ail Angolans interviewed spoke of the 

tremendous dificulties associated with living in exile; the challenges of adjusting to 

resettlement; the pain of distance fiom family, fnends and home; and the insecurity and 

anxiety felt with regard to the future. As Fhtirna, a Canadian-trained nurse and thirty-year 

resident of Canada, explains, "I arrived [in Canada] in October. It was al1 iike a 

nightrnare, Iike maybe 1' m dead aiready" (Jul y 2" 1 999). Indeed, for most in exile, there 

is an expressed sense of lirninality (Turner 1969), as though their existence is one which 

is between worlds - between departure and retum.' However, for the French-speaking 

Aagolans there is au added dimension to this s h e d  experience of exile - its repetition. 

in my conversations with French-speabg BaKongo, they strongiy articulated the sense 

that their lives had been entirely and repeatedly lived on the margins, without either space 

'In 1994-95.1 was conmcted to work in Meheba Rcfbgee Settlement, Zambia. There, 1 became 
aquainted with Julia PowIes, an AnuuOpology PhD candidate (Oxford). She was complethg her 
fieldwork arnong Angolan rehigees in the Srniement These refiigees were predominantly fiwa the Lunda 
and Luvde eîhnic p u p .  She conveyed to me how Angolan Mehebiano viewed their existence in the 
Settlement as a state of liminality. In h*, many quaial their 'pending' life to the L u d e  and Lunda nie 
of passage to adulthood. To many, Meheba represented the pubescent state of this rite of passage - not 
quite child, not quite Nly  fomed adult It was thought that hiIl aâulihood and the resumption of one's life 
couid 0n1y occur upon retucn to Angola Ultimately, this intedistation of aile, had important 
impücations for the Angolans' cornmitment to settIernent, including self-mfficiaicy in food produnion 
particularly when one considers dut many thousands of Angolans had been in Meheba for 25 y y e a ~  or 
more (J. Powles, personal communication, 1994-95). 



or place. TomAs speaks of this marginality, the lack of acceptance and the shock of 

having to constantly be 'starting over' . He says: 

Au Zaire on m'appelait angolais. En Angola on m'appelle un zairois. Donc, je 
n'ai pas un pays. Vous comprenez? Un dit 'tu es un étranger'. L'autre dit 'tu es 
un étranger'. Va chez toi! .. pais] je suis angolais. Je n'ai pas fait la demande 
pour une nationalite zairoise. J'ai tous les papiers [angolais]. Je rentre chez moi 
alors on me dit, 'tu es zairois'. Alors, confiision!.. Tu quittes tes parents, tes 
amis. Il faut toujours quitter. II faut toujours quitter. Moi, j'avais une maison. 
Une grande maison. J'ai quitté mon Cglise. Le fait de quitter, 
psychologiquement ... Je suis arrivé au pays et j'ai dû commencer b zéro -- 
commencer a acheter la fourchette. C'est pas facile. Le moindre de petites 
choses, pour rebâtir sa maison mais psychologiquement cela a des effets ... C'est 
pas facile de toujours quitter. On a quitte pour combien de temps? Maintenant, 
les enfants grandissent. 11 faut repartir encore une fois. C'est cela. Mais, d'une 
part, on peut créer des activités qui peuvent nous lier & la fois ici et à la fois là-bas 
(Tom& June 3rd 1999).? 

Tom& reveals how demoralizing it is to lack a place of one's own, living in-between 

coutries and having to start over with the most menial of details and tasks such as 

buying kitchen utensils. Yet he maintains that some Iink with Angola - the land most 

desired and considered 'home' - cm be nurtured in waiting. 

'"1n Zain they called me Angolan. In Angola they cal1 me a Zairean. So, I have no country. You 
understand? One says 'you'n a fonigner / a otranger'. The other says 'you're a foreigricr / a stranget'. 
'Go home!' ... But I'm Angolan. I never filed for a Z a i m  nationality. 1 have ail my (Angolan] papea 
And so I cetumed home and once there they tell me, 'you are a Zaim'. So, confbion! ... You Ieave your 
parents, your fiiencîs. You dways have to start over. You ahvays have to start over. I had a house, a big 
house. 1 had to lave my church. To leave, psychologidly ... Then 1 came hcre and 1 had to start et 
nothing - start by buying a fo rk... the simplest ofthings to rebuild our home but psychologically, it takes 
its toll ... It's not easy to always k leaving. We have lef€ but for how long this tirne? And the lads are 
growing up. And then we may have to leave a@... That's what ii in But on the one hmd we can create 
activities wbicb link us both here and there ... " (TOI&, June 3rd 1999). 



Al1 Angolans in exile, whether they are recognised as 'Real' or not, suffer a certain 

degree of "terminal loss": what Said (1994) has also dubbed ''the mind of winter", 

reflecting the loneliness of sorrow experienced in the physical inaccessibility of home. 

Yet what is equally shared in the immediacy of displacement is the need to "construct a 

national past" ( M W  1995: 1) or a "histoncal-national consciousness" (Op. cit.:242). in 

the case of the Angolan diaspora, both groups have similar experiences of exile, similar 

needs subsequent to their migration and, most importantly, a similar need to reassert their 

Angolan identity so as to avoid finding thernselves in a "territory of not belonging" (Said 

l994:5 1). 

5 3  Contesting Claims to Angola 

Although most Angolans do not deny that the BaKongo who rehimed fiom Zaire have 

been victimized at some level or other - if only in the 1960s - it is the latter group's 

claim to Angola which is highly contested. For French-speaking Angolans, however, 

there is no doubt as to the legitimacy of their daims. With the exception of one person,' 

al1 said to most strongly identiQ with Angola, and referred to themselves as Angolan. 

Tornhs, for one, conveys how he grew up in exile in Zaire, profowidly influenced by his 

grandfather who wept for his native Angolan homeland and desired nothing other than to 

return. He explains that, "Moi, je suis né au Zaire mais le jour que j'ai par16 avec mon 

3 ~ h c  dissenthg voice was that of a person who identifieci himself by his ethnicity - BaKongo - 
füst and forernos& He was smgled out and rebuked by othet Angolaas, BaKongo and non-BaKongo dike, 
for having ethno-nationalist tendencies. 



grand-père, il m'a expliqué mon pays, et j'ai dis, 'Je pars!' J'ai parti en Angola" (Tom& 

June 3rd 1999). 

Anabela, a Portuguese Angolan, fled Angola twenty years ago and came to Canada at the 

age of 15. Her parents had moved to Angola when she was but four years old. Toàay, 

she still identifies herself as Angolan and speaks fondly of her country. With regards to 

Tom&' daims, however, she refen to her own family history to prove just how 

unsubstantiated she thinks they are. 

But Men, rny great grandmother is descendant fiom the Queen of Engiand. That 
does not make me the Queen of England. 1 understand their point. They are 
descendants fiom Angola but that does not make them [Angolan]. Because my 
ancestors are fiom England, that doesn't give me the right to citizenship ... Now 
[these days], any person because their great, great, great grandfather was bom in 
Angola, they can be Angolan? Big deal!! 1 told them! That doesn't make you an 
Angolan (Anabela June 1 1" 1999): 

When the French-speaking Angolans would rebuke Anabela for not being Angolan 

herself, she answers, '4 said, 'Listen, 1 never lied. 1 never said I was born in that country 

but you know what? 1 feel more and 1 can do more for that country than any of you! 1 

told them!" (Ibid.). Her words clearly accuse the group in question of having faked their 

citizenship and of not having the capability to either act or feel as she herself does for 

Angola 

'~nabela, a Poctuguese Angolan, claims to have British ancesby. 1 could not verify these claims 
nor did Anabeia elaborate any M e r .  



Others, however, are slightly more sympathetic to the loss and displacement endured by 

the French-speaking Angolans. Laura, for example, expresses sympathy but accuses the 

group of having o v e m  and taken over her country. 

I'm one of those people that thinks that it's not their fault that they were bom in 
Zake and that Angola should make amends for that. But 1 don? accept that a 
minority who come and run the show ... How do you expect that someone cornes 
to Angola and exiges [expects] that you speak French? 

Others still, are clearly angered by the debate itself. Vicente, an Mbundu and proud 

Luandan, has long been acquainted with both Zaireans and Luanda-based French- 

speaking Zaireans. He violentiy attacks both sides of the authenticity debate for what he 

calls their lack of "social education" and, in particular, for having ushered in what he 

thinks has been the downfall of AC0 (June 12" 1999). 

... They're the ones we cal1 'assirnilados' - the ones who live like the Portuguese; 
my life is my wife, me and my kids ... They're not Canadian. They're not 
Portuguese. They're nothing. They're just a small potato trying to grow in a f m  
that doesn't rah. Basically, that's what 1 think ... They cal1 them [the French- 
speaking Angolans] 'regressados' [retumees] but a guy fiom Portugal is just 
called an Angolan. A guy h m  Brazil reîuming is called an Angolan. It applies 
strictly to people who have come fiom Zab ... But people cd1 me that [a Langa or 
a Zairean] as a joke but if you Say sornething that 1 am not, 1 will beat you up. 1 
will k a t  you ... as an Angolan because we [in AC01 are ûying to erase what was 
contaminated but people are not gening that message ... [And] I'm not part of the 
Lingala gmup anpore. They put me out. They said, I'm too Shungura [Luandan 
and Portuguese-speaking Angolan] (Vicente June 12"' 1999). 

Vicente goes on to say that the fkeedom of speech granted in C d a  is p d y  to blaax for 

this tension. He believes it to have allowed Angolan immigrants to speek without 



reservation, which, paradoxicaily, has heightened tensions u~ecessarily and so paralysed 

the work of ACO. 

Jaoquim, an OviMbundu and newcomer to Canada, is the most moderate in his view of 

this mutual labelling which divides the Torontonian community and the BaKongo daims 

to Angola. Above al1 else, he advocates unity and dialogue. He also relies heavily on a 

legal definition of Angolan. In his opinion, those who were bom Ui Zaire who have either 

maintained or applied for Angolan citizenship are Angolan citizens and shodd be 

recognized as such. Further still, he acknowiedges that dl Torontonian Angolans may 

themselves be returnees one day and labelled inauthentic by those Angolans left behind to 

bear the bnint of escalating warfme? Joaquim, however, is one of few to espouse such 

moderate views. As a Young, Angolan-educated and urbanised male newcomer to 

Canada, Joaquim is representative of the most recent phase of Angolan immigration. 

Angolans feel that this latest phase is only beginning to have its effects on the diaspora. 

Joaquim's attitude, therefore, may reflect a changing, more conciliatory attitude vis-a-vis 

the French-speaking Angolans and their daims. 

However, for the moment, the tension across this 'Red' and 'Non-Real' Angolan divide 

is intense, with most non-BaKongo attitudes falhg in line with Anabela or Launi's 

hnic impact of npatriation, particu~ri~y the fostering of antagonisitic reiationships ktween ~ocaî~ 
and returnees, may be well known but remains poorly documented (Dolm 1997; Van Hear 1992). 



position. Yet as alluded to in Anabela's cornments earlier, the French-speakers' claim to 

Angola is one which is contested not simply at a temtohl level, but at the level of 

sentimental attachment as well. On the one hand, the French-speaking Angnlans are 

berated by 'Real' Angolans for ostracising themselves, operating in exclusively French 

language circles. Vicente is one of many who is aggravateci by such 'anti-Angolan' 

behaviour. He says, "1 told them [the French-speaking Angoians] right away, 'Why are 

you not settling things?' 'You are creating the problem ... Of course we have a problem 

but don't try to separate [yourselves] and make it worse" (Vicente June 12'" 1999). At 

another level, the French-speaking Angolans were accused by 'Real' Angolans of 

'dropping' their Angolan identity once immigration procedures had been completed. in 

other words, the BaKongo ceased to refer to themselves as Angolan, but rather as French 

or Zairean or otherwise, once their adopted Angolan identity had fùlfilled its fûnction and 

eased immigration to Canada. Such cornrnents, however, were adamantly denied and 

even met with rage when reiterated to the French-speakers. Joao makes it absolutely 

clear that he is in no way anything other than Angolan. He States: 

Non! Non! Je ne suis pas Zairois! Je ne suis pas Zairois! Il y avait un certain 
moment ou ça m'irritait quand on me disait cela Mais il faut savoir la ciifference. 
Au Zaire, nous etions consid6rés des réfugids. Bon, il n'y avait pas de restrictions. 
Nous allions ii I'école. Si vous aviez des papiers cornercides vous pouviez 
pratiquer votre commerce, envoyer vos enfants ii l'dcole, au même titre que les 
Zairois. Mais, on n'est pas Zairois. Nous sommes toujours attaches a notre terre. 
Nous sommes restés Angolais! (Job Juiy 1 4  1999). 

%O! No! 1 am not Zsirrsn! 1 am wt ZWeM! wasi a time when that d l y  irrïtated me. 
But one has to mgnise the diffetence. in Zab, we were considerd rctiigees. Fie, thne w m  no 



Paradoxically, these words are not al1 that diffierent fiom those of the so-called 'Real' 

Angolans who now reside in Canada. Anabela, who has yet to r e m  to Angola since her 

depamire twenty years ago, still considers herself Angolan fkt  and foremost. "1 usually 

Say that I'm a Canadian out of convenience ... I spent most of my life in Canada, but I still 

consider myself Angolan" (June 1 lh  1999). Laura, who nheteen years ago lefi Angola 

with her four-year old daughter, says, "1 will aiways be Angolan ... There's a part of me 

that is so connected. It's unthinkable that my identity would be anything other than 

Angolan" (Law June 9' 1999). Likewise, Sofia's six-year-old son was bom in Canada 

and speaks little Pomiguese, although he understands some. Of her son, Sofia explains, 

"If you ask him he says, T m  h m  Angola.' Oh my God, he's from Angola. He's not 

fiom here. 'Cause sometirnes we talk and he says, 'No! I'm fiom Angola" (Sofia March 

16" 1999). Ultimately, al1 Angolans in exile, whethet they be deemed authentic by their 

peers or not, use a sirnilar language of longing. Most are desiring to re tm home, 

pending the war's end - an end which al1 Angolans interviewed consider uniîkely, at 

Ieast in the near friture. 

5.4 Tocoism & Belonging 

It is said by the BaKongo and by many non-BaKongo Angolans alike, that the French- 

We went to school. If you had your commaciai licence you could practice your d e ,  send 
your kids to schooi, just Iike the Zairrans. Buî, we are not Zainm. We am aiways attachai to our land. 
We rernained Angolan" (Job Iuiy 16* 1999). 



speaking group had been, and continues to be, persecuted at two levels. Clearly, they 

were first targeted for their political convictions by the colonialists in the 1950s and '60s. 

Since independence, and particularly in the 1990s,' the BaKongo were then treated by the 

government, as suspect. However, the French-speaking BaKongo have also been targeted 

by the suite for their adherence to Tocoism -- a religion bom in response to colonial- 

imposed Catholicism. Clearly, however, not al1 Angolans believe the Tocos to be 

persecuted. L a m  clearly believes that Tocoism was never a source of tension or 

discrimination. 

The Tocos are well accepted. 1 grew up with the Tocos and they were never a 
source of tension ... Religion was never a huge preoccupation for the govemment 
because the faith groups never challenged the govemment's power ... So they 
dressai al1 in white and they pray and they worship under a tree, etc. They an 
anti-war but the government doesn't persecute even them. So people that corne 
here and make reîbgee c l a s  and Say that 'I'm BaKongo and that the government 

'In 1975, the FNLA (the National Front for the Liberation of Angola), was vimially exclusively 
BaKongo-based. Founded as UPNA (the Union of Peoples of Northcm Angola) in 1954, if first sought to 
advance the interests of the BaKongo. in fàct, in 1957, it worked closeiy with the BaKongo in Zaü.e to 
petition the UN for the restotation of the Kongo Kingdom. UPNA however, soon acknowledged the 
fbtility of this proje* and became UPA (the Union of Angolan Peoples). It began to advocate an 
independence for al1 of Angola By 1 962, UPA joined with another small Kongo nationalist group, the 
Democratic Paity of Angola (PDA) ta become ihe FNLA. The FNLA was one of three parties to make up 
the transitional govemment set up by the Portuguese, the other two parties consisting of the MPLA 
(Movement for the Libration of Angola) and LMITA (National Union for the Total Independence of 
Angola). This shaiy  tri-party agreement collapscd before Angola's set date of Independence (November 
1 1' 1975). Ultimately, war bmke out pitching the MPLA against a UNITA-FNLA alliance. The FNLA 
eveniually waned as UNITA, and its figurchatd, Savhbi gained centre stage. Generally, the BaKongo, 
who may never have bcen parti'culady fond of Savimbi, becorne most stmngiy anti-govemment after the 
1992 electioris, which they allege, were manipulated by the MPLA. A h r  UNiTA denouncecl the eldons 
and launchcd a new offensive, govemmmt forces detainai, BtreSttd and killed those they assumed to be 
LMITA supporters including membas of the BaKongo ethnic gmup (Minority Rights Group 1995:4). 
However, it was only in Januaiy 1993 that a delibemte campai@ of violence targeting m e m h  of the 
BaKongo was orchestrated. AIthough amed cidians rep0W.i~ kikd people judged to be BaKoago - 
baseâ on a Zoirrsn accent and/or a ZUrren-styIe clothing - it k largely klieved that weapons used had 
been distributeci by govenunent forces (Minority Rights Group 1995:4). 



persecutes me' ... ok. You want to get here, whatever. But don't tell me [that 
you're persecuted because of your Toco religion], because the govemment doesn't 
target them as such. They [the Tocos] also don? make political statements, as 
long as you don't mix your religion with politics, they [the government] don't 
care" (Lam June 9" 1999). 

Although this statement is not necessady a comment on the degree to which the Tocos 

were persecuted in the 1960s and '709, what is clearly revealed is the animosity which is 

felt towards those persons who make asylum clairns based on grounds of religious 

persecution. What is also hplied is that the BaKongo have been guilty of such acts. 1, 

however, know of no one in Canada who has made such a claim based on religious-based 

persecution. 

Most strongly rooted in Angola's North, the Tocos are largely comprised of BaKongo, 

although a minority of non-BaiCongo Angolans adhere to the religion and its strong anti- 

war I anti-govemment stance. Sofia, a Mbundu Angolan, converted to Tocoism as a 

child. Alternating between the use of 'they' and 'we', she speaks of the treatment of the 

Tocos in Angola. 

Even in 1986 ... the government put so many Tocos in prison. My husband also 
went to prison. So what they did, they [the Tocos] protested and held 
d e m o ~ t i o n s .  They dnssed al1 in white and ali that. They wanted a fair triai. 
And do you know many people died? They shot them [the protestors] and my 
husband was takea to prison and he stayed there for a whüe.. And then there was 
1992, &er the elections, they [the govemment] were thiaking that these people 
[the Tocos], they vote for Savimbi. So they went and kiiied a Iot of people ... 
These people [the Tocos] are very persecuted in Angola, because they don? 



believe in the govemment, in war, ... We don? want to send our kids to the army. 
We are not part of the government. And we are very persecuted in Angola. In 
t 993, a lot of BaKongo people were killed and most were tiom this religion ... 
BaKongo is their ethnic background ... When they talk about the Tocoist, they talk 
about BaKongo ... But I'm not BaKongo. We [the Tocos] are very different [fiom 
the Catholics] ... We believe in Jesus Chnst [and Mary] but not in other things. 
But you know that the Portuguese used the[ir] religion to make people slaves and 
that's what we are against. We have different things that we do; the way the ptiest 
preaches, the way we sing, and the way we dress when we go to Church ... We 
have an area in Luanda where most of them live. We cal1 it 'Congolense' (Sofia 
March 20" 1999). 

In some respects, Tocoism is used to both strengthen and weaken the divide existing 

between 'Real' Angolans and French-speaking retuming BaKongo. On the one hand, 

Tocoism and its adherents are ostracised. Perceived to be anti-colonial and anti- 

government, the Tocos have allegedly been targeted by both the Catholic Portuguese and 

the current MPLA govemment. They are viewed with mild annoyame andl or disdain by 

other non-adhering Angolans. As Sofia explains, 

It's something that other Angolans don? believe in. They make fun of you 
because they grow up in that govemment mind set - shaping [them]. There was a 
lot of propaganda Like sometirnes, people will say 'oh, you're Iiom that 
Church! ' Because there's so many things you can't do. Like you can't smoke. 
And they think it's a cray religion (Ibid.). 

Yet the fact that the Tocos are not exclusively BaKongo - a small minority of Mbundu 

are also devout Tocos - has important implications for the bridging of so-called Angolan 

- Zairean distinctions. These latter distinctions appear, at tirnes, to have k e n  lessened or 

blurred by a cornmon, religiously-based experience of victimization across both linguistic 



and ethnic groups. Sofia, a Toco Mbundu, clearly identifies with al1 Tocos who have 

suffered for theu beliefs, including those Toco BaKongo who have retumed fiom the 

DRC. She also expresses sympathy for the displacement and loss suffered by these 

Tocos. Nonetheless, she tends to distinguish those Tocos who are thought to be more 

authentically Angolan fiom the latter Tocos and retumees to Angola. In other words, she 

clearly identifies with fellow Tocos, but withdraws fiom identifjing too strongly with 

those who constitute the French-speaking returnees fiom Zaire. She discloses this 

simultaneous bond and divide in her conversations. 

They [the Tocos] came from the North. My brother is aiso fiom North. So it's in 
my blood ... Because most people in this religion they dress like a Zaitean 
costume, al1 these traditional things, because the majority are BaKongo ... Myself, 
I love to dress like that. I feel myseif more Afiican (Sofia March 20' 1999).' 

In a follow-up conversation, however, Sofia is quick to refer to the French-speaking 

Angolans as opportunistic fakes, as not 'Red' Angolans or even as inauthentic BaKongo. 

Refemng ta those BaKongo who never left Angola, she States, "[Those are the] real 

BaKongo, 1 have lived with them. 1 know them. i know they are nom thete [Angola]" 

(May 3 1" 1999). Even her style of telling could possibly be conceived as reflecting this 

contradiction or tension. She tends to alternate between using'us' and ' t h '  when 

'niis statement is pdcuIarly intnguing when one considers that Angola is pemived by 
Angolans (at leest those fhm Luanda) as king the mon Europc~n of dl Afican comeies, Iargely 
accounted for by their five centuries of Portuguese rule. It also begs the question, who thni is ' R d  
Atncan? - those considd to be 'inauthentic' Angolans? 





consciousness and ideals. This section centres on Angolan debates of authenticity. 

Drawing heavily on largely idealised mernories of Angola, interview responses disclose 

the outlines of the AngoIan nationaiist discourse - one which is largely civic. The 

responses discussed below have been organised around a theme which reoccuned most 

fiequentiy throughout my research: the depiction of French-speaking Angolans as 

opportunists. Specifically, the latter were characterised as: traders and travellers engaged 

in 'débrouillardise'; black marketeers underminhg the economy and profithg f?om the 

adoption, sale and purchase of the Angolan identity; poorly integrated immigrants; and as 

immigration huds and / or criminais. 

"The stranger everywhere appears as the trader, or the trader as stranger ... This position of the sûanger 
stands out mon sharply if he settles down in the place of his activity instead of leaving it again ..." 

(Simmel cited in Fallers I967:7) 

George Simmel's words, written in 1950, convey sentiments articulated by many 

Angolans living in exile. French-speaking Angolaas are perceived by the latter as both 

strangers and traders. Further still, they are accused of appropriatiog and tamishing the 

Angolan identity. Renuaing fkom Zaire, they senled in Luanda, fonning French language 

ghettos and calling Angola home. Their retum is said, by self-labelled 'Real' Angolans, 



to have heralded an era of unprecedented self-interest and 'débrouillardise' ' ' 
undermining the local economy and Luanda's amicable atmosphere. Ultimately, 

Angola's glory days of independence are said to have been tainted and lost by this group 

fiom Zaire. Laura, like many Angolans in exile, reminisces, "It was really a sweet life. 

Very sweet. You pick up the cornfort of a normal European city and you put it in tropical 

weather ..." (Laura June 9"' 1999). Sofia directly associates Angola's decline with the 

' Zairean influence'. 

When Angola became independent, it was beautifid. Not like Zaire. Zaire is 
nothing cornpared to Angola. Another style. Very different. Different lifestyle. 
Zaireans are known as merchants and trade m... They sel1 on Street corners even 
and are ûavellers. Angolans don't like to travel that much. That's why there's so 
much reservations about people fiom Zaire - they even keep animals in their 
apartments ... something we never did. They start leaming our language and are 
conniving. I'm not lying! 1 went to Kinshasa in 1989. I found things tiom 
Angola in the market, even cars - Ladas - Russian cars only available in Angola ... 
There's so much feeling about this (Sofia May 3 L * 1999). 

These feelings of Sofia's were echoed throughout my fieldwork. Angolans view the 

'Zaireans', or the French-speaking Angolans, as traders that have sustained themselves in 

unorthodox and culturally unacceptable forms such as in 'keep[ing] animals in their 

'Débmuillardise' is French for 'fending for oneself. It is a form of livelihood associated 
specifically with Zajre by Angolans, and bascd on my p o n d  expenence, by Zambiw as well. It usually 
refers to black market trading. Angolans and Zambians tend to equate it with tceach«y, cheating and the& 
They &O tend to believe that 'd~brouiiiardisc' was bom in response to Mobuto's authontarian regime in 
Zaire which concentrated wealth and power in the uppemost ccheIons of power, leaving the rest of the 
population to fend for itself. 



apartments' for instance, or then again, by 'sell[ing] on street corner~'.'~ Also, some 

disdain is expressed for the 'Zaireans' as 'travellers'. As suggested by Sofia's comments, 

'travellers' cannot be tnisted, as migration is thought to be an aberration. This is, of 

course, hnic  given the fact that the 'Real' Angolans are themselves migrants to Canada. 

However, there is an articulated distinction between the two sets of expenences. The 

'Real' Angolans believe themselves to have been forced to leave their homeland, whereas 

the Zaireans are thought to choose to travel. It is this perceived desirc to travel which is 

equated with oppomuiistic, suspicious or criminal behaviour." 

However, for the French-speaking Angolans who had retumed fiom exile, travel to and 

h m  Zaire, its border, or to and fkom the North of the country, afTorded a means of 

surviving which could not be had otherwise. in other words, they too see themselves as 

having been forced to travel. Joao, for one, explains how he failed to be employed upon 

his r e m  to Angola Of course, he says, his Portuguese was mediocre at the time but he 

claims that he and other 'renirnees' were deliberately bamd fiom attaining galliful 

employment. So as to be considered for work, one needed to prove one's professional 

and academic qualifications. To do so required the signature of both the Zairean 

Embassy and the Ministry of Education - inevitably a slow and drawn out process. More 

' I h e  Angolan BaKoago - those who never fied into Zaire - had never been involveci in such 
trading, at Ieast not priot to the retum of their co-ethnics. 

[ h e r e  exists o substantid Iiteratute on the 'stranger statu' - a status which applies to migrants 
and nomads, travcllers and traders. 



importantly, the procedure required payrnent in Amencan dollars. In order to acquire the 

needed dollars, Joao and others like him began to travel to the Northem border with 

Zaire to buy rare goods for resale in Angola's capital. However, when employment 

opportunities failed to avail themselves, the French-speaking Angolans continued their 

ûade with the North, particularly as  it proved to be quite profitable. Of course, üavel to 

and from the North or vimially anywhere in country, required a special permit or 'guia'. 

Reflecting on this and on his own commercial ventures, Joao alleps that it was al1 part 

of surviving and that he, and others in his position, had to leam to work their way around 

such barrien.'' 

5.5 ü. Controllhg the Angolan Market and Identity 

Yet resentment nins deeper than ûade. By the late 1970s, the Angolan head of state, 

Agostinho Neto, reeling from the effects of the Nitista coup atîempt ( 1  977), sought to 

balance out both personaiities and schools of thought within his leftist govemment. He 

reorgm*sed the govemment, abolishing the offices of the prime minister and deputy 

prime rninister so as to have direct mie over his ministers. More importandy, however, 

he worked to dilute the mestiçoolS and Mbundu control of government, and to broaden its 

""~n s'est habitué. On a ddveloppd des rndthodes et on a quand m&ne survécu" (Joiio July 16' 
1999). 

' s ~ ~ w ~  ref'er to those Angolans who are either direct or indirect descendants of an Afican I 
White couple. In the 19609, a littb more than 1% of Angola's total populaiion were mestiços. in 1988, 
they figurcd but 2%. There has k n  little change suice, However, this estimate does not include Angolans 
bom of Cuban and Atncan anastry. in the tate 1970s, an avmge of 50,ûûû Cuban troops and civilian 
teçhical personnel w m  stationed in Angola It is klieved that a number of Angolans today m of mked 



ethnic representation. He also desired to increase his popular support base in the North, 

where U.S.-backed Zaire posed a threat to communist Angola. He began to appoint 

BaKongo and Cabindm officials to his Political Bureau and granted partial amnesty to a 

number of dissidents. Neto even put out a welcome mat for FNLA supporters, thereby 

opening the door for the return of BaKongo Angolans who had been in exile in what was 

then Zaire (United States Library of Congress 1989). Lam explains: 

So [there was this] pressure on the MPLA govemment to secure some support 
from those people on the border [and so Neto] launched this statement. .. and said 
'1 give you power and you will act as a barrier against Mobutu'. So what 
happened? They came to Angola. The Zairean economy was already a kind of 
'Ddbrouille-toi or Débrouillardise'. So, what happened? When they amived in 
Angola they introduced themselves in very strategic points (Laura June 9" 1999). 

indeed, several retumllig BaKongo were given, or had succeeded in securing, key 

government positions, much to the dismay of the local populace. Lam aileges that a 

BaKongo retumed from exile to assume the post of Minister of Education. Another, she 

says, was given responsibility for the Ministry of Intemal Security. Today, the eflects of 

this ascendency to power of a handfùl of reruniing BaKongo - some of whom dlegedly 

spoke little or not Portquese -- continues to sharply divide the community in exile in 

Toronto. Laura explains furthet, 

Then, he [Neto] put al1 the civil servants as people h m  there [Zaire] that spoke 
French, that didn't have any connection with the Angolan reaiity. So, it created 

Africo-Cuba descent However, no official label has b e n  affured to this group and no figures exkt to 
indicate just how many Angolans Ml into thû latter category (United States Libnry of Con- Febniary 
1989). 



enormous antagonisrn within the population. And then, they began to 
commercialise everything. If you want a scholarship, you pay me. They were 
controlling al1 the houses. To get a passport, to get a scholarship, you pay me. To 
travel outside of the country. Everything you had to negotiate with a Zairean. 
Angolans called them Zaireans. So, this created extreme animosity against this 
group because suddenly the Angolans felt that they were being colonised by the 
Zaireans. Angolans said, ' Who said that you were Angolan? You don? even 
speak Portuguese!'. Those were the staternents (Lam June 9' 1999). 

Other participants express similar views, resenting having had their country taken over, 

yet again, by foreigners. They aiso feel as though they themselves had lived and abided by 

communist d e ,  respecthg the use of ration cards for example, whereas the retuming 

Angolans deliberately created a black market, ushering in both chaos and moral decline. 

The retudng BaKongo, posted throughout the govemment and civil service, ailegedly 

engendered this corruption, using their discretionary powen to favour their feilow 

' retumees' . Laura recails: 

You had a [ration] card. Let's Say, they would sell fndges and ovens twice a year. 
So you had to prepare your papers and make your justifications as to why you 
need that fiidge. And then you would get the card and Iine up one day to get your 
fiidge .... So, they [the Angoians fiom Zaire] came... Someone in the office that 
would give out the cards to begin with. They would put five members of  their 
farnily in line with the cards, get the five fiidges I ovens, and then corne to black 
market and sell it for five or six times [the price] ... What 1 ihink what people 
ment the most is the way that the Zainaas really appropriate[d] the lifestyle. You 
know, ... for instance now in Angola, you have to pay for everything. You have to 
bribe (June gh 1999). 

Lam, and other participants, argue that these conditions had never existed pnor to the 

'Zairean' takeover. This is expiaïned by v h e  of the fact that the hosting Angolan 



population had 'not been prone to this type of behaviour' (Laura June gLh 1999). Delfina, 

an Angolan bank teller in her mid-20s currently living in Portugal, agrees. "They [the 

retunllig Angolans] created a lot of habits that we didn't have: trading, counterfeiting, 

etc. And because of that the fabric of our society has really changed" (Deffia June 14' 

1999). 

Perhaps, above al1 else, Angoians resent what they feel to be tbe appropriation of the 

Angolan identity by non-Portuguese-speaking foreigners, for sale and abuse. As Laura 

says even passports were controlled, bought and sold by Zaireans. Sofia echoes this. 

With reference to those French-speakers who immigrate to Canada as Angolans, she 

States, "Even people who speak Lingala and don? speak Pomiguese or any local 

[Angolan] language are hen! You can just buy an [Angolan] identity!" (Sofia May 3 1' 

1999). This sentiment is dso felt in the Angolan comrnunity in Portugal, as attested to by 

Deüina, a resident of Lisbon. Speaking through an interpreter she voices her disdain. 

"We don? really get dong with them [the Zaireans] because in many ways a lot of them 

usurped our identity and they project an image of us that doesn't reflect Angola, even in 

Europe they do that" (Delfina June 14& 1999). In other words, the French-speaking 

Angolans, having retumed fiam exiie in Zaire, are thought to control both the distribution 

of the most basic of domestic goods, but, more importantiy, are viewed by Angolaus as 

havhg appropriateci, traded and tamished their national identity. 



Moreover, these same persons, felt to have set out to re-colonise Angola, are also accused 

of having run away fiom the struggles for independence and the hardships which ensued. 

Launi articulates this most clearly. ''People were very upset and were saying 'Who fought 

for this independence? We here, that stayed here, were the ones bat created fought, 

suffered and now you are coming and colonizing us again!" (Laura June 9' 1999). There 

is no doubt in al1 participants' minds that this profound sentiment of betrayai is that 

which fuelled the January 1993 killings - refened to as ' revenge killings' by some 

participants. 

Joao admits that the French-speaking Angolans quickly began to dominate the urban 

economy upon their return. Yet he protests that the latter, including himself, did not do 

so maliciously. Rather, he contends that the retuming BaKongo had no other choice but 

to subvert the system for, on a day-to-day basis, discriminatory ûeatment impeded not 

ody advancement, but &val. Other than those French-speaking Angolans who had 

been given government positions, few succeeded in attaining galliful ernpployment without 

which a ration card could not be had. Joao argues that this discriminatory treatxnent, 

encouraged by the govemment, was a fom of controllhg the retuming group - a group 

who had ken, up untiI that point, strongly anti-MPLA and never really welcome in the 

first place. 

On était pas mal bien h cornpater ih ceux qui travaillaient parce que vous savez que 
c'&ait communiste et il fallait des cartes de ration. Donc, si vous ne travaillez 



pas, il est impossible d'acheter des biens des magazins. LA les choses coihaient 
presque rien. Mais comme on avait des dollars, à force de faire le commerce, 
ceux qui achetaient des magasins vendaient à prix élevé dehors sur le marche 
noir ... Nous n'avions pas de choix. Pourquoi pensez-vous qu'ici [au Canada] 
vous aviez l'habitude de mettre des fourrures? Parce qu'il fait froid. L'homme a 
une capacit6 de s'adapter A son environnement et c'est ce qui c'est passé chez 
nous... Mais si vous voulez controller quelque chose, vous allez empêcher que 
ceux qui peuvent s'intéresser par la chose que j'ai n'ai pas les outils ou la 
possibilité de s'en acquérir. A cette dpoque là, le gouvernement avait de l'argent. 
L'Angola était bien à l'époque ... Nous n'&ions pas le bienvenue (.logo July 16' 
1 999). t6 

"Those who trade, like any group of persons sharing a common system of social relations, have a common 
understanding of the significance of their interaction' but lack a complete 'fit' 'behveen the deeper cuItural 

commitments and the more superficial set of cornrnon understandings" 
(Simmel cited in Fatlers 1967:7). 

Although Simmel may be overly deterministic, his comments are worthy of 

consideration. if anything, Angolan participants tend to agree on one point. Tensions 

between those who considered themselves 'Real' Angolans and those who were French- 

speaking are said to stem fiom the poor integration of the latter group into Angolan 

society - a society which, up until the moment of r e m ,  had simply been imagined 

andor remernbered by those in exile. Many Angolans came to see integration as a key 

were doing pretty well compared to those who worked because you know, it was 
communist and there were ration cards. So, if you wem't working, it was impossible to buy goods nom 
the stores. Them [in tbe stores] things wcro really cheap. But seeing as we had accumulated dollars h m  
trading,, those who did buy h m  the stores sold the items at hflated prices on the black market. But we 
reaily didn't have any choice. Why do you think that people hem [in Canada] have had the habit of  putting 
on fb? Because it's cold. Man has a capacity to adapt to his envhnment and this is what happened to 
us... But if you want to contml something, you're going to prevent those interesteci in something nom 
obtaining it, prevent me h m  obtaining the tmls or the possibility of aquhing these tools. At that the, 
the governent baà money. Angola was cornfortable and well at that the. .. But we were never welcome" 
(JO* July 16' 1999). 



factor, having reflected on their own penonal experience of exile in Caaada Whereas 

some blame the Angolan government in power, others blame the French-speakers 

themselves for this perceived lack of integration. Joao holds both responsible. Like many 

Angolans, he draws on language as a key indicator of successful integration. 

Il n'existait pas d'infrastncture pour nous Uitegrer. Au contraire, ils ont intensifié 
les propagandes, que nous [ceux qui sont venus du Zaire] étions les ennemis, qu'il 
faut être vigilant ... Regarde, je suis arrivé au Canada et automatiquement, on m'a 
montre le chemin de l'école pour apprendre l'anglais parce que l'intégration passe 
par la lan gue.... . Mais on nous blâme a nous - qu'on ne fait pas d'effort - moi, 
j'ai appris le portugais, pas comme ceux de 18 bas ... Les autres, ils habitent dans 
un quartier constitud seulement de gens comme eux. Alors là, des quartiers 
comme ça, il y en a plusieurs. Eux ils n'ont pas la chance. Pourquoi? Parce que 
il n'y a pas de programme sociales [pour les intégrer] (JoBo Juiy 1 9  1 999).17 

Eva supports this latter view. However, she attributes the lack of an integration policy to 

the wu. "Without integration", she argues, "you create ghettos and that just encourages 

conflict, especiall y in situations of hardshi p" (Eva June L 4" 1 999). Her mother, Laura, 

draws on other cultural differences such a dress and music to show how the newcomers' 

integration was non-existent and problematic. "They didn't make an effort to assimilate. 

The music was a sttong factor, because Angolan music and Zairean music [are] very 

different, the way of dancing, d l  of these things. They [rehirning and host Angolans] 

17 %ere was no infiastnrcture to Uitegrate us. On the contrary, they intensifid theu pmpagmda. 
We [those who retumeâ fonn Zeirr] w m  the enemy, and that one had to k vigil ant... LodL I arriveci in 
Canada and automatically, 1 wss shown the path to school to leam Digiish because integration occurs via 
language.. But instead, we are blamed for not mrkllig an effort. Myself. 1 leamed Portuguese, not like 
those people back thae... niose French-speakersJ live in ghettos d e  up entireiy people üke themselves. 
And ghettos like those, there are many. Those people don't have my opportunities. Why? Because there 
are no socid programmes (to integrate than]" (Job fuly l6* 1999). 



didn't have a podium where they could fkd similarities" (Laura June 9' 1999). Although 

the retum has been articulated by participants as a 'culture shock' for both the displaced 

Angolans and the host population, the latter are said, by non-French Angolans in Toronto, 

ta have been particularly affected. m e r  d l ,  they are 'by nature' a tentative people. 

There was a lot of culture shock. It [the retum movement] was in huge numbers. 
It wasn't progressive and because they had a lot of tentacles in certain areas of 
society they changed the way of living in a lot of ways and Angolans don? like 
change al1 that much. They [the Angolans] are flexible but not when it cornes to 
their own land ... In communities outside of Angola, we are different cultures, 
difZerent types of Africans, and its palpable wherever you go. And the Zairean 
Angolans are more Zairean than anything. They have difficulty seeing our side 
(Eva June 14" 1999, my emphasis). 

5.5 iv. Immigration & Image 

Mgration is a particularly relevant issue for Angolans in Toronto. Contesting views 

of Angolan-ness and belonging carried over fiom Angola into exile are oflen h e d  

within the discourse of immigration. In fact, immigration's inference to citizenship, 

nationality and identity, easily lends itself to a debate over legitimacy and illegitimacy. 

Indeed, the French-speaking Angolans, are accused of not only having undermined a 

society's economy and moral standards, but of having appropriated the Angolan identity 

so as to migrate to the West as refugees. 

Witbin this context of immigration, what has repeatedly been expressed as most irritating 

to Angolaas is the fact that descendants of Angolans or sirnply Zairean, Congolese, and 



Guinean nationals, are al1 immigrating as Angolan refugees directly fiom Zaire or fiom 

Congo without having ever set foot in Angola. As Sofia explains, Angolans can easily 

verify the physical ties of people who claim to be citizens of the country. 

'Oh you're from so and so? Do you know this person or that?' And it becomes 
clear that they have never even been there! There's a lot of that. If Canadians 
only knew ... if one &y Canada has to do revisions, [they will find] even people 
who speak Lingala, don? speak Portquese or any local language are here [posing 
as Angolans]. You cm just buy an identity ! But we know each other! (Sofia 
May 31' 1999) 

Clearly, some of these claimants are persons who have not been directiy persecuted in 

Angola nor have they borne direct witness to the war. As difficult as it is to know 

whether or not these latter claimants hold or have ever held Angolan citizenship, what is 

clear is that there is great contempt for al1 who take advantage of Angola's destitute state 

for personal gain - and rightly so. Moreover, what is equally clear, is that ail claimants 

thought to be unjustified - i.e.: those without any personal comection whatsoever to 

Angola - are lumped in together with those who are French-speakuig retumees or those 

who hold Angolan citizenship abroad, whether it be in the DRC or elsewhere. Anabela 

for example, lumps together al1 'fake Angolans', both those who (may) have a legal claim 

and those that do not. For her, there is no distinction between the French-speakers of the 

Angolan Comrnunity of Ontario (ACO), its mrrnbers here in Canada - whom she refers 

to as the 'so-cdled Angolans' - and a Guinean man she met who admitteci to faking an 

Angolan refugee claim so as to get into Canada. For her, al1 non-Portuguese speakers 



who claim to be Angolan are fakes and 'sneaky'. Still, "the worst are the people from 

Zaire9'(Anabela June 1 1' 1999). Likewise, only one person mentioned the fact that when 

Neto extended his formal welcome to Angolans exiled in Zaire, many Zairean nationals 

poured over the border. Yet there is little, if any, distinction between those who may 

have a legitimate claim and those who do not. Ultimately, they are ail perceived to be 

inauthentic or fake. This bluning of degrees of illegitimacy, particularly with regards to 

al1 things and persons connected with Zaire or the DRC, may hint at an underlying 

contempt for 'débrouillardise' or rnay simply be indicative of Luanda's long-standing 

hostile relationship with Kinshasa. This latter relationship, whose details extend beyond 

the boundaries of this paper, hints at the texhired, flexible yet guarded notions and 

projections of Angolan-ness. Lam hints at the significance of Angola's relationship to 

Zaire as important to understanding the 'Real vs. Retuming Angolan' divide. "The ones 

[BaKongo] that we're speaking about are the ones that created al1 these [problems] and 

even the other BaKongos [those who never fied Angola] will go after them." 90," Lam 

reasons, "it's not an Angolan - BaKongo thing but, it's an Angolan - Zairean thing" 

(June 9"' 1999). 

When asked why an alleged Zairean would assume an Angolan identity, the response was 

always considerd to be obvious: "Because Zaireans are not getting refbgee stanis" 

(Anabda June 1 ln 1999). Angolans are thought to get refugee status comparatively 

eady and so have greater access to the West. in Anabela's opinion, Zaireans do not fit 



the 195 1 Convention defition of a refbgee. 

It's convenient, yes, because if they try to get in as fiom Zaire, they will not get 
into here. First of ail, the country is not under war. Second of ail, there has been 
a lot of disease and the latest one was ebola, if you remember ... And to claim 
refugee status you need to prove persecution. But they definitely don? fa11 into 
any of these categories. In the meantime. they commit crimes and the Angolan 
name is tamished. And that's what I'm against (Anabela June 1 1' 1999). 

However, Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC) figures don? Iend much support to 

the argument that more Angolans than Zaireans are accepted as refugees. Although the 

number of landed immigrants from Angola was higher than from Zaire prior to 1991, the 

great majority of Angofan applicants tended to file as Independents (67% in 1991). More 

irnportantly, between 1994 and 1996 there were twentysne times more Zaireans than 

Angolans recognised as refugees in Canada - an average of 361 per year from the DRC 

and 1 7 fiom Angola (CIC cited in North-South Institute 1998: 173) . This figure is al1 the 

more striking when one considers that the DRC has only four and a half times more 

people than ~ n g o l a . "  It is also clear that the DRC is considered to be an area of armed 

conflict and humanitarian crisis by the international comrn~nity.'~ Status-Convention 

refugee movements in, out and thmughout the DRC have been significant throughout the 

"1n 1998, it was estimated that the DRC had 50 million people w h e m  Angola had 1 i million 
(CM World Fact Book 1999). 

'%e DRC, considered to be crucial to Afiica's regional stability, has ken offially and 
unofficially engaged in civil war and cross-border conflict for most of the 1990s, p~culariy since the 
Great Lake crisis of t 994. In Jdy 1999, the Lusaka peace agreement was intended to ensure p e s a  m the 
ama. However, this latest attempt at peace was thwarted when rebel meas were nported to have corne 
under havy air bombathent on August IOC 1999. It is estimsted that more than 500 civilians may have 
ban killcd in the Nd w i o  Nctherlands cited by Oxfam's One World ûnline 1999). 



1990s, particularly since 1994.20 There is therefore no evidence to suggest that a Zairean 

would have any better chance of gaining entry into Canada posing as an Angolan refigee. 

Therefore, one can safely say that easy immigration to the West cannot explain why a 

Zairean or an alleged Zairean would assume an Angolan identity. 

However, more than just appropriating the Angolan identity, the French-speaking 

returnees from Zaire are said to have tamished the image of Angola. Delfina says that the 

French-speaking Angolans have adopted an Angolan identity only because Zaireans have 

a "bad reptation around the world" (Defma June 14' 1999). Many of the self-identified 

"Real" Angolans view al1 Zaireans - again, lumping together those of Angolan descent 

and citizenship with Zainan citizens - as having a predisposition towards criminal 

behaviour. Anabela is most vocal on this point believing that criminals poshg as 

Angolans are both stealing the legitimate oppomuiities of young, prornising, 'Red' 

Angolans and tarnishing the Angolan image. 

1 never liked them [the French-speaking Angolans] because they're sneaky. They 
use the name of Angola to get in this country. One of them here ... he was even 
arrested. And I thought, 'he's using the papers firom Angola. He's using the name 
of Angola' They don't even speak Porhiguese. So why shodd the real Angolans 
be s u E e ~ g  for their [behaviour]? You know, he was in prison ... He assaulted 
someone. And he bas a criminal record in Canada Yet young men wodd corne 
out of Angola with Angolan documentation, who speak the Pomigwse language, 

'Oh Iuly 1999 done, 50,000 refugees fled fighting h the Demmtic Republic of Congo @RC) 
with 600 ~fiigees a day crosshg into T w * a  Two nhrgee sites in Tda now hold 100,000 
Congolac The Centrai A f n m  Republic and Gabon have a h  received thousands of Congolese refuges 
(Agence France-Presse August 7 1999). 



and know everything about Angola, and someone who was in prison [persecuted 
in Angola] the whole time. And if it wasn't for the group, working together, 
acting here, acting there, he would have been deported back to Angola. It's not 
fall. (Anabela June 1 1 1999). 

Al1 in dl ,  most of the self-identified Angolans appear to have a tendency to blur the 

distinction between legitimate and illegitimate claimants from the DRC. in other words, 

al1 Zaireans are conceived as fiaudulent and 'sneaky'. lnsofar as d l  are lurnped in 

together, community tensions are believed to stem fiom a 'Zairean - Angolan thing', as 

Lam cites above. However, immigration trends and rny conversations with French- 

speaking Angolans suggest that there is more to the latter's claims than is acknowledged 

by this nationalist explmation. Mer dl, if there is no pnictical reason to fake Angolan- 

ness (i.e. it doesn't facilitate one's travel to the West) why bother to do so? Mer dl, 

Zaireans are fiee to travel in and out of Angola. Why bother making a c l a h  which one 

knows is rebuked by the host community? My conversations with French-speaking 

Angolans suggest that there is more to their daim to Angola and an Angolan identity than 

citizenship. Most articulated a personal identification and sense of ownership which had 

been numired by 'social memory' (Connerton 1994; Boyarin 1994) in exile in Zaire. 

There cleariy was a sentiment of 'going home' - a much anticipated return not unlike that 

expressed by most Angolans in exile in Canada 

Je suis allez en Angola au mois d'avril. Pourquoi je ne suis pas ailé au Zaire? 
Pane que c'est chez moi l'Angola. Et l'Angola c'est la guerre* Si j'etais zairois, 
pourquoi irai-je ii l'Angola? Mais moi je ne porte pas tenement attention à ça 



[aux accusations des autres par rapport a cette question de l'immigration] parce 
que c'est un manque d'esprit. C'est un manque d'argument (JoHo July Mm 
1999).21 

There is yet another level at which the French-speahg Angolans are considered to be 

'un-Angolan'. A minority is ethno-nationalist. This goup is resented by the 'Real' 

Angolans for openly identifjing themselves by their BaKongo chniçity fi~st, and by their 

nationality second, that is if their nationality is considered relevant at dl. Of dl the 

participants interviewed, only Pedro, a Canadian post-secondary graduate and ten year 

resident," considered himself f b t  and foremost to be BaKongo. Having lived in several 

different countries in his life, he articulates his nationality as being fluid. Although he 

recognises Angola to be the "land of his ancestors", his ethnicity is that which remains his 

constant point of self-reference. 

Alors, il y a des gens qui ont vecu au Zaire comme dans mon cas par example. 
J'ai fais tout mon histoire au Zaire, plus qu'en Angola, donc j'arrive en Angola, la 
terre de mes ancêtres, mais je me considére avant tout, un BaKongo parce que 
c'est 18 - C'est ma source. Donc, moi, l'Angola ou le Zaire, ce n'est pas mon 
affaire mais je considhe que je suis un BaKongo ... Quelqu'un qui m'appelle 
angolais ou non, pour moi, ce n'est pas un probléme pour moi parce que j'ai 
toujours &té errant... Zaire, Angola, Europe, Canada et demain, je ne sais pas. 
Alon, partout ou je suis, c'est ma terre. Partout ou je m'installe, c'est ma terre & 

"1 went to Angola Ui April. Why would 1 have not gone to Zaire? Because Angola is my home. 
And Angoh is war. If I were Zairean, why would I go to Angola? But you know, 1 don't waste my tirne 
on that [on accusations regarding m g  Angolan identity so as to facilitate immigration to the Wcst] 
because it nflects a la& of considdon. It's a iack of argument (Joao July l6& 1999). 

*~ltho~gh Pedro says that he has lived in Canada for ten years, he did not elaborate as to the 
precke nature of his immigration status, ie; whether or not he is a Canadien citizen or landed immigrant, 



moi. Je respecte les lois. Ça ne me gène pas. Ça ne me choque pas (Pedro June 
3rd 1999)? 

Angolans interviewed expressed how few actually supported Pedro's views in Canada. 

Many singled him out, chastising him for prioritising his ethnicity above his nationality. 

Paradoxically, some of these same people who accused him of lacking nationdistic zeal 

accuse him of being a 'Non-Red' Angolan. 

Although few Angolans in Canada may adhere to Pedro's views, a BaKongo ethno- 

nationalist discourse is not a recent phenornenon. The FNLA (the National Front for the 

Liberation of Angola) was a predominantly BaKongo party in the 1970s. It was born of a 

movement for BaKongo self4etermination. At its inception in 1954, it was called UPNA 

(the Union of Peoples of Northem Angola) and its primary mandate had been to advance 

the interests of the BaKongo. In fact, in 1957, it worked closely with the Zairean 

BaKongo to lobby the UN for the restoration of the Kongo Kingdom. UPNA, however, 

soon realised the futility of the project and gave it up. hstead, it began to advocate 

LLbSo there are people that have lived in Zain, like in my case for example. My pasonai history 
has been lived in Zeirr, more so t h  in Angola, and so 1 arrive in Angola, the land of my ancestors, but I 
consider myself, tint and fomaost, BaKongo b u s e ,  that is my source 1 my beginning. So for me, 
Angola or Zaïre, it's not d l y  any of my concem but 1 do consider myself to be BaiCongo. If someone 
calls me Angolan or not, that for me, is not a problem because I have always been on the move.... Zaire, 
Angola, Eumpe, Canada, and tomomw, who biows? So everywhere I am, it's my land. Evaywhere I 
settle, the land is my own. 1 respect the Iaws. It doesn't embarrass me. It doesn't anger me" (Pedro June 
3rd 1999). 



Angola's independen~e.'~ In the 1990s, several BaKongo living in exile have taken up 

UPNA's abandoned cause. Angolaas in Canada and in the U.K. indicated that this 

movement was currently most organised in Gemany, but that it had ongoing 

communications and smaller sister-associations the world over: in the United Kingdom, 

the U.S.A., Brazil, France, Belgium and even China, or so the U.K. BaKongo claim. 

Whereas a handful of individuals in Canada are said by participants to have taken up the 

cause for BaKongo selfdetennination in the early 1990s, there is Iittie evidence to 

suggest that any such movement still exists in Canada - at least in any organised fom. 

Laura estimates that at l e s t  twelve people, perhaps even fifty BaKongo Angolans in 

Canada, adhere to such ethno-nationalist views. This is a nurnber she considers relatively 

iasignificant and insists that "they talk about it only" (i.e. that they are not an organised 

group or movement). in the U.K., however, al1 participants interviewed were BaKongo 

membea of one such movement. Still in its formative stages, the leader -- a recent 

immigrant to England fiom Gerrnany - and his followers aspired to greater transnational 

solidarity - inciuding with BaKongo residing in Canada However, at the time of 

research in 1998, they had little information about potential supporters in Canada. 

The London-based 'Movement for BaKongo Self-Detemination' specifically aspired to 

restore the Kingdom of Kongo to its pre-colonial territorial form. At its height of glory, 

becme the FNLA in 1962. In the mid-70s however, it was more or Iess been absorbed by 
UNITA 



the latter kingdom extended beyoad Northern Angola to include p s  of Gabon, Congo 

and the Democratic Republic of Congo. This vision of self-determination was justified 

by their narrations of both a glorified, yet cheated, past and a profound lived experience 

of victimization. Having ken one of Afnca's strongest and most resilient kingdoms in 

the 15' and 16' centuries, the BaKongo resisted colonialism long d e r  its neighbours had 

conceded to it? Moreover, in spite of slavery's destructive effects, the BaKongo 

flourished both in Afnca, and in the Americas, particularly in Haiti, Brazil and the United 

States? The BaKongo advocating self-determination aiso consider themselves to have 

brought about the "beginning of the true armed shuggle for Iiberation of Angola fiom the 

claws of Portuguese colonialism" (Movement for BaKongo Self-Determination Press 

Release 1998). Yet their deserved glory has been undermined by persecution at the hands 

of both coloniaiists and the MPLA govemment - persecution for both their political 

UThey were however, quick to adopt Catholicism. It becarne the kingdom's onicial religion in 
149 1 when its King Nzinga a Nkuwu was baptipd and renarned SOHO 1. The kingdom quickly opened up 
relations with Europe and the Vatican, "As a result of its early conversion [to Christianity], Kongo 
enjoyed fiiendly diplomatic relations with several European CO untries... Kongo kings corresponded with 
members of the French cour?, and in 16 17, working through chanmls in Rome, tned to establish diplomatic 
relations with Ethiopia, the other Christian country of the Afican continent" (Thomton 1983 xiv). This 
paints a very untypical image of 16U and lp century Afnca It is also a history chat is told and retold by 
the BaKongo as a means to d m  both ethnic pide and territorial daims. 

'West Afnfa is still consided to have been the only source of Afncan Amcricans. However, 
ment research has demonstrated that "as many as onequarter of al1 African Amcricans ultimately denve 
h m  central Aftican (and rnostly Kongolese mou)" (Thomton 1998:l). An intemting aside, Thomton 
goes on to atûiiute this lack otrecognignition to the BaiCongo's l6& cenhuy adherence to Catholicism. He 
believes that most Americans are more 'comfortabb with the idea of Muslim Afkic811s in the slave trade 
perioâ' than with Christian Anicans. The BaKongo of the le caitury, he explaias had aimost too much 
in common with the Eutopeans. He descibes them as having consisted of" 'a üterate elite, dressing 
parti'ally in Euopean ckthes, bearing Porîuguese [mes, and professing Caiholicism [which] seems 
somehow out of place in the popular image of precolonial Afncan (Op. Cit. 19982). 



ideals and religious practices. TBl6lyan (1 996: 19) recognises the importance of cornmon 

grievances. With reference to the activities and ideds of leadership elites in diaspora, he 

says that such activities or ide& are maintained by a cornmon experience or history of 

victimisation, particularly when "the borders of the ethnodiasporan enclave are 

maintained by the majority's discriminatory behaviour." 

Pedro clearly identifies himself as a BaKongo. However, the extent to which he espouses 

BaKongo self-detednation is less clear. Like many Angolans in Canada, he is aware of 

the movement's existence in Gemany. His active support for the latter, however, is 

articulated only in the vaguest of ternis. He believes the members' claims to be justified. 

He feels that his people are restless and fatigued from having had to live on the margins - 

caught between two nations. They are always being pushed fkom one side to the other of 

the border and back again, lacking a space or place for themselves. 

Je n'ai jamais et6 en contact avec eux... je ne les cornais pas. Ils ont une 
philosophie que moi, je ne peux être contre. Si c'est une bonne chose tant mieux. 
Parce que tout le monde cherche le bonheur. Qu'est-ce ces gens 1& revendiquent? 
En revenant en Angola- une vie au Zaire qu'ils veulent mais ne peuvent pas 
garder et ils sont rejeté en Angola - cette histoire de partir - toujours partir - 
ensuite ils doivent toujours recommencer A zero - toujours des ambiguités et des 
incertitudes (June 3rd 1999)." 

have never been in contact with hem [in the UK] ... 1 don't h w w  them They have a 
philosophy that spesking for myself', 1 an't k a* If it's a gooâ thing, great. Because everyone k 
looking for happiness. What are diese people (in London] claiming? Having retumed to Angola - a life in 
Z a b  that they wantd but w't kep and they're ~jected in Angola.. This stoy of leaving - dwrys 
leaving - then they have to start at zero... always ambiguities and uncatainty." (June 3rd 1999). 



With the exception of Pedro, d l  other BaKongo interviewed in Canada were far more 

apprehensive. The movement was something they feel they 'couldn't discourage' but, at 

the same tirne, they believed it to be compietely unredistic particularly given Afiica's 

dependence on Europe and the Americas. 

Enfin, je ne les blâme pas [les membres de ce mouvement]. Au contraire, je veux 
les encourager ... Mais, soyons réaliste ... il existe un mécanisme sur I'6chelle 
internationale. Les leaders africanistes travaillent à 100% pour l'appui des 
Occidentaux. Donc qui va leur permettre d'aller restaurer ... ce n'est pas facile 
(JoHo July 1 6h 1 999) .=' 

Only one of the non-BaKongo research participants believed attempts to restore the 

Kingdom of Kongo to be a good thing. Sofia, an Mbundu who converted to Tocoism as a 

child, describes herself as a "tmditionalist" - as holding Angolan culture and history in 

high esteem. Like many Angolans, she had been aware of a BaKongo movement based in 

Germany. Upon news of the U.K. group she says: 'mat would be great - a going back to 

our roots" (Febniary 23d 1999). She is especially pleased when she discovers that the 

U.K. group identifies itself as strongly Tocoistd9 

Yet by and large, most non-BaKongo Angolans interviewed regard the movement with 

2g'"~ll in dl, 1 can't blame thcm [the memben of this movement]. On the contrary, 1 want to 
encourage hem. But let's be distic  ... k m ' s  a mechanism that oprates at an international kvel. 
Afncan leaders are working 100% for the support of the Westerners. And so who is going to dlow a 
restoratio n... ifs not easy" (Job July 16' 1999). 

'9t is imbiown whethec or not ail organisations advocpting BaKonp seIfdetemination strongly 
identiQ with Tocoism as does the UK-based group. 



annoyance or simply as ridiculous. They don't believe it will amount to much and so 

don't feel threatened by it. What annoys many is how Angolan descendants have isolated 

themselves and broken off fiom the pa t e r  ideal of the Angolan nation. Laura expresses 

her hstmtion with a BaKongo ethno-nationalist movement. 

It [the movement] existed here [in Canada] but about four years ago and 1 haven't 
heard about it since. Those people [the adherents to the movement], most of 
them left the country [Angola] and fiom the outside are launching [this carnpaign] 
because they can. And there are al1 these community things [politics], there's the 
outsider/ the in; the out crowd etc, and they felt that since they are not accepted ... 
[they say] 'let's go back to the roots and reclairn what used to be the Kongo 
kingdom and claim it to us'. The Kongo Kingdom was in 1 5 ~  century so what's 
the point? It's a very opportunistic way of we want some land which is ... and, 
regarding history, because if you make a swey  of BaKongo people living in 
Angola today, they will not tell you that [they will not agree with the movement]. 
They do not even have any connection with this ... 1 heard about them. It seems 
that they ûavel to Congress [in the U.S.A.]. Such a stupid story! I'm not for 
ethnicity. 1 tend to believe that we arrived at one point that we should have a 
broader image/ vision so these things really upset me. So if we be dividing the 
world, up until where will we divide? We cm reconstnict the world if we go back 
to the 1 Sh century, there would be nothing that would stand; Europe, North 
America, etc. (Lam June gh 1 999)- 

By and large, the self-identified 'Real' Angoians support Lam's views. They see the 

BaKongo claims as opportunistic and harmN to the unity of ail Angolans. Moreover, 

what may be particularly fiutrathg for the non-adherents of this movement is the 

knowledge that any discussion of separatism and ethnic distinction threatens the post- 

colonial, stable Angolan nation, which has yet to emerge. in other words, non-adherents 

interviewed say that they are wanting to get beyond etbnic determhmts of identity. 

Rather, what they aspire to is a civic nationalism, bmadly defined as an "imaghed 



political community" (Anderson 1 983) operating, at Ieast in theory, independently of the 

state or ethnicity, and whose rnembers share an interest in maintainhg and promoting 

"places, practices, persomges, memories, signs and symbols" (Hobsbawm 1990). This 

civic natioaalism is a fonn of nationalism shaped and controlled by members of society. 

Nationai political and cultural symbols are defined by society, and ultimately determine 

the nation's course. 

Ethnicity has long been a tool used by the waning factions to furthet their own interests at 

the expense of the Angolan population - rnanipdated to divide the country politically 

and, ultimately, to justify war. Ail Mbundu are labelled MPLA supporters by UNITA. 

The OviMbuadu and BaKongo have been accused by the governrnent of being UNITA 

supporters. Angolans intem0ewed, however, accuse al1 parties and theu leaders for 

playing ethnic groups one against the other in the interest of a hancifiil of elites. Not one 

person clearly or strongly supported one party over another. Organised ideological 

nationalism or ethnic based nationalism are ultimately considered to be suspect. In a 

dominant, civic Angolan nationalkt discourse, there is, therefore, no place or tolerance 

for an ethno-nationalist BaKongo sentiment, particularly one which was n ~ d  in the 

DRC. 

5.7 Conclusion 

Angolan identity is actively contested in Canada in spite of comrnon experiences of exile 



and persecution, and, in some cases, religious fitith. The self-ascribed 'Real' Angolans 

have adopted a nationalkt discourse - one which excludes the French-speakers by virtue 

oE their experiences of üade, travel and 'débrouillardise'; their alleged destruction of the 

Angolan ideai and image; their purchase and sale of the Angolan identity and citizenship; 

their general lack of integration; and in some cases, their support for BaKongo ethno- 

nationalism. In effect, both the 'Real' Angolans and the French-speakers have identified 

themselves not by their own characteristics but by their deliberate exclusion uf one 

another (Barth 1969; Armstrong 19%). In so doing, they continue to renegotiate their 

own personai identities within a broder debate of home, nation and diaspora. 



CHAPTER SIX 

Conclusion 

In light of Angola's current desperate state - one which has received little 

academic and /or international attention - a study of the lives of its people is both 

timely and important. This thesis draws on thirteen interviews to explore the 

negotiation of Angolan diaspora identity in Toronto. The participants in this 

research are limited to a small number of largely urbanised and educated 

Angolans. 1 am not suggesting that their experiences represent the lives of their 

peea, either in the diaspora or in the home country. However, these individual 

expenences are, in and of themselves, worthy of discussion, particularly for their 

valuable insights into transnationalism and diaspora. 

In spite of this group's small size - 4 12 Angolans migrated to Canada between 

1991 and 1998 (Citizenship & immigration Canada 1999) - and in spite of the 

fact that it does not fit the strict diaspora 'check-list' criteria set up by a number of 

social scientists (Cohen 1997; Safian 199 1 ), I argue that Angolans are 

nevertheless a diaspora. Diasporas are an example of transnatioIlStlism, par 

excellence, largely due to the depe  to which they link together societies - 

multiplying solidarities and networks across borders. Scheffer (1 996) and Safran 

(1991) both contend that these links empower diasporas to influence both home 



and host country nation-states. Although this may be the case for some groups, 1 

maintain that this influence isn't a necessary precondition for diaspora status. In 

spite of a lack of either member solidarit. or political or economic influence, 

diasporas are not defined by degrees of group solidanty or power, nor can they be 

typified by a single, universai model. Rather, diasporas are fluid by nature, 

exhibiting the interplay of multiple identities across multiple sites. Implicit in this 

never-ending process of negotiation is a cornmitment by Angolans to retum to the 

homeland, be it physical or metaphysical (Malkki t 992; T616lyan 1996). Whereas 

a physical r e m  may be permanent, a metaphysical retum can include 

philanthropie, discursive, symbolic and/ or representational forms of attachment - 

attachments which ultimatel y unbind or deterritorialise states. These atiachments 

also draw on a shared imagined past or social memory (Cornerton 1991) to 

actively perpeniate and reinforce a 'national consciousness' ( M W  1992; 1995). 

However, because Angolans in Canada choose to not refer themselves as a 

diaspora, 1 maintain that they are a diaspora in spite of themselves (Markowitz 

1993). This behaviout underscores a larger debate surroundhg conceptualisations 

of both the Angolan nation and Angolan-ness. Specifically, the most contentious 

and important determinant of belonging and Angolan-ness in exile is intncately 

bound up with the ment Angolan BaKongo ntum movement fiom the 

Democratic Republic of Congo. This tension is most clearly seen in the politics 



of Angolan community organisation in Canada, particularly with regards to issues 

of language. uicreasingly, both the self-identifie4 Portuguese-speaking "Real" 

Angolans and the French-speaking Angolan teturnees are reluctant to support or 

participate in any form of formal Angola. association, so as to avoid 

confrontation. Even issues which could potentially bind the French and 

Portuguese-speaking groups, such as the fear of deportation, the death of a 

diaspora member, the cost of escalating warfare in the home country, shared 

religious beliefs or experiences of persecution, and football or the love of social 

parties, rarely, if ever, succeed in bridging the perceived 'Real' / 'Non-Real' 

Angolan gap. While both groups share the unceaainties of exile, they fail to share 

a common Angolan identity in diaspora. The French-speaking retmees are 

caught between Zaire and Angola and are rejected by both. They have laid both 

emotional and temtoriai clairns to Angola. By vying to assert its identity as 

Angolan, this group is contesting the very definition of the Angolan nation. 

Portuguese-speaking Angolans, on the other han& accuse the French-speakers of 

being both opportunistic and divisive. Lacking a stnictured re-integration hto 

Angolan Society, these so-called opportunists have allegedly brought about a 

system of 'débrouillardise' - controllhg and undemllning both the Angolan 

market and the 'Real' Angolan identity. In so doing, they have purportedly 

cheated immigration systems and tarnished the Angolan name. Both groups, 

therefore, are actively vying both for recognised legitimacy as Angolans and for 



the right to define the Angolan nation. While the Angolan diaspora may challenge 

territorially bounded notions of the nation-state, it does so with reference to, and 

through, the nation. in other words, like identity, the Angolan nation itself is 

imagined and contested in diaspora. 

In the face of challenges posed by French-speaking Angolans fiom the DRC, the 

self-ascribed 'Real' Angolans deliberately articulate the Angoian nation as one 

which excludes returnees. Angola, as a nation and as a people, is strictly 

imagined to be Pomiguese-speaking and culturally distinct from Zaire. It is 

imagined to be profoundly moral, with reference to the country's existence prior 

to the 'introduction' of the black market economy by the retumees, and comprised 

of an unassuming, sedentary or stable people. These characteristics are thought, 

primarily by the Portuguese-speakers, to differentiate the two groups. Moreover, 

the 'Real' Angolaas draw on their imagined past and aspirations for post-war 

Angola to advocate a civic nationdism. Again, this sets them apart fiom a 

minority of the French-speaking retumees who support a BaKongo ethno- 

nationalism and identiQ themselves, fint and foremost, as BaKongo. In a country 

where ethnicity has been used by al1 warring factions to advance political agendas, 

ethno-nationalist discourse is not oniy discouraged, but suspect. 

Based on the information provided by research participants it can be surmised that 



Angola's anticipated post-war returnee movements will challenge the identity of 

Angolans and the construction of their nation. What is ciear is that competing 

visions of Angolan-ness, as shaped by various transnational expenences, will then 

need to be negotiated, much as they are in diaspora today. 



APPENDICES 

"Table I. Angoian refugee population in major asylum counûies, 1998" 

Source: UNHCR April 1999 



"Table 2. Asylum applications lodged by Angolan nationals in Europe, 1990- 1998" 

Source: UNHCR April I 999. 

During 1998, approximately 3,900 Angolans applied for asylum in 43 coumies world- 
wide. Countries receiving 5 Angolan arylurn applications or more are listed in Table 2 
(Ibid.). 



"Table 3. Convention mgnition of Angolan asylum-seekers in Europe, 1990 - 1998" 

Source: UNHCR April1999 



"Table 4. Humanitarian status granted to Angolan asylum-seekers in Europe, 1990- 1998" 
(Source: UNHCR April 1999) 

"Table 5. Total recognition rate of Angolan asylum-seekers in Europe, 1990- l998(l)(%)" 
(source: üNHCR April1999) 



"Table 6. Angolan asylum-seekers and refhgee status detemination, 1998" 



Table 7 
Immigrants born in Angola wbo immigrated to Canada and Ontario 

Source: Citircnship and lmmiWon Canada 
Pttpatcd by: Rcscarch and Data Group, Ministry of Citi-hip, Culture and Rtcnation. 



Table 8. 
Movcment of Peoples: UImmigration to Canada from Developing Corntries by 
Immigration Class and Gendern (Average of lut three yn available 1994-1996) 
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM 1(a) 
Esporionces o f  Angolan Asylum-Seeken Residing in Canada 

DEPARTMENT OF SOCML ANTHROPOLOGY, YORK W E R S I T Y ,  CANADA 
Telephone number; (4 16) 736-5700 
Fax num ber: (4 16) 73 6-5768 

My name is Joanne M. Lebert. The research that 1 am conducting for my Mastea Thesis 
involves explorhg the experiences of Angolm asylum-seekers cunently residing in 
Canada. In particular, 1 am interested in the formation and role of leadership in exile. 

The Research Ethics Committee of the Department of Social Anthropology, York 
University has approved the study. Al1 information derived ffom the study will be kept 
strictly confidential. In particular, participant names w il1 not be used in any parts of the 
thesis or in any publications relating to this topic of study. Upon completion of my 
project, 1 will make a summary of my research findings available to al1 participants. 

Participant Consent 
1 have been infonned about the nature and proceduns of the study, and understand it in 
full. I know that my participation is entirely voluntary. 1 may choose to withdraw from 
the study at any time in which case al1 my contributions will be destroyed. 1 know that 
any concems or comments regarding my participation in the study can be addnssed, 
anonymously if 1 wish, to Ms. Lebert's supervisor, Professor Judith Nagata or to the 
Department's Graduate Director at (4 16) 736-5700 or comspondence rnailed to: 

Department of Anthropology 
York University 
4700 Keele St., North York, ON 
Canada M3J IP3 

I fully understand the above statement and 1 agne to serve as a participant in the study. 

Signature of Participant Signature of Witness 

Date Date 



INFORMED CONSENT FORM 2 (a) 
Exprienees of Angolan Asylum-Seeken Residiog in the United Kingdom & in 

Canada 

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY, YORK UNIVERSITY, CANADA 
Telephone nurnber: (4 16) 736-5700 
Fax number: (4 16) 736-5768 

My name is Joanne M. Lebert. The research that 1 am conducting for my Masten Thesis 
involves an exploration of the experiences of Angolan asylum-seekea in the U.K. and in 
Canada. In particular, 1 am interested in the formation and role of leadership in exile. 

The Research Ethics Cornmittee of the Departrnent of Social Anthropolcgy, York 
University has approved the sîudy. All information derived from the study will be kept 
strictly confidential. b particular, participant names will not be used in any parts of the 
thesis or in any publications relating to this topic of study. Upon completion of my 
project, 1 will make a summary of my research findings available to participants. 

Participant Consent 
1 have been infonned about the nature and procedures of the study, and undentand it in 
full. 1 know that my participation is entinly voluntary. 1 may choose to withdraw fiom 
the study at any tirne in which case al1 my contributions will be destroyed. 1 know that 
any concems or comments regarding my participation in the study can be addressed, 
anonymously if 1 wish, to Ms. Lebert's supervisor, Pmfessor Judith Nagata or to the 
Depaxtment's Graduate Director at (416) 736-5700 or comspondence mailed to: 

Departrnent of Anthropology 
York University 
4700 Keele St., North York, ON 
Canada M3 J 1 P3 

1 fully understand the above statement and 1 agree to serve as a participant in the study. 

Signature of Participant Signature of Witness 

Date Date 



Formule de consentement l(b) 
Une étude des expériences de Me telles que vécuea par lea angolais(es) exilés au 

Canada 

DÉPARTEMENT D' ANTHROPLOGIE SOCIALE, U N N E R S I ~ ~  YORK, CANADA 
No de tdldphone: (4 16) 736-5700 
No de fax: (4 1 6) 736-5768 

Mon nom est Joanne M. Leben et je suis candidate A la maîtrise en anthropologie sociale 
a l'université York à Toronto. Je m'intéresse surtout à l'Angola et aux expériences de 
vie de réfugiés en provenance de ce pays. Tout particulidnment, mon ttude est centrée 
sur la formation et le role des leaders angolais et angoiaises en exile au Canada. 

Le Comitd de recherches dthiques du Departement d'anthropologie sociale de 
I'Univenit6 York a approuvé mon dtude. Toutes informations degagdes seront traitdes 
avec la plus stricte confidence. En particulier, les noms de participants ne seront guère 
d6voilés ni dans la thhe même, ni dans aucuns articles ou publications subséquents. 
Une fois acheve. les résultats de recherche seront distributs A tous cew et celles qui y 
ont participe. 

Consentement du participant ou de la participante 
J'ai et6 informe de la nature et des procedures de I'dtude, et j'y comprends entièrement. 
Je sais que ma participation est entièrement volontaire. De plus, comme participant(e) 
j'ai le droit de me retirer du projet B n'importe quel stage de son développement. Il est 
egalement entendu que toutes mes contributions B la recherche seront ddtruites si je 
decide de terminer ma participation. D'ailleurs, j'ai Cté avis6 que je peux adresser tout 
commentaires ou questions, de façon anonyme si desiré, soit aupr&s de la professeure 
Judith Nagata ou de la Directrice de departement au (416) 736-5700. Ou encore je peux 
m'adresser par écrit au : 

Dtpartement d'anthropologie 
Université York 
4700 Keele St., North York, (Ontario) 
Canada M3J lP3 

Je comprend entidrement la ddclaration ci-haut et j'accepte de participer I l'ttude. 

Signature du(de la) participant(e) Signature du ternoin 

Date Date 



Formule de consentement 2(b) 
Une Ctude des expériences de vie tella que vécues par les angolais(es) esilés 

au Canada et en Angleterre 

DÉPARTEMENT D'ANTHROPLOGIE SOCIALE, UNNERSITÉ YORK, CANADA 
No de telephone: (4 1 6) 736-5700 
No de fax: (416) 736-5768 

Mon nom est Joanne M. Lebert et je suis candidate a la maîtrise en anthropologie sociale 
à l'Université York A Toronto. Je m'intéresse surtout B l'Angola et aux expériences de 
vie de réfugiés en provenance de ce pays. Tout particulièrement, mon &de est centrde 
sur la formation et le role des leaders angolais et angolaises en exile au Canada et en 
Angleterre. 

Le Cornite de recherches dthiques du Departement d'anthropologie sociale de 
l'Université York a approuve mon 6tude. Toutes informations ddgagdes seront traitdes 
avec la plus stricte confidence. En particulier, les noms de participants ne seront guère 
dévoilks ni dans la these même, ni dans aucuns articles ou publications subsdquents. 
Une fois achevb, les résultats de recherche seront distribues B tous ceux et celles qui y 
ont participé. 

Consentement du participant ou de la participante 
J'ai CtC informb de la nature et des procédures de I'etude, et j'y comprends entièrement. 
Je sais que ma participation est entitrernent volontaire. De plus, comme participant(e) 
j'ai le droit de me retirer du projet ii n'importe quel stage de son développement. Il est 
également entendu que toutes mes contributions B la recherche seront detruites si je 
decide de terminer ma participation. D'ailleurs, j'ai dt6 avisé que je peux adresser tout 
commentaires ou questions, de façon anonyme si desiré, soit auprès de la professeure 
Judith Nagata ou de la Directrice de departement au (41 6) 736-5700. Ou encore je peux 
m'adresser par krit  au : 

Département d'anthropologie 
Univemit6 York 
4700 Keele St., North York, (Ontario) 
Canada M33 1P3 

Je comprend entièrement la ddclaration ci-haut et j'accepte de participer l'btude. 

Signahue du(de la) participant(e) Signature du ternoin 

Date Date 
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